INVENTORS.
PART 14.

INVENTORS WHO CREATE THE TOMORROWS
Always get insulted by the socall experts of yesterday.
Yesterday experts are great crap producers as you can witness.
Unfortunate we who do care for the health of this planet just continue on
with our development work to meet the world’s market demand for clean
energy and transportation systems and that is a FACT!
We do not stop because of stupid idiot’s flowerbower that is also a FACT!
That calls for a vast amount of knowledge to plan and implement such a company structure as I planning
and its technology even calls for a vast amount of extra knowledge which you are actually reading in this
book.
Unfortunate we are far more advanced then we are releasing details of at this time, and now we have
entered October 2007 the team minus my self will be starting to come together at the new HQ to start
setting up and training for this new development.
Unfortunate I still have a large undertaking here to complete before leaving for the new HQ, by then the
special magnetiser hopefully will be taking shape.
I have also been informing that certain equipment is on its way to me here – and hope to get those
packages here within 14 days.
I shall continue the subjects in this book, so you can understand what I have to consider in this
development for success – success is certain as the mockup reveals more secrets of the S.E.G.
excitement grows with the team; so far these findings are kept under cover until I can write up the
document to cover the new findings. The study work on that mockup is not yet complete but the chances
are that it will demonstrate Christmas tree lights running from it. And it was never designed for that
purpose. The photos show what that unit was like at that conference which it was quickly made for, it did
not rotate unless you push one of the rollers, what it showed was that 12 masses could stay on regardless.
1.

Note:
The common idea that success spoils people by making them vain, egotistic and self
complacent is erroneous; on the contrary it makes them, for the most part, humble,
tolerant and kind – failure makes people bitter and cruel.
I think that Flowerbower on youtube proves that failure does make one bitter and cruel
as he has been demonstrating.
Just to remind you of the reality of that statement.
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Two.

The slender disc is a new concept in flight technology – whose operational functions has to be
researched and developed to meet all present days’ conventional requirements for all flight
vehicles regardless.
First we must understand those requirements; from which I can start the design function of a
concept for research and development.
Thus these documentations are a vital issue for the success of a concept to become a reality,
without that knowledge you are grounded. And further more it also cost money to get through
all this red tape – which to any inventor is cruel burden to his/her input to be charged as such.
2.

ADMINISTRATION.
1:

REQUIREMENT TO HOLD A CERTIFICATE.
An InverseGravityVehicle in the United Kingdom may not fly for the purpose of public
transport otherwise than under and in accordance with the terms of an Air Operator’s Certificate
granted to the operator of that vehicle by the Civil Aviation Authority.
This is why no IGV has been manned to date.

2:

An interpretation of the term ‘public transport’ is given in the Air Navigation Order for the time
being in force and anyone in doubt as to whether particular flights may be made without the
operator being the holder of a Certificate should seek legal advice.
In relation to an Air Operator’s Certificate, the ‘operator’ is defined as the person for the time
being having the management of the InverseGravityVehicle.

3:

CHARGES.
A charge is payable on application for a Certificate and on application for the inclusion in the
Certificate of an additional type of aircraft.
No action will be taken on applications until the appropriate charge has been paid.
This is the reality of my world of that I have to live in – there are so many cooks involved all
charging for your rights to invent and to prove that it works.

4:

Additional charges are payable by the holder while a Certificate remains in force.
This is yet just another reason why I have not manned any flights of the IGV to date.

5:

Details of current charges may be obtained from the Flight Operations Inspectorate or the
General Aviation Branch.

6:

APPLICATION FOR A CERTIFICATE.
An operator who has not previously held a Certificate, or does not currently hold one, should
apply on the appropriate form in accordance with the instructions attached to it.
These forms and any other information that may be required can be obtained either from the
Flight Operations Inspectorate or the General Aviation Branch.
Searl International Space Research Consortium does not hold such a certificate at this time as
cost on research and development suck up what funding is available at this time.

7:

The application should be accompanied by the appropriate fee and if possible by the relevant
operations and training manuals (see section 15 and 17) and should be submitted as far ahead as
possible of the proposed date for the start of operations.
The MINIMUM notice required is six weeks from the date the completed operations and training
manuals are received by the Authority.
3.

The interval between application and grant of a Certificate will depend primarily upon matters
within the control of the operator Searl International Space Research Consortium and no
undertaking can be given that the Authority will be able to reach a decision within a particular
period
8:

On receipt of the application a Flight Operations or Air Taxi Operator Inspector will be assigned
to the applicant.
The Inspector will be required to carry out a detailed examination of all aspects of the
INVERSEGRAVITYVEHICLE operation, including management structure, adequacy of
ground and flying staff and arrangements for their training, premises equipment and IGV.
A detailed examination will also be made of the operations and training manuals.
All these matters will be assessed in relation to the scale, scope and circumstances of the
applicant’s proposed operations.
Manuals will be returned by the Authority during the currency of a Certificate (see section 15).

9:

Where appropriate the application will be referred to the Airworthiness Division for advice on the
adequacy of arrangements and facilities for InverseGravityVehicle maintenance.

10:

If the inspection procedure reveals a significant deficiency which cannot readily be dealt with in
discussion, the operator Searl International Space Research Consortium will be advised in
writing of the nature of the deficiency and the action required.

11:

One or more proving flights on the InverseGravityVehicle type for which application is made
will normally be required, and will be observed by Inspectors who will specify the route(s) to be
flown.

12:

It will be necessary in many instances for an operator to obtain an Air Transport License before
starting public transport operation.
In such cases an Air Operator’s Certificate will not normally be granted until the issue of an Air
Transport License has been authorized.
Information on Air Transport License requirements may be obtained from the Economic Policy
and Licensing Division.
This is the world of reality in which I have to live regardless how I feel about this situation.

13:

FORM OF CERTICATE.
Certificates are normally granted for an indefinite period but this may be varied at the discretion
of the Authority.
The type(s) of IGV that may be flown and the region in which operation may be conducted will
be specified in the Certificate.
Include in the Certificate will be General Conditions applicable to all holders and Special
Conditions to be observed by the applicant.
4.

14:

A specimen Certificate is shown on the next page.
The regions specified will be shown on the following page of that Certificate and if possible in
this section to indicate on the map that information will be found to meet most requirements, but
the operator may apply for a Certificate for a region other than a ‘standard region.
“I am a strong believer that people should know the absolute truth about all things regardless
of idiot’s claims. This is why I am releasing these documents again so you can witness what my
involvement takes to achieve this task. I have inserted this block based on conditions which has
taken place since that time interval. Unfortunate idiot’s are no different to robbers their task
are the same stop this work by any means possible. They both have very sick minds.”

15:

VARIATION OF A CERTIFICATE.
If the holder Searl International Space Research Consortium wishes to apply for a variation of a
Certificate (eg inclusion of an additional aircraft type or extension of region) Searl international
space Research consortium can write to the office that issued the Certificate giving full details of
the amendment proposed.
THE MINIMUM NOTICE REQUIRED IS 30 DAYS.
If Searl International Space Research Consortium is for the inclusion of an additional type of
the IGV, the completed operations manual (or addition to an existing manual) for the type
should accompany the application.
This is the world of reality what you need to know and understand and understand you must –
knowing is not good enough.
Detail information will be required on arrangements for the maintenance of the InverseGravity
Vehicle and testing of crews.

16:

On receipt of an application for variation the Inspector assigned to the operator will normally be
directed to make a special investigation which may include the requirement to observe a proving
flight.

17:

ROUTINE LIAISON AND INSPECTION.
During the currency of a Certificate the Authority will require periodical reports on the continued
competence of the holder.
For this purpose, the Inspector assigned to the operator Searl International Space Research
Consortium will make liaison and inspection visits to each operating base and to the operator’s
Searl International Space Research Consortium outstations, and may also wish to visit handling
agents appointed by the operator Searl International Space Research Consortium, both in the
United Kingdom and abroad plus space.

18:

All Flight Operations and Air Taxi Operator Inspectors are ‘authorised persons’ for the
purposes of the Air Navigation Order, and are also authorized for the purposes specified in
General Condition A2 of each Air Operator’s Certificate, which will be discussed later.
Inspectors may also fly in the operator’s InverseGravityVehicles in the course of normal
5.

Operations.
19:

FLOWERBOWER OR Dr. D WHICHEVER NAME YOU CARE TO USE; THIS
IS THE REAL WORLD OF REALITY WHICH YOU APPEAR NOT TO
UNDERSTAND OR EVEN BELONG TO; CLEARLY YOUR DISPLAY ON
YOUTUBE SHOWS THAT YOU LIVE IN THE WORLD OF FANTASY.
Come off that cloud nine before you fall and break your neck – better still strip
and look in a full length mirror that person who is looking at you is extremely evil
minded destroy it before it destroys you.
Continue from top of page 6.
Arrangements for such flights will normally be made in advance, but the right is reserved for
Inspectors to board InverseGravityVehicles without prior notice and operators should advise
their InverseGravityVehicles commanders accordingly.
Inspectors carry an authority / identity document which will be produced on request.
I like to insert this statement here – from where I am sitting that sounds really funny – just
imaging that an InverseGravityVehicle is just about to takeoff for a 10 year mission to Mars
and without warning a stranger hops on, who has an appointment with a leg over that evening;
what a surprise he / she will have once they become aware that it will be 10 years before they
get back to planet Earth.
The inverseGravityVehicle is design for long term exploration not like NASA and the Russians
for sort term manned flights. Even though flight time to Mars would be two months – real
exploration needs time for value against cost of mission operation.

20:

No fee or fare will be paid in respect of the carriage of an Inspector on duty, (let me assure you
that would be a great pleasure not to charge them; I only hope that they wish they never
boarded that craft).
But operators may wish nevertheless to issue a passenger ticket which I can confirm would be a
pleasure for Searl International Space Research Consortium to issue them one; as they will not
be boarding any other craft for ten years at least.
Each duty flight by an Inspector will be specially authorized and a copy of the authority can be
made available to the operator to retain if he / she wishes.

21:

To keep the Authority informed on the adequacy of InversegravityVehicle maintenance
arrangements, Surveyors of the Airworthiness Division will make periodic checks of the
operator’s facilities and records.

22:

Operators may be visited from time to time by Training Inspectors (see General Conditions)
which I shall include in this section.
The primary purpose of their visit will be to observe the conduct of training flights, competence
checks, type rating tests and instrument rating renewal tests.
6.

Flowerbower this is the world of reality not your world of fantasy. Agree that the
world of reality is difficult for some to accept.
23:

REFUSAL, REVOCATION ETC OF A CERTIFICATE.
Procedures to be followed by the Authority in connection with the refusal, revocation, etc of
Certificate are prescribed in the Civil Aviation Authority Regulations.

24:

Where an application for the grant or variation of an Air Operator’s Certificate is refused, or is
granted in terms other than those requested by the applicant Searl International Space
Research Consortium a notice will be served stating the reasons for the decision, and the
applicant Searl International Space Research Consortium may within 14 days from the date of
service of the notice request that the case be reviewed by the Authority.

25:

Where it is proposed to revoke, suspend or vary a Certificate, otherwise than on the application of
the holder Searl International Space Research Consortium, notice of the proposal, together with
the reason for it, will normally be served on the person concerned who may request that the case
be decided in accordance with particular provisions of the Civil Aviation Authority Regulations.
Exceptionally, a Certificate may be provisionally suspended without notice, pending inquiry into
the case.

26:

If the operator Searl International Space Research Consortium ceases operations for which the
Certificate was issued, or if the Authority revokes or suspends the Certificate, it must be returned
immediately to the office of issue.

27:

The information in this paragraph is intended to give a general indication of the prescribed
procedure.
For detailed information reference should be made to the Regulations.

28:

The next few pages of this document I shall replace the 1968 issues to those of 1977 issues which
were the last I had on file before that robbery that took place; removed them and burnt them.
But the sole purpose is to present the reality of the real world of business that will relate to this
development undertaking.

29:

This is what Swallow Command website is all about the reality about creating tomorrow’s
technology; both in energy and transportation – how we expect you will see it as – as we see it as
a system to help this planet to survive a bit longer then now expected to last; so your children and
their children will have a tomorrow to enjoy.

30:

www.swallowcommand.com presents the absolute truth of what this technology has to go through
during its development and certainly during its operations.

31:

I shall now continue the details of the AIR OPERATOR’S CERTIFICATE NO 13.
REGION A England, Scotland and Wales.
Remember that these pages now are update on those of 1968 originals; which may by now have
7.

changed in some wording format – but still serve to show the reality for these work requirements.
REGION B

The area enclosed by rhumb lines joining successively the following points;

REGION C The area enclosed by rhumb lines joining successively the following points:

REGION D The area enclosed by rhumb lines joining successively the following points:

REGION E

The area enclosed by rhumb lines joining successively the following point:

Any one can state that they know this, but the question is do they understand what they know?
8.

REGION F

The area enclosed by rhumb lines joining successively the following points:

REGION G The area enclosed by rhumb lines joining successively the following points:

32:

This is what this document is all about reality – not fantasy – Flowerbower; hard
work and devotion to research and development – not crap!
9.

The term aircraft in this document shall relate to the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV).
Flowerbower this is the world of reality – not fantasy which appears to be your world which you
exists in – an absolute disgrace to the university which you claim you are an associate member
of the staff. – They should sack you for tarnishing their standards of conduct.
10.

33:

These are sample of the class of requirements that are expected you to meet – reality differs
greatly to the world of fantasy one imagine is involved within this technology – what is involve is
a massive amount of knowledge.
11.

AIR OPERATOR’S CERTIFICATE.
CALCULATION OF AERDROME OPERATING MINIMA FOR APPROACH AND
LANDIND BY ALL UK PUBLIC TRANSPORT AEROPLANES EXCEEDING 5700 KG
MTWA – CATEGORY 1 ILS, PAR AND NON PRECISION APPROACH AIDS.
34:

DEFINITIONS.
“Notified” for the purposes of the Appendix: means set forth in a document entitled
“Aeronautical Information Publication” or “Notam”, published by the Authority or by a country
other than the United Kingdom and for the being in force.

35:

DECISION HEIGHT.
PRECISION APPROACHES.
Minimum decision height for approaches using PAR or ILS localizer and glide slope between 2.50
and 3.50 should be determined by adding the value of the notified OCL to the height increment
figure in Table 1.

At RAF aerodromes a further 20 feet should be added for PAR approaches.
36:

Before specifying decision heights based on the use of Radio Altimeters, operators of Inverse
GravityVehicles should consult the Authority.

37:

NON PRECISION APPROACHES.
For approaches using any aid other than full ILS or PAR the decision height should not be less
than the notified OCL.

38:

The ILS Glide Path Inoperative procedure is nonprecision and a height increment is not
normally required to be added to the notified OCL.
Occasionally it will be found that the decision height for full ILS derived in accordance with
12.

paragraph 37 will be higher than the glide path inoperative OCL.
When this occurs the decision height for the full ILS procedure must be specified, and not the
glide path inoperative OCL.
39:

Prior to entry in the manual, decision heights should be adjusted to allow for Position Error
Correction.

40:

VISUAL MANOEUVRING.
The decision height specified for visual maneuvering after an instrument approach should not
be less than the notified circling height or 500 feet above aerodrome elevation (800 feet above in
the case of “wide bodied” aero planes) whichever is the greater.
All InverseGravityVehicles are wide body structured planes.

41:

CALCULATION OF INFLIGHT VISIBILITY FOR VISUAL
MANOEUVRING.
The minimum inflight visibility in meters to be specified for visual manoeuring should be
calculated by multiplying the aeroplane’s circling speed in knots by 20.

42:

OBSTACLE CLEARANCE LIMIT / STATE MINIMA.
When a State promulgates State Minima without notifying OCLs the appropriate height
increment from Table 1 should be added to the State Minima to determine the Decision Height
for precision procedure.

43:

OFFSET LOCALISERS.
The specified decision height should not be less than the height on the nominal glide path at
which the localizer intersects the runway extended centerline.

44:

DETERMINATION OF RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE.
The RVR to be associated with decision height can be determined from Table 2, which I shall
present on the next page.

45:

The InverseGravityVehicle is a vertical takeoff and vertical landing craft; as such it does not
require a runway at any time.
An apron such as that used for helicopters will meet the needs of operational functions of the
slender disc.
This in turn reduces cost of maintenance under all weather conditions.
Such pads can contain all measuring equipment for automatic landing and takeoff procedures.
This will also cut cost of operation over time.
The Slender disc does not need snow clearance before landing or taking off.
13.

46:

Table 2.

RVR values (metres).

Related to decision height and approach lighting available – aeroplanes
exceeding 5700 kg MTWA.
14.

15.

This map is twice the size of the A4 scanner so had to split it nevertheless it gives a correct image of what
is associated with the Air Operators Certificate.
48:

If I could obtain a good A3 scanner then these large maps would not be such a problem to show
the TRUTH of what is involved in my world.

49:

I will close this part of this document at this point.
This document has been released upon the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl –Head of R&D
Searl International Space Research Consortium.
Manned Flight Division
This document will be continuing in the next part of this book. – The truth will be made known.
16.
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Square 12, but which mode has it been worked out in – Space or Time mode?

Time is like a flowing river it wait for no man; here are some time clips of fact.
51:

My research and development has taken from the time man first appeared upon planet Earth until
now and the question is why?
Over 5,000 years ago this technology was in use – but something massive happen and the
technology was lost to the world.
I know that this is true, not only because there are parchments of the past which show the math’s I
use were in common use for design work, but better still is that I can use such math’s without
being taught them and design from them, better still can understand all things in nature as if I been
to university all my life studying them – everything you read in my newsletters, books and on the
web I have never been taught I just know them to be true.
Yes you have read much crap upon me by idiots who clearly think that there are experts – well I
agree only in crap.

52:

Working in automation function in this development has help me to understand how the brain
works, and what is required to fire a condition of activity which warns you of some event such as
something wrong with your system by creating pain or something on your mind worrying you it
generates ideas for you to act on.
In my case these triggers activated things stored for over 5,000 years ago, passed on through
generations through time waiting for the correct triggers in the correct order to take place and they
did in my case.
I do not believe that through that time interval that some one never got the same data; but was
17.

Afraid to make it known because religion loved excuses to give the general public an exciting day
watching a person being burnt alive at the stake – like the Romans like entertaining the public by
feeding humans to lions. As it was in England of hanging people and then quarter them as a public
entertainment on Sundays – insane Sundays were holy day – how I understand it.
53:

History shows that in the Homo sapiens track record killing for entertainment purpose of the
masses was exciting – to my mind that is insanity at the highest level of existence.

54:

I am aware today that mathematicians were using these squares as puzzles to each other as a form
of pastime hobby, so they did experience some data from some form of triggers in their life to
have generated these events in their life time. But they failed to understand what was contained
within those squares – either they failed to get the triggers to generate that information, but if they
did was too scared to make it known public wise – which I can fully understand their problem,
you only have to look at youtube for flowerbower to see the reality of inventing by crackpot like
him who have been around since man appeared on planet earth.
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Square 11, but what modes have I work it in? In these samples I have coloured
the shells which they are created from – here we see that squares 11 is generated
from 6 shells they contain as does the corners a mathematically formula which
gives what the value of that shell should be likewise the corners as well.
I shall leave it to you to check it out for errors – I do not have time to check it.
55:

As I have stated over my life that my work is the extension of hundreds of others who directly or
indirectly played a part in the contribution of knowledge such as:
Circa 1250
Exploration, discovery sparks Renaissance.
Roger Bacon stresses experiment.
Thomas Aquinas exemplifies scholastic philosophy.
Italian Petrarch writes poetry.

56:

Yes, this is all part that some how play a part in my work – I only just pick odd details to show
that I am fully aware that this work could never had been achieved without those peoples input.
18.

Circa 500 B.C.
Pythagorras names four elements: fire, water, earth and air; studies geometry, musical
intervals; proves famed theorem. What an amazing person to have reason those issue out.
Rise of Athenian civilization.
57:

So far I have taken my pointers from this period interval of time:

3000359 B.C.

Circa 500 B.C.

200 B.C. – 1200 A.D

1250 – 1550

1956  2007

At least it is a start of reality  the S.E.G. sure took a hell of a lot of knowledge, material, tools and
machinery to be discovered or invented first which in turn took hundreds of people efforts to
achieve before handing down their efforts to me to convert into another domain of science.
58:

This book represents all of their efforts and how I have adopted them to my way of thinking or
more precise some one way back in time of over 5,000 years ago way of thinking.

59:

I am aware that at this time that I am developing this technology physics has been prepared at a
time when the methods of teaching physics are undergoing scrutiny and revision by many
physicists, some working in groups with distinguished sponsorship.

60:

Noteworthy in this period is the contribution being made by outstanding research physicists to the
teaching of physics at the introduction level.

61:

Such as I have been doing within my newsletters and books and now on the websites.

62:

I sincerely hope that I can introduce within this book new and attractive answers that I suggest to
some of the recurring problems in teaching physics:
How does one abridge the presentation of historical physics in order to allow time for the new
physics, without impairing the understanding of fundamentals?
19.

63:

The word “Science” to my knowledge comes from a foreign word meaning “to know”
Here are two contemporary definitions:
First: Gerald Holton, a science historian, says:
“Science is the ever unfinished quest to discover all facts, the relationship
between things, and the laws by which the world runs”
Thank you; for that is what I have been stating all my working life.
Second:

Niels Bohr, famous for his study of the structure of atoms, wrote:
“The task of science is both to extend the range of our experience and to reduce
it to order.”
Thank you, surely that is precisely what my newsletters and books and now the
website actually does?

64:

Pythagoras action of identifying water as an element is more related to a substance as it is a
molecule in structure, but nevertheless it is vital to all living organism – that is why all the 64
flight cells space of the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV) will be occupied by water for the life
support system of the crew and flight staff. – Whose cycle will supply both hydrogen for cooking
and oxygen for breathing purposes. And the by product steam and vapors will be recycled back to
water.
I feel that is a clue to undertake another part of the document in part 13 in the effort to try and
make it easy for you to understand what I must understand and conditions which I have to meet,
as matter to conform to government requirements in safety from both structure wise and
maintenance wise. Safety for the operating staff has always been my key issue – the one point that
should had been notice throughout my writings.

65:
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Matter is made of atoms.
John Roy Robert Searl.
Superintendent of Documents – UK.
Three.

ATOMIC PROCESS.
So much for the description of solids, and gases from the atomic point of view.
However, to my understanding, the atomic hypothesis also describes processes, and so I shall
now look at a number of processes from an atomic standpoint.

67:

The first process that I shall look at is associated with the surface of the water.
What happens at the surface of the water?
That is a great question.

68:

I shall now make the picture more complicated – and thus more realistic – by imagining that the
surface is in air.

Figure 141
Figure 141 shows the surface of water in air.
I see the water molecules as before, forming a body of liquid water, but now I also see the surface
of the water.
Above the surface I find a number of things – what can you see?
First of all there are water molecules, as in the steam.
This is water vapour, which is always found above liquid water.
21.

There is an equilibrium between the steam vapour and the water which will be described later.
In addition I find some other molecules; here two oxygen O 8 atoms stuck together by themselves,
forming an oxygen molecules, well I never there are two nitrogen N 7 atoms also at it stuck
together to make a nitrogen molecule.
69:

Air to my knowledge consists almost entirely of nitrogen N 7 atoms, oxygen O 8 atoms, some
water vapour, and lesser amounts of carbon dioxide, argon Ar 18 atoms, and other things.
So above the water surface is the air, a gas, containing some water vapour.
Now what do you think is happening in this picture?

What I am pointing out in my picture is basically as complicated as these 3 pictures to see all
the different particles that construct these photos up. Which plainly illustrate the requirements
I need to understand about the atomic processes?
70:

The molecules in the water are always jiggling around.
From time to time, one on the surface happens to be hit a little harder than usual, and gets knocked
away.

71:

I do agree with you that it is hard to see that happening in the picture because it is a still picture.
But we do have the ability to imagine that one molecule near the surface has just been hit and is
flying out, or perhaps another one has been hit and is flying out.
Thus, molecule by molecule, the water disappears – thus no aliens have been and stolen it – it just
evaporates.
But if I close the vessel above, after a while I shall find a large number of molecules of water
amongst the air molecules.
From time to time, one of these vapour molecules comes flying down to the water and gets stuck
again.

72:

So I see that what looks like dead, uninteresting thing; a glass of water with a cover, that has been
sitting there perhaps twenty years; really contains a dynamic and interesting phenomenon which is
going on all the time.
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To our eyes, our crude eyes, nothing is changing, but if I could see it a billion times magnified, I
would see that from its own point of view it is always changing: molecules are leaving the surface,
molecules are coming back – rather like a bus or train service or even a space business, with
spacecraft leaving on missions others return from missions. What a world we live in.
22.
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Why do I see no change?
Because just as many molecules are leaving as are coming back!
In the long run “nothing happens”
If I then take the top of the vessel off and blow the moist away, replacing it with dry air, then the
number of molecules leaving is just same as it was before, because this depends on the jiggling of
the water, but the number coming back is greatly reduced because there are so many fewer water
molecules above the water.
Therefore there are more going out than coming in, and the water evaporates.
Hence, if you wish to evaporate water turn on the fan!
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Here is something else which I have forgotten to ask you: which molecules leave?
When a molecule leaves it is due to an accidental, extra accumulation of a little bit more than
ordinary energy, which it needs if it is to break away from the attractions of the neighbours.
Therefore, since those that leaves have more energy than the average, the ones that are left have
less average motion than they had before.
So the liquid gradually cools if it evaporates, which is also a function of the S.E.G and I.G.V, if or
when cooling takes place in its function water or water vapour near to it evaporates. A natural
function of nature.
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Of course, when a molecule of vapour comes from the air to the water below there is a sudden
great attraction as the molecule approaches the surface.
This speeds up the incoming molecule and results in generation of heat.
So when they leave they take away heat: when they come back they generate heat.
Of course when there is no net evaporation the result is nothing; the water is not changing
temperature.
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If I blow on the water so as to maintain a continuous preponderance in the number evaporating,
then the water is cooled.
Hence, blow on soup to cool it!
This also applies to the human body which bulk is water; when over heating turn on fans of
cool air to cool the body down: fans can save life.
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Of course you should realize that the processes just described are more complicated than I have
indicated.
Not only does the water go into the air, but also from time to time, one of the oxygen O 8 or
nitrogen N 7 molecules will come in and “get lost” in the mass of water molecules, and work its
way into the water. To some of you this statement may sound strange – nevertheless it’s true – it’s
a function of nature.
23.
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Thus the air dissolves in the water; oxygen O 8 and nitrogen N 7 molecules will work their way
into the water and the water will contain air. This is just a natural function of nature.
If I suddenly take the air away from the vessel, then the air molecules will leave more rapidly than
they come in, and in doing so will make bubbles.
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This is very bad for drivers, as you may know.
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Now I go on to another process.

Figure 142
In Figure 142: I see, from an atomic point of view, a solid dissolving in water.
If I put a crystal of salt in the water, what do you think will happen?
82:

Salt is a solid, a crystal, an organized arrangement of “salt atoms”

Figure 143 nearest neighbour distance d=a/2.
24.
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The figure 143 is an illustration of the threedimensional structure of common salt, Sodium Na
11 and Chlorine Cl 17.
Strictly speaking, the crystal is not made of atoms, but of what I call ions.
An ion is an atom which either has a few extra electrons or has lost a few electrons.
In a salt crystal I find chlorine ions (chlorine atoms with an extra electron) and sodium ions
(sodium atoms with one electron missing).
The ions all stick together by electrical attraction in the solid salt, but when I put them in the
water I find, because of the attractions of the negative oxygen and positive hydrogen for the ions,
that some of the ions jiggle loose.
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In Figure 142, I see a chlorine ion getting loose and other atoms floating in the water in the form
of ions.
This picture to my mind has been made with great care.
NOTICE:
For example, that the hydrogen ends in water molecules are more likely to be near the chlorine
ion, while near the sodium ion I are more likely to find the oxygen end, because the sodium is
positive and the oxygen end of water is negative, and they attract electrically.
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Can I tell from this picture whether the salt is dissolving in water or crystallizing out of water?
That is a good question.
OK, of course I cannot tell, because while some of the atoms are leaving the crystal other atoms
are rejoining it.
The process is a dynamic one, just as in the case of evaporation, and it depends on whether there
is more or less salt in the water than the amount needed for equilibrium.
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By equilibrium I mean that situation in which the rate at which atoms are leaving just matches the
rate at which they are coming back.
If there is almost no salt in the water, more atoms leave than return, and the salt dissolves.
If on the other hand, there are too many “salt atoms”, more return than leave, and the salt is
crystallizing.

87:

In passing, I mention that the concept of a molecule of a substance is only approximate and exists
only for a certain class of substances.
It is clear in the case of water that the three atoms are actually stuck together – there goes my
hopscotch game dream one again that 3 square marker.
It is not so clear in the case of sodium chloride in the solid.
There is just an arrangement of sodium and chloride ions in a cubic pattern.
25.

There is no natural way to group them as “molecules of salt”.
88:

Returning to my discussion of solution and precipitation, if I increase the temperature of the salt
solution, then the rate at which atoms are taken away is increased, and so is the rate at which
atoms are brought back.
It turns out to be very difficult, in general, to predict which way it is going to go, whether more or
less of the solid will dissolve.
Most substances dissolve more, but some substances dissolve less, as the temperature increases.

89:

I will terminate this discussion at this point until the next time we meet.
This document has been release upon the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl – head of R&D.
Clean energy and transportation systems.
Superintendent of documents UK.

Every piece of equipment which I brought from this building which runs into
thousands of £ (pounds) was stolen from this address on Monday August 25th
2003 plus equipment purchased by me from a number of other companies in
London by a gang of 5 men one being my brother who was the ring leader.
Since that date I have been struggling to rebuy that equipment which has gone
up in price somewhat to the price original paid by me. Much is no longer
available so new models have to be found to replace the old ones the cost is now
well outside of my means – not only that the space needed is gone as well.
26.
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Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
Economics.
John Roy Robert Searl.

REASONS FOR GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION.
However, governments intervene in economies for many reasons other than the maintenance of
competitive forces.
The size of the government’s sphere of economic activity; known as the public sector; is often
used as a political index of the country’s character.

91:

For example, the Soviet Union’s mix of planning and free market resource allocation tends far
more towards centralized decisionmaking than does that of the USA.
Below, I shall try to summarize the main reasons why governments in essentially private
enterprise economies have taken responsibility for certain aspects of economic activity.
(1)

MERIT GOODS.
In the price system, income determines the ability to buy goods and services.
This may mean that some individuals cannot afford to buy goods and services which it is
believed that everyone should have the opportunity to benefit from, regardless of their
income.
This is one issue which has concerned me since I started this project – which each year it
takes to complete to the market place the cost will increase by 80% in 1946 cost of Nd was
30cents a kilo now its £29.00 + vat of 17.50% per 5 grams – man you are talking about big
money to make SEG. And don’t we know that already and it’s not yet complete.
27.

These "merit goods” might include such items as health services, education, libraries, art
galleries, etc.
The state can guarantee access to such goods and services in a variety of ways:
(a)

DIRECT PROVISION.
The state acts as entrepreneur and charges prices aimed at securing equality of
opportunity.
This may involve charging different prices according to individual’s income levels
or providing the service at a zero or subsidized price (and financing its operation
from general taxation, based on the ability of people to pay).

(b)

INDIRECT PROVISION.
Private firms produce the goods and services, but the state provides income
supplements or vouchers for those who would not otherwise be able to afford the
goods.

92:

(2)

WELFARE PAYMENTS.
The operation of the price mechanism may be modified by income supplements provided
by the state for those who are least able to help themselves and whose standards of living
might otherwise fall below a level the society considers acceptable.
Examples of such welfare payments include unemployment benefits and state pensions.

(3):

NATURAL MONOPOLIES.
A natural monopoly exists where an industry will operate most efficiently if there is only
one producer in a given region: the usual examples are public utilities, such as water, gas
and electricity supply.
As in the case of merit goods, government may intervene directly:
(a)
(b)

By nationalizing production.
By licensing private monopolies

Or indirectly:

In some countries the argument is extended to a wide range of industries, such as airlines, steel
production, motor vehicle production and extractive industries, e.g. coal and petroleum.
93:

SOCIAL CAPITAL.
Certain goods and services would either be difficult to price at all or pricing would actually
decrease and benefit which can be derived from them.
Road networks, for example, would be much less efficient if privately owned and subject to tolls
at every turn.
The problem of pricing access to national parks or of charging for the provision of street lamps is
sufficiently great to warrant zero priced provision for consumers, financed from different forms of
28.

taxation.
The term ‘social capital’ includes all the goods which are not used for current consumption and
which are owned collectively by a nation.
In addition to the items considered above, this might also include state universities and schools,
state hospitals and so forth.
Many items of social capital could be termed ‘collective or public goods’, goods from which it is
difficult to exclude others (apart from those willing to pay for the good) from enjoying the
benefits.
For example, if national defence was provided on a private enterprise basis, people who were not
prepared to pay the asking price would still benefit from the protection provided for those who did
pay.
In such cases, there is an obvious advantage in centralized provision.
94:

EXTERNALITIES.
The price system is amoral: It makes no value judgements on the relative merits of different
goods.
If the consumer is prepared to pay the price, the good or service will be provided.
The government may wish to intervene in this process for one of two reasons:
(a):

TO PROTECT PEOPLE FROM THEMSELVES.
On society’s behalf, the government may intervene to control or prohibit goods which are
considered to have a detrimental effect on the consumers, e.g. drugs or pornography.

(b):

TO PROTECT PEOPLE FROM THE SIDE EFFECTS OF OTHER’S ACTIONS.
Decisions in the price system are made on the basis of selfinterest: the producer weighs
`the costs he will incur against the revenue he stands to gain, and the consumer considers
his / her anticipated satisfaction against the price he / she must pay and the opportunities
forgone.
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However, some production and consumption decisions will have sideeffects on other people not
directly involved in the decision (termed ‘externalities’ or ‘social cost and benefits’).
In the absence of government intervention, for example, a producer might be prepared to pollute
nearby rivers or allow noxious fumes into the atmosphere if this reduces his / her costs.
Similarly, a consumer might prefer to buy a lawnmower if this model was cheaper than one
incorporating a suppressor.
On the other hand, in a congested city a consumer may choose to use a public transport rather than
drive a private car, and this action tends to benefit other road users by helping to reduce
congestion on the road. I think most readers will appreciate this issue congestion is now a major
issue – and a great pollution maker.
29.
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Where social costs exist there is, in the absence of government intervention, a tendency to greater
production and consumption than would be considered desirable from society’s viewpoint.
Conversely, the effect of failing to take account of social benefits in production and consumption
decisions is a lower level of welfare that would be possible if externalities were reflected in the
price of consumption.
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Governments can intervene to encourage people to take account of these externalities in a number
of ways:
(a):

LEGAL COMPULSION.
This may take the form, for example, of placing limits on the permitted levels of
atmospheric pollution.

(b):

LEGAL COMPENSATION.
People may have the right to be compensated for detriment to their welfare caused by
other’s actions.

(C):

INTERNALIZATION.
The government may use taxes and subsidies to allow for the value of externalities in the
prices charged to consumers.
This is yet another point to bear in mind’

(d):

INVERTED JUSTICE.
People whose welfare would suffer as the result of another’s action might be prepared to
pay the ‘Offender’ not to inflict the social costs on them.
This is a reversal of the legal principle that the offender should compensate the offended.
An example might be where the residents in a neighbourhood pay the organizers of an
open air pop festival not to hold a concert in their locality.

98:

AID FOR INDUSTRY.
Just as the government may look after individuals who are least able to help themselves, it may
offer similar aid to firms.
This may, for example, be aimed at ensuring a balance regional development of industry within a
country, to support industries in temporary financial difficulties or to protect firms from ‘unfair’
foreign competition.

99:

ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT.
Many economists believe that the free market system, left to its own devices, would fail to secure
the full employment of a nation’s scarce resources.
Thus, they consider that government intervention to control the level of economic activity over
30.

time is desirable.
This ‘demand management’ may also be directed to controlling the balance of payments and the
pricelevel, among other things.
This may extend to more detailed forward planning of the economy to influence various aspects of
resource allocation
This list of reasons for government intervention is far from exhaustive and many aspects will be
considered in more detail in later parts.
There are, however, important criticisms of the effects of government intervention which need to
be mentioned.
(a):

MARKET DISCIPLINE.
Enterprise supported by a directly controlled by the state may tend to be less responsive to
the incentives of profit and loss, since the state underwrites any losses incurred.
Thus, if profitmaking is as important a spur to competition and increased efficiency as the
price system suggests, there is a danger that government intervention in production will
lead to less than optimum efficiency.
Moreover, since government sponsored production often has monopoly powers, this
inefficiency might be reflected simply in higher prices rather than financial losses.
This also implies a more limited choice for consumers to my way of thinking.

(b):

PLANNING COSTS.
Economic management and the administration of governmentsponsored production
involve the use of scarce resources which might otherwise be used directly in the
production of goods and services.
To my mind there is also a danger that such administration develops a bureaucracy which
decreases the efficiency of decisionmaking and of the productive process.
Additionally, there is considerable controversy over the efficacy of government
management of the economy:
Planning is a complex activity and many variables of the Searl effect Generator (S.E.G.)
are outside the government’s control.
Some economists believe like I do that misguided attempts at demand management have
had a destabilizing effect on economic activity.

100:

APPENDIX:

POLICY AND ANALYSIS.

It is inappropriate in a book such as this to embark on a lengthy consideration of the methodology
of the subject, but one aspect needs mention since it is so often a cause of misunderstanding.
The media present us daily with ‘economic commentators’ who are very liberal with advice on
31.

What the government should or should not do to resolve whatever particular aspect of the problem
of scarcity is causing concern at the time.
These policy prescriptions are usually based on an analysis both of what causes the problem and
of the predicted effects of certain measures.
101:

As an academic discipline, economics is concerned with analysis, but not with policy prescription.
The economist can analysis the contributory causes of a particular problem and attempt to predict
the consequences of particular policy measures determined by the government.
It is, however, for the government to choose its objectives and to select its preferred measures,
since these are based on political priorities and value judgments, for which there is no objective
economic test of validity.

102:

Of course, as a citizen, the person who has grounding in economics may have strong personal
views on appropriate economics policies, but these reflect a personal scale of priorities rather than
any absolute scale.
Thus, economics is traditionally described as a positive science, based on statements which can be
tested by appeal to the facts.
Clearly it does not matter how you or I feel about the S.E.G. technology, if a government objects
to it they will make it difficult to be able to sell it to the masses in large numbers.
That is why I need to get all countries making it.
I shall end this section at this point.
This document has been released to the masses by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl – Research and Development.
Tomorrow’s energy and transportation systems.
Superintendent of Documents – UK.
This is the world of reality that I have no choice but to live in, if I intend to succeed.
The only statement made by me in relation to this subject if that I am offering only a concept for
research and development and that is all at this time.
Once the concept is proven for mass production then I have a product for the marketplace that is
what Thailand is actually doing now. Israel will then follow suite.
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Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Saturday October 13th 2007.

Unfortunate due to age and health I was not able to travel with goods for lecture across the
London underground to catch a coach going to Glastonbury.
Therefore I had no transport available on the Wednesday October 10 th 2007 which cost me a day’s
work waiting.
Thursday October 11th 2007 another wasted day waiting for transport.
Friday October 12 th another wasted day up to 21:49 hours at which time Jas and John arrived from
Glastonbury to collect me.
We departed quickly from here and headed for the long road ride and eventually arrived where I
would stay for the night – the owner of the house surrender his bed for me while he sleep outside
in the caravan. At less I got there to deal with my lecture on Saturday.
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Saturday October 12th 2007:
Arriving at the Assembly Hall to give my lecture, I got a surprise meeting a couple at the door
who I meet a few years earlier coming out of London underground system with Jas:

Not expected from the past and worst still they thought I was a traffic warden to put a ticket on
their park car. I have over time been called all kinds of things but never a traffic warden.
33.

This is the building where for the second time I have given a lecture there, again
the same issue as the last time I filled a sudden gap that occurred by another party
dropping out.
105:

The lecture was a success, as a number of those who attended this session were interested and
agreed to join and help me to set up an active group there.
There were three boys on offer to play my part in the video which I have been wanting to do since
1968 – the one that show how the S.E.G. was discovered from ancient times.
One of the boys was making certain that he would be selected by joining me and has his photo
taken with me.

Also with me you see the two men who built the Alpha model of the I.G.V.
34.

The school where the filing will take place, the head teacher has to request
permission for their children to take part of my dream number one which is the
mathematics of the system, as soon as I here that there is enough children to take
part in the filming I shall books an early date to return to make the video.
106:

So after so long waiting interval of time to create a video clip on how I discover; not only the law
of the squares but the making of the S.E.G. it looks like it will happen very soon. Sad that the
actual children will not be in it they are too old if any are still living.

The father of the son who will play my part as a boy in the dream has agreed and
is greatly honour that his son will play that part.
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Glastonbury is famous for its music festivals, and our lady of the light knew that as a fact, and
there she found a man who she interested to do some music for that video clip you have seen on
swallowcommand website and other websites. That one which this chap rolled into a clip from
35.

various TV shows and some of my own film clips were included, which I had no knowledge such
was being done until I saw the clip  I had never met this person so far.
108:

Sunday October 13th 2007:
Jas took me to the home of that man and introduced me and here is that person who did that clip
for swallowcommand:

Yes that is the person who created that clip with the assistance of the lady of the
light; just two people create from the past that video clip but more is certain to be
coming a long discussion of my plans took place so he has a good idea what he
will need to do – exciting – yes he is.
Swallow Command and the lady of the light give the power to the people solute
for the future of planet earth and the children of the future.
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After this meeting Jas and I made our way to the Assembly Hall to meet a few of those who wish
to help with the Glastonbury unit to be set up. Also to say my goodbyes to those who came from
far and wide to hear what I had to say.
Upon this event I did not take the HD movie camera only my still camera – upon my next trip I
shall take the HD cam unit and other parts for the filming session.
Talking and shaking hands was quite an event with those who came to hear a man talk that they
had heard about through the webs, and they took me to their hearts – in some cases literally, as the
camera records shows as a fact.
36.
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Upon arriving in Glastonbury, I was shown the local paper that though this meeting was sudden
they were able to present a small statement about it, and here is a copy of that article:

Sorry that the letters on the left side are missing, never noticed that when I scanned it in,
unfortunate all paper articles are quickly buried by later data coming in by now it’s ready out of
sight. Nevertheless it was a quick insertion for the time being a larger article is planned.
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Other people whom I met there were interested that Glastonbury took a part in this development.

Glastonbury thank you for your warm welcome to a technology that’s new.
37.

Just a quick view of those who are interested sorry I cannot cover every one in
this section, but to all of you remember give the power to the people that is clean.
112:

Radio and TV plus press articles are in the pipeline as their part of the action to promote clean
energy systems.
This short report was released to the masses by authority of:

Johnsearlglastonbury.co.uk

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Author – Lecturer – Head of R&D.
Tomorrow’s energy and Transportation systems.
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Thursday 18th October 2007. Update on progress:

Yesterday I experienced my first fire due to the fact that the shavings were too hot, had to slow
down the milling action to prevent another experience of that nature.
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Now that I am working full time things are speeding up on this development work, and the
interest in this work grows; as slowly it take shape.
38.

The next photo is filed under confidential file and not for release at this time to the general public
only for those who are actually investing at this time to see.
Thanks for your new inquiry for Neodymium, please check our price as follows:
Nd balance
1.)

Size: 20.50mm x 5000mm constructed by 14pcs of 20.50mm diameter x 360mm
Quantity: 14pcs
Price: USD820.00/pc

2.)

Size: 131.5mm OD x 76.8mm ID x 60mm thickness
Quantity: 2pcs
Price: USD2,300.00/pc

3.)

Size: 363.3mm OD x 320.5mm ID x 60mm thickness, constructed by 4 tiles with
degree section ring
Quantity: 2pcs (8 tiles)
Price: USD1,800.00/tile

We will try to produce it without construction (by a single ring).
4.)

Size: 597.1mm OD x 555.9mm ID x 60mm thickness, constructed by 4 tiles with
90 degree section ring
Quantity: 2pcs (8 tiles)
Price: USD4,800.00/tile
Lead time: 35 days
Terms of payment: in advance.
Looking forward to hearing from you!
Sincerely yours,
Kevin
This is the world of reality in relation to the S.E.G. development.
39.

PROFORMA INVOICE
Items

Products

Specifications

Unit Price

Qty

Amount

01

Nd disc, 1 wt% , Nd balance

20.50mm diameter x 6.3mm

USD20.60/pc

120pcs

USD2,472.00

02

Nd ring, 1 wt% , Nd balance

126mm OD x 73mm ID x 58mm

USD2,168.00/pc

2pcs

USD4,336.00

Freight

USD150.00
==========

122pcs

USD6,958.00

Total

Total Amount Say in U. S. Dollars Six Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty Eight Only.
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This update was released by the authority of:

Fernando Morris  Chief Engineer for the Searl Effect Generator – U.S.A.
S.E.G. Center – California – U.S.A.
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Thursday 18th October 2007 update – Thailand.
Been inform that a 150 Ton press has now arrived and being installed – what the total cost of all
machinery purchased for Thailand Research Laboratory upon the S.E.G. development is unknown
at this time.
Today I have also been informed that the 300 pounds of wire has arrived and the Head of research
and development has commenced the construction of the coil that cost is also at this time
unknown to me.
Thailand will clearly benefit once it’s fully switched over to S.E.G. power systems, but this will
not happen over night – but Thailand interests goes beyond the domestic unit.
40.

I have never seen so much work done on the S.E.G. in such a short time interval.
But there is still a hell of a lot of work to undertake to complete the S.E.G.

41.
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PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE IS NOTHING IMPOSSIBLE EXCEPT THAT THE STATE
OF YOUR MIND MAKES IT SO.
This report has been released upon the authority of:

Freddy Brown – Commander in Chief –R&D Laboratory – Thailand.
Clean Energy and Transportation systems.
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Searl international Space Research Consortium.
Headquarters – London – United Kingdom.
As I have previous stated in this book: that the laws on electrical and electronics products are
becoming a critical issue to all companies who manufacture such products.
119:

Is Searl International Space Research Consortium finding it difficult to gather and validate all
the data we require to comply with the ever increasing challenges posed by legislation such as
RoHS, WEEE and REACH.

120:

CAN SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
DEMONSTRATE DUE DILIGENCE?
Every day you are challenged to build better products and comply with an ever increasing set of
demands placed on my business by legislation such as Restriction of Hazardous Substances
(RoHS), Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) AND Registration, Evaluation
and Authorisation of Chemicals (REACH).
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Searl International Space Research Consortium need to obtain, evaluate and validate the
appropriate data for the components we use and if we get it wrong the consequences for Searl
International Space Research Consortium can be disastrous.
42:
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Since 1963, I was already setting the mode by which this work would be carry out – strange since
all these new testing procedures came out I have taken out 4 x 13Amp fuses by holding a wire
while working on it which should had been dead but it was very much alive.
The test method set out in the rules failed to cover a vital situation that a D.T.D.P mains switch,
the live side could stick up leaving the total unit at live without any warning that it was live.
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That is why I write all my own operational rules and go by them it could save your life.

A Time that is forgotten –man forget time – the fun of creating the impossible.
43.
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From experience I have learnt never trust an expert rule as gospel that way you will live to see
another day.

125:

In my world of reality you need to understand a hell of a lot of FACTS – lets look at one of them
– you are mass producing S.E.G.s and shipping them – lets look at the year 2000 – and I wish to
ship them to California, U.S.A. so what do I know about California shipping ports?

The first thing you must understand is where on earth is California?
Yes, today you can get maps by which you can isolate California.
But what is a suitable port to use for your business operations?
Regardless where in the world you want to ship you should be in charge on what port to use and
be quite happy with the function of that port from the point of your operations.
Upon the next page I will present an illustration of a port in California layout of operations as a
sample within this part of this book.
44.

As you may already know that I am quite aware of what ports there are and where they are and
could fly to any one of them that is listed – this is just to prove that I live in the world of reality –
not fantasy. But I am still a human being and can make errors when under pressure as any other
expert will do. But in this quote I will not name these ports or their map reference details at this
time. At some other date I shall cover them so you will see I have no time for bullshit.
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In part 1 of this document I explained the drug simvastatin which I have to take, in this part 2 I shall
take another drug which I also have to take.
127:

In this way you will understand that my interests crosses all boundaries of science and technology
and therefore I have no interest in any ball games; except for testicles in relation to their:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

128:

Structure.
Functions.
What can do wrong with them?
What can we do to put them right again.

As far as my mind will allow me to think ball games don’t save life – running, jumping will not
save life – but understanding the body structure and all its functions then you have a chance to
save lives.
TOP PICTURE.
Photo atlas of drug administration.
Sites recommended for
subcutaneous injections.
LOWER PICTURE.
Photo atlas of drug administration,
Giving SQ injection in the abdomen.
Which I can confirm that I too have
experience such injections.
Taking blood samples various
between operators – here at this
surgery the district nurse is clearly a
coal miner she digs for blood – I
find it she says; as if it’s lost and she
sure digs.
It would have been much quicker
and less painful if she had cut the
arm off to get a sample.
But still I survived it and she sure
certainly found blood in the end.
Bless her for her determination in
her call of duty to find blood
regardless of my screams.

46.

129:

I have to take the medication called METOPROLOL TARTRATE 50 MG TABS,
So I will show you now what I knew about METOPROLOL in the year 2000.
METOPROLOL

130:

(metohproe’lole)

ApoMetoprolol
Betaloc
Betaoc Durules
Lopressor
Lopressor SR
Novopmetoprol
Toprol XL

Canada only
Canada only
Canada only

FUNCTION CLASS

:

Antihypertensive, antianginal

CHEMIST CLASS

:

β 1Adrenergic blocker

PREGNANCY CATEGORY

:

C

Canada only
Canada only

ACTION:
Competitively blocks stimulation of β1-adrenergic receptor within vascular smooth muscle,
produces chronoscopic, isotropic activity (decreases rate of SA node discharge, increases
recovery time), slows conduction of AV node, decreases heart rate, which decreases O2 in
consumption in myocardium; also decreases renninaldosteroneangiotensin system at high doses.

131:

THERAPEUTIC OUTCOME:
Decrease blood pressure, heart rate, AV conduction.

132:

USES:
Mild to moderate hypertension, acute MI to reduce cardiovascular mortality, angina pectoris, New
York Heart Association class 11, 111 heart failure.

133:

INVESTIGATIONAL USES:
Dysrhythmias, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, mitral valve prolapse, pheochromocytoma, tremors,
prevention of vascular headaches, aggression.

134:

DOSAGE AND ROUTES.
HYPERTENSION.
ADULT:

By mouth 50 mg twice a day, or 100 mg every day; may give 200 to 450 mg in
divided doses; extended release tablets give daily.

GERIATRIC ELDERLT:

That’s me!
By mouth; 25 mg /day initially increase weekly as needed/
47.

In my case it’s twice a day.
If I ended this report at this point you might think that I do not know anything more about
this medication – thus I guess I better continue so you can see that I am not dumb.

MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION (MI)
ADULT:

Early treatment, intravenous bol 5 mg every 2 min x 3 doses, then 50
mg by mouth 15 min after last does and every 6 hour x 48 hour; late
treatment, by mouth maintenance 100 mg twice a day for 3 month.

ANGINA: That brings me back into this picture.
ADULT:
135:

By mouth 100 mg every day, increase every week as needed or 100 mg extended
release tab every day.

AVAILABLE FORMS:

Tabs 50, 100 mg;
Injection 1 mg / ml;
Extended release tabs: 25, 50, 100, 200 mg.

136:

ADVERSE EFFECTS:
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM:
Insomnia – dizziness – mental changes – hallucinations – depression – anxiety –
headaches (that point I can guarantee) – nightmares – confusion – fatigue.

CARDIOVASCULAR – CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE:
Palpitations – dysrhythmias.
Cardiac arrest  atrioventricular block – hypotension  bradycardia.

EAR – EYE – NOSE AND THROAT:
Sore throat – dry burning eyes.

GASTROINTESTINAL:
Nausea – vomiting – colitis – cramps – diarrhea – constipation – flatulence – dry
mouth – hiccups.

GENITOURINARY:
Impotence.

HEMA:

Agranulocytosid – eosinophilia – thrombocytopenic purpura.
48.

137:

INTEG:

Rash – purpura – alopecia – dry skin – urticaria – pruritus.

RESP:

Bronchospasm – dyspnea – wheezing.

CONTRAINDICATIONS:
Hypersensitivity to βblockers – cardiogenic shock – heart block (2nd and 3 rd
degree) – sinus bradycardia – CHE– bronchial asthma.

138:

PRECAUTIONS:
Major surgery – pregnancy C – lactation – diabetes mellitus – renal disease –
thyroid disease – chronic obstructive pulmonary disease – heart failure – Coronary
artery disease – nonallergic bronchospasm – hepatic disease.

139:

DO NOT CONFUSE:
Metoprolol with misoprostol.

140:

I could continue to write another 4 pages upon this drug – but I feel certain that the medical world
understand that my interest does really cover medication across the whole domain. So I will end at
this point which I have reached.
This report was released to the public by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl – Human behaviour studies.
Manned Flight Division.
DOCSISRCMAT3.
DATE: 25 ST August 1968.
Edition: First.

Searl International Space Research Consortium – UK.
Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
LOCATION:
SUBJECT:

Headquarters – Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
Materials reference study.
49.

SECTION:
AUTHOR:
DIVISION:

Part four.
John Roy Robert Searl.
Energy and transportation.

141:

When we state materials we are talking about a massive amount of data: that today we understand,
and our knowledge base is growing fast in relation to the time interval in which I was born.

142:

Thus you will see in my reports that I quote a time interval; because things are on a constant
change thus our base knowledge increases with time.
As you read these reports do not jump to the idea that you know more about theses materials than
I do – just ask yourself if you can remember what the materials were like at that date.

143:

By 1968 I was aware then of the steadily increasing numbers of materials being developed and
clearly I needed to write reports upon my understanding that would intelligently describe the
important characteristics of commercially available materials without involvement in details.

144:

It must meet the job needs of mangers and executives, purchasing and manufacturing managers,
supervisors, engineers, students and others who will be involved in the production of both the
Searl Effect Generator (SEG) and InverseGravityVehicle (IGV).

145:

Remember: all materials, infinite in possible numbers, derive from only 92 natural elements.
It is as basically simple as that, but the varying forms and usages are so intertwined in all the
industries that a person can have no real comprehension of the characteristics and economics of
any one of the materials which he / she procures for his / her own use unless he / she has an
intelligent overall grasp of its varying forms and usages.

146:

This is why I have been and still will add graphs upon the elements as I understood them at that
time interval as quoted in the report.
It is this understanding which is require in the development of a concept for the Searl Effect
Generator (SEG) and the InversegravityVehicle (I.G.V).
There is nothing impossible about it; except that you are the problem that creates the impossible
by not making an effort to try and make it happen – but I will – that is the difference between you
and me – I say its possible until proven impossible like all other inventors did likewise thank
heaven for a few intelligent people that have been around over time that actually create the
tomorrow’s which you are so glad to use.

147:

This research involves complicated knowledge there is no argument upon that issue which I
clearly show in my reports.
In my work it involved metals and non metals – that makes it double the amount of study work
involved.
So far I have been just relating to the metal domain; and I shall look at the whole picture so you
can see that only a dedicated person could possible spend that amount of effort on a concept
unless there is a great reason for doing so, a good reasons is called a matter of life and death;
relate to mother Earth she is dying faster then she ought to be doing, and we are the ones which is
assisting her to die because we will not listen to the warnings, and take steps to slow down this
rate of decay.
50.

148:

Equilibrium diagram of Neodymium Nd 60 with Titanium Ti 22.
I appreciate that many viewers to this site will not understand what is stated here and that is not a
problem – the problem is the socalled experts – who think that they know everything have clearly
shown that they don’t even know the basic of science. If you can understand what you are reading
here then you know more them the experts, over the years that have knocked this work as crap!
51.

Equilibrium diagram of Neodymium Nd 60 with Zinc Zn 30.
As you know that in each part I present two diagrams for your interest on what I know.
52.

149:

My intensions in my books are to give the reader an intelligent overall insight into my life and
work.
It is not the purpose of this book to provide an exhaustive treatise on any materials, as it is
assumed that the reader will consult producers of the materials for detailed specification.

150:

General information, with the most commonly accepted comparative figures, I shall give on
materials in their group classification in order to give a general picture of what my life has been
confronted with in developing this concept; the selected processed materials and patented and
trade named materials will then be described to give a more specific understanding of the Searl
Effect Generator (SEG) and more so the InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V) applications.

151:

The relative position of description of proprietary materials are for purposes of illustration and
bear no relation to the relation merits of the products of any one producer – only those products to
be produced by Searl International Space Research Consortium.

152:

Since my first newsletter was released to the public a virtual revolution in materials has been
taking place, resulting in new types and grades of materials – plastics, metal allows – rubbers –
textiles – finishers – foodstuffs – chemicals, and animal products – that are being developed at an
exponential rate.

153:

You expect me to be able to keep up with this massive progress on my little pension is pure
insanity – no way is that possible – yet I should be constant updated with facts related to this
project needs; to serve the world in a manner which the world would benefit and all that have to
survive upon it – except bacteria and virus which would fail to survive.

154:

Each new document that will be released by me will reflect this phenomenal proliferation in
number and variety.
In that first newsletter of mine there were to my knowledge just about a few thousands different
materials to select from; now in 1968 I have at least 15,000 different materials to select from and
that is a fact.

155:

Despite this many fold increase in coverage, it is virtually impossible to include all commercially
available materials in one book of this kind.
Nevertheless, descriptions of the most important and most widely used of the thousands of
materials introduced every year by Searl International Space Research Consortium will be quoted
within future books.

156:

I shall endeavor to hold to my standards of accuracy and readability no matter how difficult that
task may be.
The sources of information for my books upon my work are far too numerous to permit mention
of all who furnished data; but acknowledgment is made of the ready and willing cooperation of
producers – manufacturers – technical authorities  and government laboratories here and abroad
who played in part within my research and development.
A deep sense of appreciation is felt for the encouragement and advice given to my work and also
the many members of the public who help with the work involved, either by labor or finance and
time spent in that process, such as supporting my lectures in setting up such meetings preparing
food and drinks for all who attended these meetings.
53.

157:

his report has been made public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl; Head of research and development.
Clean energy and transportation systems.
158:

UPDATES:
SUNDAY October 21 ST 2007:
Hollywood film producer Bradley K. Lockerman arrived at the S, E, G, LAB in California to do
the last bit of filming on my life story for his DVD. This was a four hour session.

I will give you the facts of reality with no ifs or buts – what this book says is
absolute – there is no time for crap – hard work – time consuming – and devotion
to a task of bringing from the world of fantasy new and better technology into my
world of reality so that this planet has an opportunity to recover from the damage
we are all doing to it regardless who you are. The future is ours only if we make it by
hard work and effort a paradise shift would occur
53.

It is claimed that seeing believes – agree many have eyes but they are blind to
reality –they might just as well have no eyes they would be no worst off then they
are now.
159:

This book identifies what is reality and that which is fantasy – with no excuses from which you
can make up your mind which side of the fence you are on.
As the law of the squares makes clear that there are always two prime states in all things
regardless; the good and the bad and you are free to make your choice regardless on which side
pleases your mind best.

160:

In my domain I have to accept that both states will exists; always have done so and will therefore
always do so until the day that time crease to exists.
54.

Time forgotten 1968 – at Mortimer, Reading, Berkshire, UK. –Time waits for no man or women.
55.

Hollywood is watching John Searl; and John Searl is watching you watching him
watching you.
You may forget me but I shall never forget you – are not only recorded in my brain but also on
tape. So give the power to the people – and help to make that happen soon!
56.

Thailand update Monday October 22 nd 2007:

57.

Thailand Headquarters has three main countries on their management staff;
including work force from other countries that will learn how to make the S.E.G.
so they can take charge of new companies in their countries later on.
161:

UK UPDATE:
Friday October 19 th 2007 Chris Wood arrives from Australia at 1442 BST and departed at 1641
BST to catch his flight home. Delay getting here was not due to traffic problems but human error
as he went south instead of north, after spotting the error he change direction and arrived in one
piece.

During this time we discuss how Australia could help in this development and if he could set up
the Australian group to which his reply was:
I will have to asked my two partners, but did agree with Morris that he would develop the
amplifier for Thailand magnetizer which is handle I understand for them its only around one hour
flight time to get too.
If they do agree to form the Australian group it would be great news, alas the word IF maybe
small and instead of yes it could be no that I quite understand that word.
Chris had already visited S.E.G. LAB and witnessed the work being done there.
162:

Research and development calls for much equipment and machinery – which you have been
witnessing in this book issue that shows the machinery being obtain at the Thailand Headquarters
for the Searl Effect Generator research and development.
From my end it’s the facts such as data which must be recorded of progress and where possible
release this to the public at large – and that is indeed to record it and present at the highest quality
possible is costly more so when that comes only from my pension money.
Some of the equipment which I have to obtain somehow is as follows,
58.

58.
Of course from my small pension it will take time to save for it – but with HD being pushed hard I
need to think upon all equipment being able to cope with the change and that in turn putting the
cost up to meet that need.
163:

Another issue over time has been this argument that I could not had invented this technology –
unfortunate that is partly true, it has taken thousands of inventors since man appeared upon planet
Earth to add to this field of knowledge bit by bit the facts required for me to reassess their
knowledge by which this technology could be achieved like this sample:

59.

164:

Yes I have been talking about Neodymium Nd 60 element which I became close friends with late
1946 and still am employing it within the present day research and development undertaken.
By the middle of 1968 I had gain this knowledge on that material in which my findings has been
quoted in my books including in this one as well.

You sure will be hearing more about this element in later editions and see more photos of it being
engineered into the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) and the InverseGravity Vehicle (I.G.V).
165:

Even all the equipment which I am using today has taken man since the time he appeared on Earth
to invent – like everything you have and used also taken all the time man appeared on Earth to
invent all the products required to create those objects. It’s not just that object but the hundreds of
other objects needed to make that one off.
Just ask yourself how long it’s taken man to invent all this equipment you are witnessing arriving
at Thailand Headquarters to develop the S.E.G. – a bloody long time indeed – thousands of years
it taken.
And you talk as if you believe that the S.E.G can be made in one minute from nothing to
something – that is the world of insanity I meet so often sadly to state.
60.

166:

Today Friday 26th October 2007 received this letter from the hospital for those
who wonder if I am alive or dead. That is life in the UK. Such a letter does not
surprise me at all – it is far too common event.
61.

As many of the new TV monitors only have one scart socket available that being the cheaper
domestic version; cannot afford the commercial ones on my pension to meet my needs of
connection selected this solution as an option to solve my problem.
!67:

In Europe new rules and regulations on what you can and can’t use within your product is without
doubt one of the biggest pain in the arse available for all companies and more so if your products
are electric; like mine the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V).
The first one to hit my work was the wiring regulations in 1968; this resulted in having to create a
document covering the wiring of the Star Ship Explorer Mk V.
I feel that it is only right that you should appreciate the work that was involved by me during the
60s; due to the massive insults that I have received on You Tube by an idiot who called himself
flowerbower what he really meant is fart blower who we know is Dr. D. who ought to have some
intelligence above such low level. I guess you can get a degree in being an idiot – maybe which is
the certificate he got – if not – he should have.
Remember that I was doing a full time job with all the overtime possible seven days week to make
the hard cash for the research work that I was trying to do.
I was bless by having the task of wiring the control panels of the Victor Bomber MK II, which
gave me the opportunity to come in contact with the latest’s components in wiring and crimping
tools; the contract gave me the skills needed for the flying side construction. And proved to be the
one of the best paid jobs that I had; strange that was not the job I applied for, but got instead.
62.

168:

DOCSISRCMFDEW1
DATE: 28 TH September 1968.
EDITION: First.

Searl International Space Research Consortium.
Manned Flight Division.
Mortimer – Reading  Berkshire – England.
The InverseGravityVehicle is a new concept in both air and space transportation systems.
Entirely new thinking has to be created that will form the basis of a concept that differs in all ways
to conventional aircraft of today.
Unfortunate present day conventional aircraft have established a system of operation and functions
that must also be excepted by Swallow Command operations to which it has to add any other
requirements of operational functions which shall be required for safe operations at all times under
all weather conditions regardless.
Due to changes in the United Kingdom wiring regulations Starship Ezekiel or Starship Explorer
wiring concept had to be modified to comply with the changes.
To this requirement I prepared my documents and released them to show what would now be the
wiring procedure that would be used on all future IGVs regardless.
169:

SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT:
General:
To prevent danger, proper materials shall be used on all InverseGravityVehicles; in addition,
equipment shall be properly constructed, installed and protected and be capable of being
maintained, inspected and tested.
This I have carried out a few times on test, and even once here, and about to redo the same
again at this time.
Equipment must also be suitable for the maximum power it is required to handle.

170:

LOCATION OF EQUIPMENT:
63.

Equipment shall be located so that any heat generated by the equipment will be dissipated and not
present a fire hazard to an adjacent section materials of the craft.
Except where British Standards allow unguarded equipment to have a temperature exceeding
800C, all enclosures liable to exceed 800C shall be located and guarded so that they cannot be
accidentally touched.
Provision shall be made for portable appliances and luminaries to be feed from an accessible
adjacent socket.
Where equipment in one location contains more than 25 litres of flammable dielectric, precautions
shall be taken to contain the liquid and stop burning liquid or the gasses of combustion spreading
to other parts of the InverseGravityVehicle.
Where equipment has a surface temperature greater than 90 0C it shall be ventilated and no
materials that could constitute a fire hazard must be placed within 300 mm of the top surface and
within 150 mm of every other surface.
Enclosures for cables shall be suitable for the extremes of ambient temperatures to which they will
be exposed.
Where a nonmetallic box is used for suspension, or is in contact with a luminaire, the temperature
of the box must not exceed 600C and must not support more than3kg.
A means of switching off must be provided for the equipment having electrically heated surfaces
that can be touched.

These are copies of the switching parts for the I.G.V. system that will wire up here
again to continue testing of them for any form of malfunction problems – in the
past they have never produced any problems during operations. You order the
parts you need in boxes and assembly them yourself for the requirements of the
circuits to be controlled.
There is one more base not shown here that is / will be in operations soon.
64.

These units could be switched by computer program to meet any operational requirements.
171:

SUITABILITY OF SUPPLY:
All equipment shall be suitable for the nominal voltage of the onboard supply of the Inverse
GravityVehicle, the design current and the current likely to flow under shortcircuit, overload or
earth fault conditions.
Equipment designed to work at a given frequency shall match the frequency of the supply, (e.g.
frequency of contactor coils), and the power demanded by the circuit. (e.g. h. p. of motor suitable
for the output power required).

172:

COMPATIBILITY AND EXTERNAL INFLENCES:
Equipment installed within the InverseGravityVehicle should not cause harmful effects on other
equipment such as navigation equipment, medical equipment and life support equipment or the
supply, and should be suitable for the environmental conditions likely to be encountered.

173:

ACCESSIBILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY:
All equipment to be accessible, on board the InverseGravityVehicle, with sufficient working
space to enable safe operation, maintenance, inspection and testing to be carried out.
The reliability of equipment should be appropriate to its intended life.

174:

VOLTAGE DROP:
The voltage drop within the installation must not exceed a value appropriate to the safe
functioning of equipment.
Where a final circuit protective device does not exceed 100 amps, the requirement shall be
deemed as satisfied if the voltage drop in any part of the final circuit does not exceed 2.5% of the
normal supply voltage, when the conductors are carrying full load current.
The full load current can be a value after diversity has been taken into account and excludes
starting currents.
The effect on the ability of a motor to start properly due to the voltage drop caused by the starting
current should be taken into account.
The effects of motor starting currents on other equipment should be taken into account.

175:

MOISTURE AND CORROSION:
Wiring systems shall not be exposed to rain, water, or steam on transport systems to explore
surfaces of other planets unless suitably designed to withstand these conditions.
When exposed to the weather, or in damp situations, all materials used shall be corrosion
resistant, enclosures shall be dampproof and every cable and joint shall be protected against the
effects of moisture.
65.

Precautions are to be taken to maintain electrical continuity during deep space missions when
aluminium Al 13 conductors are connected to brass or other metals with high copper content.
Where metal work is installed in a corrosive atmosphere it shall be protected to withstand
corrosion.
Nonmetallic materials shall not be placed in contact with materials that will cause chemical
deterioration of the wiring.
176:

CONTACT WITH NONELECTRICAL SERVICES:
Metal conduit, trunking, ducting and the metal sheaths or armour of cables operating at low
voltage, which might come into contact with other metal work shall be effectively bonded to the
other metal work or effectively segregated from it, irrespective of any equipotential bonding
carried out at the origin of the installation.
Electrical services shall not be installed in the same conduit, trunking, or ducting as other non
electrical services, unless under common supervision and provided no mutual detrimental
influence can occur.

177:

JOINTS AND TERMINATIONS:
Joints shall be accessible for inspection on the InverseGravityVehicle; and those in reference to
Star ports will also apply unless they are underground, or made by welding, brazing or
compression lugs and contained in suitable enclosures, joints made by mechanical clamps must be
accessible for inspection.
Entry cable termination or joint shall:
(1)

Be electrically and mechanically sound.

(2)

Be protected against mechanical damage and vibration.

(3)

Not cause harmful mechanical damage to the conductor, or place a strain on the fixings of
the connection.

Mechanical clamps and compression sockets must retain all the wires of the conductor.
Terminations shall be of the correct size and type for the conductor to be used, and suitably
insulated for the normal voltage present.
The outer sheath or armour of a cable shall be securely retained without damage by the cable
gland.
178:

AGRICULTURAL INSTALLATIONS:
In agricultural buildings and areas accessible to livestock, electric equipment should by of class II
construction or protected by a suitable insulating material.
The fixed wiring in premises intended for livestock should be inaccessible and where cables are
liable to attack by vermin they should either be of a suitable type or suitable protected.
66.

179:

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS:
MOTORS:
Where motors are subjected to frequent starting, the effect of the temperature rise on equipment
and conductors caused by the starting current shall be taken into account.
Motors exceeding 0.37 kW shall be provided with overloads.
Every motor shall be provided with a novolt release where the unexpected restarting of the motor
might cause danger.
Every motor or electrically powered equipment shall be provided with a means of switching off,
which shall be accessible, easily operated, and so placed so as to prevent danger (i.s. not having to
lean across moving parts to operate the switch).

180:

SOCKET OUTLETS:
With the exception of the InverseGravityVehicle – and sites of offices of Searl National Space research
Consortium and toilets every socket outlet used on construction site shall comply with BS 4343.
Socket outlets mounted on a vertical wall shall be at a height to minimize the risk of mechanical damage to
the socket outlet or the plug or cable, during insertion and with drawl of the plug.
With the exception of shaver sockets manufactured to BS 3052, sockets shall not be installed in a room
containing a fixed bath or shower.

181:

CEILING ROSES:
Ceiling roses shall not be used in circuits exceeding 250 volts and not have more than one
outgoing flexible cord.

182:

IMMERSION HEATERS:
Every water heater shall be provided with a thermostat.

183:

CONCRETE DUCTS:
There shall be a minimum thickness of 15 mm at every point of a duct cast in situ in concrete.

184:

This is just the opening introduction of what this document will be covering relating to both the
Searl Effect generator and the InverseGravityVehicle.
This document has been released to the general public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D.
Manned Flight Division. UK.
Superintendent of Document UK.
67.

185:

It is amazing that man has achieved so much in flight since 1903 when man proved that one could
fly a heavier than air craft, and the change of size, weight and speed of aircraft since World War II
ended – we intend to forget that all this we take for granted was impossible by the experts of that
time interval and we so easy forget what it took in manpower – time – and cost to reach this point
of reality.
I shall now add the next reminder of mans effort to reach space.

Can you name these men?
For they too added help to the InverseGravityVehicle indirectly – unfortunate all that data
from NASA was destroyed by my family while I was away in effort to stop my work. But they
are not forgotten and they cannot be forgotten as they played a part in my life by supplying
vital costly data needed for this work development.
These were trained to go into space aboard the Mercury series of spacecraft, this first American
Astronaut group included front row from left to right:
68.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Walter M ‘Wally’ Schirra Jr.
Donald K ‘Deke’ Slayton.
John H Glenn Jr.
M Scott Carpenter.

Back row, left to right:
(5)
Alan B. Shepard Jr.
(6) : Virgil ‘Gus’ Grissom.
(7) L. Gordon Cooper.
As I recall it only Slayton never went into space on the Mercury program.

Strange the first Vostok 1 name was Swallow – guess they had been reading my
newsletters of that time.
186:

Time flows on like a river rushing to the sea and yet I am still rowing on and others are passing
on, some day I have to joint them too; and when I go there is no coming back,
69.

If you don’t have this technology in place then you only got yourself to blame.
187:

To create the commercial space business calls for a team which one has a massive hands on
experience across a wide band of knowledge.
My interest is not sport; but science and technology – of course experts think different even
though they can see my interest clearly shows in this book alone so far, to prove it let me present a
flash of another part of my interest.

BUFFERS – Definitions:

EXAMPLE: How many grams of NaOH are needed to make up a 100 ml solution of 5 M NaOH
(= 5 mol/1)?
FORMULA: Needed grams = Concentration x Molecular weight x Final volume.
= 5 mol/1iter x 40 g/mol x 0.1 liter
= 20 g.
Named after Amedeo Avogadro (1776 – 1856), a famous Italian physical chemist.
If you cannot handle that kind of problem then you are not suitable for deep space penetration
mission where you are on your own and have to be capable of undertaking everything to survive.
This is just a sample of my world of reality – which I have no option but to live in it; if what I
want to give to the world is to be achieved all astronauts and cosmonauts understand that their
world is reality and they have to accept that fact what ever is demanded of them they have to
accept that is reality to be able to achieve space missions. The whole crew is just a machine that
must function in such way that the end product is success.
To that end I am also working to achieve another route to the cosmos.
188:

While I work to improve this planet for the benefits of all; and making an effort to create the
world of tomorrow for business in space which in turn will benefit all on earth, there are idiots
who are determined to undermine my work just for their own glorification, strange though he is
called an arsehole by people his lack of knowledge is such that he don’t even understand that term
either.

189:

The task to show that I could have created the concept for the S.E.G. and I.G.V. is slow work as it
demands so much knowledge to be proven which you are watching being created here.
70.

190:

I guess that it is only time now before I shall need one of these:

In my young days repairing radios etc resistors were straight forward, but as I grew older so did
resistor colour code became more complex which also applied to capacitors,

Yes you sure need to understand this if you are going to create the I.G.V.
71.

191:

I just had a new member join the team in the USA, but an unusual one who has 25 years of
records upon my work and well verse upon the subject; not only that he is a great model maker so
I guess its no great task to construct a three metre model of the I.G.V.
His name is Russell Anderson and he has agreed to try to set up the Pennsylvania State group up
as the Manned Flight Division USA in rank of commander in chief.

I wish Russell every bit of happiness in this work and look forward to seeing the
U.S.A. begin to take notice of what is taking place there.
One man ahs been developing the S.E.G. another has been helping and another has been helping
him plus me as well.
Our S.E.G. engineer has not yet moved to Thailand to work there; thus work expected to be done
is slightly behind the time expected; any case some of the materials on order has a lead time of 6 –
8 weeks so there is not an urgency based on the reality of materials available.
72.

192:

It is now left for me to state that this report has been release to the general public by the authority
of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of R&D.
Clean Energy and Transportation Systems.
Realease Date: October 27th 2007.
May the power be with you always – have a great day.
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Searl International Space Research Consortium
Headquarters – London – England.
Has your alarm clock ever woken you in such a way that the sound of it incorporates into your
dreams?
If that is the case you are lucky, in my dreams it’s either the bladder emptying or the bowels
that has become involved in my dreams.
No wonder I have a heart condition that runs like hell most of the time.
2:

And although the dream has been long and complex, the arrival of the alarm has seemed to make
sense in the overall continuity, albeit often with a slightly strange twist in the course of events?
Well, if the latest findings of the relevant experts are to be believed, your brain is playing tricks on
you – I knew that already from my old age experiences – but in reality it has, because it turns out
you haven’t had a long, complex dream at all.
In reality that dream actually began the instant the alarm went off and your brain reverse
constructed the earlier portions of the dream in the same moment.
Try and get your head around that one.

3:

Other experts have cast doubts on whether experiences of déjávu are real.
They claim that it’s not déjá at all: I agree with that point; an event happens as in my case
hopscotch for dream one, and the feeding of the fowl for dream two, and our brains backconstruct
a memory of the same event, fooling us into thinking we’d foreseen it.

4:

As someone who’s pretty convinced that he’s experienced instances of déjá-vu if that is what
you wish to call it – on more than one occasion.
1.

5:

I’m not sure I’m ready to accept all this new expert advise as fact – though I agree that each year
for six years I had the same two dreams twice a year in the same order with the same functions
always the same – but strangely it produces a mathematics which has not been taught for over
5,000 years which generates this concert.
This experience fails to agree with the experts claims to some extent. Yes I am aware that dreams
are extremely short burst of activity – often with amazing results. – On some occasions is a life
saver – but dreams are another subject in later discussions to come.

6:

But then again, perhaps we shouldn’t be too surprised by such trickery and fakery.
We are living, after all, in an age of smoke and mirrors, of sleight of hand, to which I do not
disagree that it is true.

7:

Just look at the most recent budget speech, just as an example what I mean: There were headline
grabbing tax cuts, but also enough tax increase that will mean most of us will either not notice any
change at all, or be slightly worst off; which is sadly to say is what has happen to me – worst off.

8:

But I shall not yet copy others and commit my soul to a high plane – but will try to continue in
this plane for what it’s worth.

9:

In a similar vein, the various regional development agencies and other funding bodies have come
under some criticism from a number of companies which I have seen reports on.

10:

At first sight, there appears to be millions of pounds worth of financial assistance available to
manufacturing companies in the country, but I have seen the reality to numerous companies that
have been unable, for one reason or another, to get hold of any such funding –BRAD PLEASE
TAKE NOTE!

11:

I have recently spoken to a few companies who were very upset at the lack of understanding of
innovative technologies within one of the assisting agencies.
Don’t worry I have written to all our Prime Ministers since Churchill days – not yet Gordon
Brown upon this issue in fact my letter to John Major was read at USA lectures and printed within
my book of that time – I have also hammer Tony Blair upon this matter a couple of times.

12:

The major problem is when you apply for funding those checking the application do not
understand what it is that you are trying to do, so they reject it, based upon their lack of
knowledge upon that subject.

13:

The funding bodies are clearly funding something – I see bits of news from them detailing exactly
how much money they have given away and to whom, helping to create or safeguard jobs and
helping to narrow the gap between the UK’s manufacturers and the international competition.

14:

But my concern is the money always going to the best places to make a real difference to the
UK’s manufacturing base?
So far to date I have hammered the National Lottery four times that I feel that the money raise is
not going to the best needs, but they throw back all the good course they support – none of which
appears to help the masses only just a few people..
I would feel happier should it be easier for greater numbers of worthy companies to get
2.

assistances?
I shall leave you to think upon this introduction opening of this part 15.
This report has been released to the general public by the authority of|:

Head of Research and Development.
Clean energy and transportation systems.
15:

I know that I have stated that I wired the Handley Page Victor Mk II, which I undertook at a
factory in Reading, Berkshire, England, I wonder how many of you can recall that aircraft – so
just to help you remember I shall enclose here a picture of it.

This baby gave me my hands on experience in the art of wiring up aircraft control
systems and looms, I worked long hours to get this contract done for the RAF, as
it was running two years behind date of delivery; only Sundays did I work as an
inspector on atomic vacuum dust collectors testing them for leaks.
I really did enjoy that contract even though you were not paid an hourly rate by Handley Page,
instead they paid you a fix price per unit completed and tested.
By the time they started the civilian version the VC10  Handley Page had to join the syndicate of
manufactures to be able to remain in business from the end of that RAF contract. Handley Page
had to switch to paying an hourly rate – I know that this is true because I was employed on these
aircraft work and actually flown with the VC10 on the 23 rd July 1977 on BAC Super VC10 G
ASGL with Captain K. Millard to Canada after the period that they had been replaced on that
route by the 747s, as my flight records show, which was indeed a wonderful flight..
3,

16:

Unfortunate time is on constant forward movement like the river flowing to the sea, its waits for
man – and man must adjust to the time interval he finds himself in; thus I made a decision to
move on from aircraft prototype wiring to computer wiring for the NATO big guns in Norway 4
off. This was the first time transistors were used in place of valves. By reducing this massive room
size of such computer control systems: to a far smaller size system.

17:

All went well through that hard winter and I still bike to work every day without missing a day
while those living in houses opposite arrive late due to weather conditions – I was never late.
Come March; the snow had gone and all seem well until I got to the bottom of Mortimer hill on
the way to work, where my bike hit black ice and made up its mind to change direction to the right
without any authority from me to do so  where I continue on a straight line according to
Newton’s law; with my arse taking place of the bike – not a very good thing to do – such
experiments should never be attempted because it hurts you will find walking rather difficult for a
time.

18:

The bike got damaged on hitting a tree so I had to carry it back home for repairs, so that day I
missed work.
And you can understand what shock I got that when I collected my pay to find that they had
dropped my pay to starters pay rate due to one day loss of work – while during that time I was
always early and those living close came in late or not at all.
I considered that this was a gross act of misconduct on part of that company and terminated that
agreement.

19:

I then moved on into engineering employment at Maidenhead where I worked most of my 30
years there on 12 hours night work in many occasions more like 16 hours per night. Covering heat
treatment, machining parts, inspection, plating, packing, fork lift driver and on Saturday nights I
was in charge of the work program, in fact the workers loved Saturday night work because I set a
system by which the work target would be completed in good time for them to have a break before
going home.

20:

During this interval the company asked me if I would go to their company in Cardiff, Wales to
train a full night shift to operate all equipment, from operators, setters etc; and to meet a output
standard within 8 weeks. In fact we beat the target set by the end of 4 weeks.
The company sent me a wonderful thank you letter for my efforts done there.

21:

This is just a small indication of my work cycle completed within my life interval – do I have
regrets – yes I do in some respects – this project has blocked me from having a happy family life
and from work that I did enjoy like the medical side – the aircraft side, those fields of employment
gave me so much knowledge on life – yet so lonely as well – no personal life really available to
me. My only real enjoyment was work.

22:

Warning to all would be inventors – you may find that your efforts will be at the loss to your
happiness that may never be replaceable – which I have had to pay for my efforts to help mankind
to a better environment than he is experiencing at this time.

23:

I guess that is enough details upon my life at this time; so I will now continue reports relating to
the requirements of my project so you can have facts of reality not fantasy that is or will be
involved.
4.

24:
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Headquarters – Berkshire – England.
Manned Flight.
Air Operator’s Certificate.
John Roy Robert Searl.
Head of research and development.
Three.

OPERATIONS MANUAL:
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF MANUAL:
It is a statutory requirement that an operations manual shall contain ‘all such information and
instructions as may be necessary to enable the operating staff to perform their duties’.

26:

By definition included in the Air Navigation Order ‘operating staff’ means the servants and agents
employed by the operator, whether or not members of the crew of the aircraft or I.G.V., to ensure
that the flights of the aircraft or missions of the I.G.V. are conducted in a safe manner, and
includes an operator who himself / herself performs these functions.

27:

It can readily be seen, therefore, that the form and scope of manuals will vary considerably with
the nature and complexity of the operator’s organisation and types of aircraft or I.G.V. in use.
A ‘manual’ may comprise a number of separate volumes, and may well include individual forms
such as prepared navigational flight plans supplied by the operator Searl International Space
Research Consortium to its crews.
Instructions and information to particular groups of operating staff – e.g. traffic manuals, training
manuals, cabin staff manuals, crew rostering instructions, and information on weight and balance
supplied to handling agents – are all regarded as part of the operations manual.
5.

28:

Applicants will be required to lodge copies of their manuals and associated and associated
documents with the Authority, together with copies of all amendments and temporary instructions.
An exception is made in the case of the route guide (will be discuss in later report)

29:

A list of particular matters to be covered in operations manual based primarily on the United
Kingdom’s obligations under international agreements – is specified in the Air Navigational
Order.
The purpose of this section is to give some indication of the manner in which both the specific and
the general requirements relating to the operation of aircraft and InverseGravityVehicles should
be met.
Detailed instructions on aircraft and InverseGravityVehicles maintenance (such as those
included in a maintenance manual or in maintenance schedules) are attended to by the Authority’s
Airworthiness Division.

30:

The operational manual will be regarded by the Authority as a primary indication of standards
likely to be achieved by an operator.
The commercial operation of aircraft or InverseGravityVehicles is a highly complex matter
requiring clearly defined standards and procedures.
The form and scope of a manual will vary with the size of the undertaking, but the basic
principles remain the same, even though an operator may, in effect, be prescribing standards
and procedures for himself / herself.
The adequacy of a manual will be assessed in large measure on this basis.

31:

Great importance will be attached, also, to the suitability of manuals for regular use by the
operating staff and, particular, by operating crews in flight.
For all but the simplest of operations, the division of the manual into a number of separate
volumes or parts as I am doing here on swallowcommand will be essential.
Manuals should be divided in such a way that essential information is immediately on the flight
deck, and extracts or ‘digest’ of information and instructions may sometimes be necessary to
supplement drill cards and check lists.

32:

Each copy of a manual should nominally bear a serial number and a list of holders – which when I
was in control this was standard procedure that record is still here showing date name address and
what book they were sent.  likewise John Thomas should had been doing which he claimed he
has but I cannot confirm that’s true as he failed to send details to me – this is the way to leave
yourself open to abuse; there is no back up record to prove what you state. Which should be
maintained by the person responsible for issuing amendments?
Where this system is not used an operator should have satisfactory alternative arrangements for
controlling the issue and amendment of manuals.
Each volume of a manual should be number (which my journals are) and bear a title and list of
contents giving a clear indication of its scope. Which my journals also do but in reality its just one
mighty big book, and if ever I get a place to set up properly I will continue writing that book that
6.

Has no ending because it’s a living story of technology and those who work to create the
tomorrows for all to use.
The title of the person or department responsible for the issue of the manual should also be
indicated.
At the front of each volume there should be an amendment page to indicate amendment number,
date of incorporated, signature or initials of persons amending, and page(s) or paragraph(s)
affected; which for Searl International Space Research Consortium at this stage is not required as
updates are listed in each part as part of the report.
Amending pages should be dated; in my case they are indeed.
The numbering of pages, sections, paragraphs, etc should be orderly and systematic so as to
facilitate immediate identification of any part of the subject matter, which I think that you will
agree that is precisely what I am doing.
The standard of printing, duplication, binding, section dividers sorry not yet using them as I have
seen no need to. Indexing of sections, etc should be sufficient to enable the document to be read
without difficulty and to ensure that it remains intact and legible during normal use.
33:

The amendment of a manual in manuscript will not be acceptable.
Changes or additions, however slight they may be, should normally be incorporated by the issue
of a fresh or additional page on which the amendment material is clearly indicated.

34:

It is most important for operators to appreciate that it is their responsibility under the relevant
statutory provisions to provide adequate instructions and accurate information to their operating
staff.
Inspectors will make random sample checks of manuals; etc lodged with the Authority and will
suggest amendments where they appear to be necessary.
The primary purpose of these checks will be to verify the adequacy of the operator Searl
International Space Research Consortium systems and procedures for keeping instructions and
information under review; which of cause is what I am doing so that I can issue timely
amendments as necessary.
There can be no question of the Authority or its Inspectors assuming responsibility for the detailed
information provided in manuals.
This responsibility rest with the operator: Searl International Space Research Consortium who
should designate a suitably person to see that it is properly discharged.
NOTE:

35:

FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE FUTURE SECTIONS OF THIS
DOCUMENT, I ASSUMED THAT READERS ARE AWARE OF THE
PROVISIONS OF THE AIR NAVIGATION ORDER AND REGULATIONS
CURRENTLY IN FORCE INRESPECT OF OPERATIONS MANUALS AND
THEIR CONTENTS.

This is a good point to end this report until the next issue leaving you time to digest its statements
so you can see the problems that has to be overcome its call money.
7.

This report has been released to the general public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl – Human studies.
Head of research and development
Manned Flight Division.
36:
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37:

From the year November 1946 up to and including June 1968, I had been using banks of PO
relays for the electrical and electronic control of the research circuits,

38:

They were large and heavy – that is if you were carrying a block unit of 100 of them all wired up
to plug in and go which weigh over half a hundred weight.

39:

To day 25th August 1968 I have given approval to switch from the PO relays to the new modern
relays now becoming available – yes more expensive but smaller and lighter then those which I
have been using to date.

40:

Nevertheless, they may not be able to switch quite as many circuits which the PO relays did, but I
have all the confidence that they will prove to be dependent upon for faithful operations through
the life cycle of the InverseGravityVehicle.
8.

42:

This is a true picture of the units that I changed to from the old PO replays in
1968, before cable harness is wired in – this is a test bed for the operation of the
InverseGravityVehicle for malfunction testing.
43:

This document is to explain this new approach of modern relay technology in the effort to help my
readers to grasp a better understanding of the problems of my work upon designing the operations
of the IGV functions.

44:

The above photo has been inserted as an illustration of the change of relays now in use;
appear like from an optical point of view being the test bed for the new project which may
be given the go ahead; because the original photos are no longer in my possession but some
one else has them – like so many other press photographs of the past likewise vanished from
my home in Mortimer: Photographs the family had no connections with in their
disappearance – only the equipment from Mortimer were they guilty of stealing and money.

45:

I will certainly show and tell you the FACTS as they were and are; and what our intentions of the
future plans pending will be targeted at.

46:

Now I shall commence this report and as usual I will try to keep it simple to make it as easy as
possible to understand this technology and its application within my research and development
project.

47:

RELAY – EVOLUTION;
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND FUTURE PROSPECTS.
Based on the 1824 ideas of J. Henry, Samuel Morse first made his ‘Morse Code ’machine work in
1837.
9.

48:

INSERT;
Well Flowerbower are you making a statement on youtube that even J. Henry Samuel Morse is
also a nut case – to my mind that is what you stating public.
For the benefits of the general public the success of the InverseGravityVehicle and in fact the
Searl Effect Generator operations is due to the success efforts of Samuel Morse without his input
these two products would not be able to meet the planned program and that is a FACT.

49:

1837 the relay was born.
However, at that stagecoach time (in case you have forgotten that FACT) clearly anyone who
made reference to a ‘Relay’ or a ‘Relay station’ was thinking more in terms of a change of horses,
or the place where coaching horses were kept.
Based upon my studies on human behaviour I can fully understand that point.

50:

FACT:
To my knowledge there are approximately 25 billion relays in use within electrical devices and
equipment, performing regulatory, supervisory and control functions – which are no different to
those functions which the InversegravityVehicle requirements are.
The feasibility of the success of the IGV already appears good, thanks to Samuel Morse efforts.

51:

In the primary circuit (coil), applied signals – from millisecond long to continuous duration. Can
be amplified by up to approximately 105 or reduce by up to 1010 times in the secondary circuit
(contacts).
These signals can be delayed by milliseconds or up to many hours and can be branched over
several contact sets.
Thus, relays fulfil (amongst many others) and from where I sit the following functions I can
appreciate as possible:
(1):
(2):
(3):
(4):
(5):
(6):

52:

Multiplicity of switching functions.
Separation of electronic control and power loads (galvanic separation)
Signal amplification as well as increasing the number of switching paths.
Separation of DC and AC circuits
Switching an AC current path via a DC control signal or vice versa.
Delay of, shaping of, or changing an applied signal,
This will be explained later on.
Combining information.

Today these functions can be solved using methods of greatly differing efficiency.
However, the larger the jump made in innovated technology the more difficult it becomes to
persuade the market of its real worth and the benefits the new development can offer over
products using the existing technology.

53:

Thus in the 1968, there were articles written about the new technology which challenged the new
developments as being highly dubious.
10.

54:

Let me insert a closer look at this new technology, which is about to be reconstructed here:

Enlargement of the new technology that I switch to in 1968 this recreating the I
GV control system so I can get new pictures of the system as it will still be used in
the new research program if it materialises.
Not had time yet to sort out the tabs for the lower level of relays, but Dr. Robert Lipman has just
left here and will get the 10 x 100 M single core Brown cable and 10 x 100 M Blue single core
cable plus 100 M of Green Yellow strip cable for Earthling requirements for the start of the wiring
program.
55:

At the time the media had they fun day – but I guess that is about their level of intelligence as I
have discover upon the articles I have witness upon this work.
INSERT:

56:

You can see what I mean by looking at flowerbower on youtube a right nut case.
I guess your term for him is arsehole – looks like I have to agree with you on that
one.

It is shame that the spirit of creating a better world for ourselves is lacking in our actions without
this unity you will not survive what is doom to come whether we like it or not you have no option
11.

But to prepare for the worst and survive, or ignore the warnings and die it’s a free world the
choice is yours to make.
57:

Such impediments, which have had to be overcome by many innovations have in this case, had a
beneficial effect.
Here it was argued by the detractors that (incorrectly) there would be a corresponding increase in
manufacturing costs and reduction in quality associated with relay miniaturization, which led to
the conclusion that not all opinions on traditional relays are valid for modern relay technology.
However on the contrary, due to the major developments made in relay technology it has been
shown clearly that today there exist three distinct relay generations.

58:

FIRST GENERATION:
Relays of conventional construction and which due to their high operating power consumption can
not be miniaturized in an effective way.

59:

SECOND GENERATION:
Miniaturized monostable, bistable (latching) or tristable electro mechanical relays of very high
efficiency which consume little or no power yet offer high contact force.

60:

THIRD GENERATION:
A combination of a modern second generation relay with an integrated solid state switching circuit
whereby a further increase (approximately 500 times) in efficiency is achieved and new
application possibilities made possible IC relay.

12.

Estimated numbers of relays from first, second and third generations.
INSERT: FACTS AS I UNDERSTAND THEM:
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:

Relays of the first generation since 1837 worldwide x 10 9 pieces.
Relays of the first generation since 1837 West Germany, Austria and Switzerland x 108
pieces.
Relay of the second generation since 1968 worldwide x 10 9 pieces.
Relays of the second generation since 1968, West Germany, Austria and Switzerland x
108 pieces.
Relays of the third generation since 1980 worldwide x 109 pieces.
Relays of the third generation since 1980, West Germany, Austria and Switzerland x 108
pieces.

Looking at this insert of production of relays appears to be stable – sorry I do not have the latest’s
Facts on relay sales worldwide; so I cannot state if it still holds stable or not.
61:

Examination of sales figures (confirmed by demand, manufacturing capacity, economic value and
technical accomplishment) best illustrates the growth and significance of these three relay
generations.
If the appropriate data of the past is known, then it is possible to predict future developments,
which is shown on the last page done

62:

The faster growth of second and third generation relays in Germany speaking central Europe as
compared with the rest of the world may be explained by the fact that Germany was the only
country that had the early information; which never got translated in other languages

63:

I shall call an end at this point, I updated what I have since known from this report date,
unfortunate due to many problems, key one being money and the other space I cannot possible
keep up to date what the reality on this planet is at this time. But I should know!
This report was release to the public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl – Superintendent of Document – UK.
Manned Flight Division.
64:

UPDATE TUESDAY OCTOBER 30TH 2007:
At 1500 GMT Dr. Robert Lipman arrived with materials for me so I can restart the wiring work to
return to the testing of components for use on the InverseGravityVehicle should it ever get
started again – of course he is greatly worried about me over working upon this project; but some
one has got too or it will never get done.
13.

That material was as follows:
10 drums of 1.5 SQ. MM. 5491X7/ to BS 6004 100 Metres Colour BLUE
10 drums of 1.5 SQ. MM. 5491X7 to BS 6004 100 Metres Colour BROWN
1 drums of 1.5.SQ. MM. 6491X7 / to BS 6004 Colour G/Y 100 Metres
Due to the fact: that colour red cable was not available for me so had to take colour brown to
replace it, for this undertaking.
Of course I forgot Flowerbower don’t believe it so I got the good doctor to take a snap of me with
all but two of the drums of wire, you must excuse me being rather naked as I generate so much
internal heat when climbing of steps or moving about fast.

Yes, progress across the whole domain is in the forward march position now and updates will
continue to mount up as the year rolls to a close, but there is still much hard work to be done
before the sun comes smiling through those dark clouds.
Whatever happens you will be first to know through www.swallowcommand.com
14.
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NATIONAL INCOME:
DEFINITION:
National income is the total annual value of the flow of factor incomes accruing to the residents of
a country, resulting from the production of goods and the provision of services.
To my accepted knowledge there are three basic measures:

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP):
Incomes resulting from producing goods and services in the home economy.

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (GNP):
Includes GDP plus incomes to home residents from assets owned abroad, less the corresponding
payments by residents to foreigners.
This adjustment is known as ‘net property income from abroad’.

NET NATIONAL PRODUCT (NNP):
In this measure a deduction is made from GNP for the consumption of capital (depreciation)
15.

Resulting from the year’s productive activity.
In official statistics, this figure is termed the National Income, although economists generally use
GNO as a more appropriate measure of the current level of economic activity.
The adjustments may be summarized thus:
£million

Gross domestic product at factor cost
193488
Plus Net property income from abroad
38

Gross national product at factor cost
193450
Less Capital consumption
27045

National Income (i.e. net national product)
166405
=====================================================================
This is my understanding of how the system works here in the United Kingdom – one thing is
certain it affects all of us regardless in one way or another.
It is very important to understand this field of operation because it will affect this work as to how
fast we can progress in our efforts to clean this planet up and get the world back to happy
employment state, as it ought to be now.
It is without doubt the biggest causes of suicide attacks in business.
67:

MEASUREMENT OF NATIONAL INCOME:
The national income accounts are based on an important identity between income output and
expenditure.
If Searl International Space Research Consortium sells five Searl Effect Generators for £5,000.00,
it is apparent that the value of their output must be equal to the amount spent by the buyer to
purchase them.
The revenue of Searl International Space Research Consortium is equal to the sum of factor
payments made in order to acquire the resources used to produce those five S.E.G’s
(remembering that the Searl International Space Research Consortium profits are a factor
payment).
In any real economy there will be various complications, such as accounting for government
economic activity and international trade, but with the proper adjustments the identity holds true:
National income ≡ National output ≡National expenditure.

68:

To my mind there seem to be that to measure national income, there are five basic points to keep
in mind:
CONSISTENCY:
It may be necessary to make adjustments to ensure consistency between the measures.
16.

For example:
If Searl International Space Research Consortium builds up its stocks during the year, this would
show in the production and income accounts, but would not appear in the expenditure account
(since the Searl Effect Generators have not yet been brought).
Therefore, it is necessary to include ‘the value of the physical increase in stocks and work in
progress’ of Searl International Space Research Consortium divisions within the expenditure
account to achieve consistency between the measures.
69:

DOUBLECOUNTING:
It is necessary to avoid counting the same activity more than once within the same account.
For example:
Many firms produce goods which become the input of other firms (e.g. raw materials and
machines) and become embodied in the value of those firm’s outputs.
Thus, only the value added to production by each firm is counted.

70:

TRANSFER PAYMENTS:
Another example of doublecounting arises where payments are made which are not in return for
the provision of factor services (transfer payments), e.g. state welfare payments.
As these payments are transfers of income from one group to another (and since incomes are
measured before tax), these transfers must be excluded as they do not form part of the value of the
year’s production activity.
The general criterion is that only incomes received in return for the provision of factor services
should be included.

71:

FOREIGN TRADE:
The purpose of the accounts is to measure economic activity within a country.
Since imported goods do not represent domestic production or the payment of factor incomes to
domestic residents, their value must be excluded.
By the same argument, the value of exported goods must be included, since they do represent
domestic production and income payments.
Thus, therefore, is another example of the need to ensure consistency between the measures.

72:

ACCURACY:
For reasons often connected with tax avoidance or concealing other nefarious activities from the
authorities, certain elements of income, production and expenditure will be concealed.
This will result in some inconsistency between the accounts.
17.

For example, a ‘pirate’ video operator is producing a service from which he / she gains an income,
but neither is recoded.
However, he / she will spend at least part of this income, which will be recorded in the national
income accounts.
I feel that here is a good place to halt in this part of the book.
This Document has been released to the general public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert searl
Superintendent of Documents UK.
73:

Who claim that doctors don’t get their hands really dirty?
You might think that when a doctor calls on you it’s either to take your temperature and pulse or
to stick a finger up your bum.
Here at 5 Guilfoyle that may not be quite true – yes if I have an attack while the doctor is here he
will automatically check my pulse to decide if I should be shipped to hospital, and I don’t like
wasting time in hospitals so I make certain now that I do not have an attack while he is here; by
getting him to do the heavy work – you don’t blame me, from not being stupid if there is someone
else available to do the heavy work.
So today October 31st 2007 I gave Bobby the drill and the steps to get up and dig those holes in
the wall and also in the plastic trunking which of cause change Bobby’s natural looks to a point
that he needed to wash before leaving; which I know from my own experience here that is indeed
a good thing to do.
Otherwise on leaving this building people will look at you rather strangely as if they have never
seen a black and white powder person before. Or even wondering which planet you have came
from.
I guess that is clue for the nest subject to discuss – in part 14, I stop part way through the medical
report, and few of you may still feel that was an excuse for not knowing the facts that I was
claiming I knew – well I do not like to leave things floating in the air for others to mock upon, so I
will now return hopefully where I ended in Part 14 to complete it absolute, so those who think that
I am kidding will see I do not kid anyone – when I say that I know – then you can accept that fact!
18.
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:
:
:
:
:
:

Grahame Park Estate – London – Headquarters.
Medical.
Drugs.
Manned Flight Division.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
May 26th 2000.

Continue article from part 14:
======================================================================

PHARMACOKINETICS
====================================================================
ABSORPTION
:
Well absorbed (by mouth);
Completely absorbed (by intravenous).

DISTRIBUTION

:

Crosses blood – brain barrier, placenta.

METABOLISM

:

Liver, extensively.

EXCRETION

:

Kidneys, breast milk.

HALFLIFE

:

3 – 4 Hours.

=====================================================================
=====================================================================

PHARMACODYNAMICS:
===================================================================
By mouth
By intravenous.
ONSET

:

15 Minutes

Immediate

PEAK

:

24 Hours

20 Minutes

DURATION

:

619 hours

58 hours

=====================================================================
19.

76:

INTERACTIONS:
INDIVIDUAL DRUGS:

77:

ALCOHOL

:

⇑

Hypotension (large amounts)

DOBUTAMINE

:

⇓

Effect of dobutamine

DOPAMINE

:

⇓

Dopamine

EPINEPHRINE

:

HYDRALAZINE

:

⇑

Hypotension, bradycardia.

INDOMETHACIN

:

⇓

Anthypertensive effect.

INSULIN

:

⇑

Hypoglycemia.

METHYLDOPA

:

⇑

Hypotension, bradycard.

PRAZOSIN

:

⇑

Hypotension, bradycardia.

RESERPINE

:

⇑

Hypotension, bradycardia.

THYROID

:

⇓

Effectiveness.

VERAPAMIL

:

⇑

Mycocardial depression.

AMPHETAMINES

:

⇑

Hypertension, brabycardia.

ANTIDIABETICS

:

⇑

Hypoglycemia.

ANTIHTPERTENSIVE

:

⇑

Hypotension.

Β 2ADRENERGIC AGONISTS

:

⇓

Broncho dilatation.

CARDIAC GLYCOSIDES

;

⇑

Bradycardia.

HISTAMINE H2 ANTAGOONISTS

:

⇑

Hypotension, bradycardia.

CARDIAC GLYCOSIDES

:

⇑

Bradycardia.

αAdrenergic simulatation.

DRUG CLASSIFICATIONS:

20.

78:

⇑

Hypotension, bradycardia.

HISTAMINE H2 ANTAGONISTS

:

MAOIs

:

NITRATES

:

⇑

Hypotension.

SULFONYLUREAS

:

⇓

Hypoglycemic effect.

THEOPHYLLINES

:

⇓

Bronchodilatation.

⇑

Urinary catecholamines.

Do not use together.

FOOD / DRUG:
⇑ Absorption with food.

79:

LABORATORY TEST INTERFERENCES:
FALSE

80:

:

NURSING CONSIDERATIONS:
ASSESSMENT:
Monitor blood pressure during beginning treatment, periodically thereafter:
Pulse every four hours – note rate – rhythm – quality:
Check apical / radial pulse before administration:
Notify prescriber of any significant changes (pulse <50 bpm)
Check for baselines in renal – liver function tests before therapy begins and periodically
thereafter.
Assess for edema in feet – legs daily; monitor intake and output, daily weight; check for jugular
vein distention, rales bilaterally, dyspnea congestive heart failure.
Monitor skin turgor, dryness of mucous membranes for hydration status, especially elderly.

81:

NURSING DIAGNOSES:
(1):
(2):
(3):
(4):

82:

Cardiac output, decreased (uses)
Injury, risk for (adverse reactions)
Knowledge deficit (teaching)
Noncompliance (teaching).

IMPLEMENTATION:
BY MOUTH ROUTE:
21.

Given before meals: bed time: tablets may be crushed or swallowed whole; give with food to
prevent gastrointestinal upset; reduced dosage in renal dysfunction.
83:

Do not crush or chew extended release tablets,
Store protected from light, moisture, and place in cool environment.

84:

BY INTRAVENOUS ROUTE:
Give by direct intravenous 5 mg / 2 minute or more, keep patient recumbent for three hours.

85:

YSITE COMPATIBILITIES:
Alteplase, meperidine, morphine.

86:

PATIENT / FAMILY EDUCATION:
(1):

Teach patient not to discontinue drug abruptly; taper over two weeks; may cause precipitate angina
if stopped abruptly.

(2):

Teach patient not to use overthecounter products containing αadrenergic stimulants (such as
nasal decongestants, cold preparations); to avoid alcohol, smoking and to limit sodium intake as
prescribed.

(3):

Teach patient how to take pulse and blood pressure at home; advise when to notify prescriber.

(4):

Instruct patient to comply with weight control, dietary adjustments, and modified exercise
program.

(5):

Tell patient to carry / wear ID to identify drug being taken, allergies; tell patient drug controls
symptoms but does not care.

(6):

Caution patient to avoid hazardous activities if dizziness, drowsiness is present, to avoid driving
until drug response is known.

(7):

Teach patient to report symptoms of congestive heart failure; difficult breathing, especially with
exertion or when lying down, night cough, swelling of extremities or bradycardia, dizziness,
confusion, depression, fever.
This paragraph contains all the suffering I endue each day and night just to be free to
undertake this work – if the medical world knew I was lying about being well I would never be
able to get out of hospital they would keep me in. This work has always came first before my
health and still does.

(8):

87:

Teach patient to take drug as prescribed, not to double doses or skip doses, take any missed doses
as soon as remembered if at least four hour until nest dose.

EVALUATION:
POSITIVE THERAPEUTIC OUTCOME:
Decreased blood pressure in hypertension (after 1 – 2 weeks).
Absence of dysrhythmias.
22.

88:

TREATMENT OF OVERDOSE:
Large intravenous atropine for bradycardia.
Intravenous theophylline for bronchospasm.
Digitalis, O2, diuretic for cardiac failure. Hemodialysis.
Intravenous glucose for hyperglycemia,
Intravenous diaqzepam (or phenytoin) for seizures.
Well I must agree that is all I knew about this drug at that time – since that time I have not been
able to update my knowledge on drugs due mainly to the cost involved sadly to state.
This document has been release to the general public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl
Human behaviour studies.
Manned Flight Division.
This is my world – the world of reality – the world that could had been a paradise – instead it’s a
world of hate – evil – destruction – one would think that nature was no good at destroying this
planet so it needs our helping hand which to my mind appears to be given freely for that purpose.
89:

Unfortunate the Searl Technology involves many fields of science, which so far I have not
touched upon; therefore I shall make an attempt to bring in another subject relating to this
technology.

90:

DOCSISRCMFDPM1.
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Searl International Space Research Consortium.
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:
:
:
:
:

Headquarters – Mortimer – Reading – Berkshire – England.
Manned Flight.
Plastics materials.
One
John Roy Robert Searl.

When I began preparing for the research and development on the InverseGravityVehicle project,
the world was already using in the order of nine million tonnes per annum of plastic materials.
Clearly it was not a new material as such, but one which I feel will play an important part in my
research and studies regardless.

92:

While today it is more than ten times that value.
Furthermore, at that time polypropylene, the acetals, the polycarbonates and Acrylonitrile –
butadiene – styrene polymer were newly arrived on the scene.

93:

I was aware of those experts who stated that the likelihood of discovering new important general
purpose polymers was remote but that special purpose materials would continue to be introduced.
I had quoted frequently in earlier newsletters that I felt that they were being too pessimistic – with
respect to new general purpose polymers – that prediction has stood the test of time.

94:

One of my main aims with my early newsletters was to try and explain the properties of plastics
materials in terms of their structure and morphology.
I feel certain that there will be enormous developments in polymer science during the next 30
years of my life.
Therefore, I have not felt it necessary to make many changes to the basic principles enunciated in
those past newsletters.

95:

Since this document was written many new materials have been discover and I feel that I ought
to include that data in this report up to 1995 where I run out of hard cash to keep up to date
with the progress of discovery.
Due to the many new speciality materials have, however, appeared and wherever possible I will
try to discuss these in the context of relating structure to properties – which is vastly important
to the Searl Technology.

96:

For the first time since I wrote this report I shall add extra information in three groups –
thermoplastic – elastomers – biodegradable plastics and electrically conductive polymers  which
I feel would be better to discussed as a group than scattered sentences through this book.
Then, there will be an introduction to the subject of material selection which is vital for the Searl
Effect Technology.

97:

With hundreds of polymer species, some attempt at rationalisation will have to be done to cope
with the reality that now exists.
You must appreciate that I could never cover every possible plastic material in book form as a
document – if you are using one not quoted actually performing functions please let me know.
24.

98:

Let me inform you that there are many abbreviations for plastic materials are in common use.
Some of these have now been incorporated into national and international standards, including:

ISO 1043Plastic – Symbols. (1978)
BS 3502Common Names and abbreviations for plastics and rubbers.
ASTM D 160083 Abbreviations of terms relating to plastic.
DIN 7728 Symbols for terms relating to homopolymers, copolymers and polymer
compounds and Symbols for reinforced plastics.
Paragraph 98 is an update to this report, one must bear in mind that new materials are
appearing each has its own functions which must be understood before one attempt to use them
with this technology.
The most important issue for materials to use within the Searl Effect Technology is not the
price tag but the function tag that is priority at all times.

1946 the start of the material studies for the S.E.G. technology.
99:

Every inventor has to start somewhere often toying around with his / her thinking to create a
mental image of an idea into material properties, shapes and functions.
In straight talk structures require materials – you simply cannot have a structure without materials.
Thus material’s to all inventors is a must – but what materials does the inventor seek?
25.

It entirely depends upon the functions that are required from that material.
100:

Now in my case I have been showing you various options available to me, the one here in this
report is the control gate of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.), which we need an insulator type
of material which brings me to plastics group of materials, so I will attempt to give you a true
picture of this problem that was before me.

101:

In the following table I shall attempt to draw up a list of abbreviations in common use and those in
blue type are in the main schedule of BS 3502.
In this list the names given for the materials are the commonly used scientific names.
But please take note:
This situation is further complicated by the adoption of a nomenclature by the International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry for systematic names and yet further nomenclature
by the Association for Science Education what is widely used in British schools but not in
industry – WHY?
Some examples of these will be given in another part that will be listed as table 2.
TABLE ONE.
Common abbreviations for plastics.
===================================================================
Abbreviation Material
Common name
====================================================================
ABS
Acrylonitrilebutadienestyrene polymer
ABS
ACS
Acrylonitrilestyrene and chlorinated polyethylene.
AES
Acrylonitrilestyrene and ethylenepropylene rubber.
ASA
Acrylonitrilestyrene and acrylic rubber.
CA
Cellulose acetate
Acetate
CAB
Cellulose acetatebutyrate.
CAB, butyrate
CAP
Cellulose acetatepropionate.
CAP
CN
Cellulose nitrate.
Celluloid
CP
Cellulose propionate.
CP, propionate
CPVC
Chlorinated polyvinyl chloride.
CTA
Cellulose triacetate.
Triacetate
CS
Casein.
Casein
DMC
Dough moulding
compound
(usually polyester)
There is an old saying that it is wiser to give information in small units at a time; so it can be easy
Digested.

102:

NATURAL PLASTICS:
To my knowledge historians frequently classify the early ages of man according to the materials
that he used for making his implements and other basic necessities – which I guess makes sense.
Just as a recap that I know these periods – I will quote them – here – no problem.
26.

The most well known of these are the Stone Age, the Iron Age and the Bronze Age.
I agree that such a system of classification cannot be used to describe subsequent periods for with
the passage of time man leant to use other materials and by the time of the ancient civilisations of
Egypt and Babylonia man was employing a range of metals, stones, woods, ceramics, glasses,
skins, horns and fibres.
103:

Unfortunate I shall never know the true date and by who created each of these steps quoted above
– we can only assume when they were in use and roughly where and why they were used – but
alas our thinking could be wrong.
One thing is certain that they had no idea that they were helping to create the Searl Effect
generator of the InverseGravityVehicle – but they were indirectly helping me.

104:

For this particular part of this book I think it would be safer to say that until the 19th century man’s
inanimate possessions, his home, his tools, his furniture, were made from varieties of these eight
classes of materials – I cannot certify that this is true – but might be so in many cases.

105:

To my understanding, its only during the last century and a half, two new closely related classes
of materials have been introduced which have not only challenged the older materials for their
well established uses but have also made possible new products which have helped to extend the
range of activities of mankind.
Without these two groups of materials, rubbers and plastics, it is difficult to conceive how such
everyday features of modern life such as the motor car, the telephone and the television set could
ever had been developed – and don’t forget the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) and the Inverse
GravityVehicle (I.G.V) .
I agree that the use of natural rubber was well established by the turn of the present century, the
major growth period of the plastics industry has been since 1930, that is why I waited to be born
two years later to keep uniform with the law of the squares there was no sense coming sooner as
the material needed for the Searl Effect |Generator would not had been ready to use, but my
mother and father got married during 1930 to be ready for action day.
I do not state that some of the materials now classified as plastics were unknown before this time
since the use of the natural plastics may be traced well into antiquity.
Just as a reminder that in the book of Exodus (chapter 2) I read that the mother of Moses when she
could no longer hide him, she took for him an ark of bulrushes and daubed it with slim and with
pitch, and put the child therein and she laid it in the flags by the river’s brink.

106:

Biblical commentaries indicate that slime is the same as bitumen but whether or not this is so I
have here the precursor of our modern fibrereinforced plastics boat.
The use of bitumen is mentioned even earlier  do you have any idea where it is mentioned?
Yes, indeed again in the bible in the book of Genesis (Chapter 11) I read that the builders in the
plain of Shinar – I guess that was Babylonia – had brick for stone and slime they had for mortar.
Again in the book of Genesis (Chapter 14) I read that the vale of Siddim was full of slimepits; and
the King of Sodom and Gomorrah fled, and fell there; and they that remained fled to the
mountain.
27.

To my understanding; that in ancient Egypt: mummies were wrapped in cloth dipped in a solution
of bitumen in oil of lavender which was known variously as Syrian Asphalt or Bitumen of Judea.
107:

You may be wondering what all this crap has to do with the Searl Effect Technology.
Let’s say if this crap was actual FACT, and it might be – then its clear to my mind that the S.E.G.
concept was already being developed.
Let me continue with this investigation; I understand that on exposure to light the product
hardened and became insoluble.
If this is indeed FACT then to my mind it does appear that this process involved the action of
chemical cross linking, which in modern times became of great importance in the vulcanisation of
rubber and the production of thermosetting plastics.
It was also the study of this process that led Niepce to produce the first permanent photograph and
to the development of lithography which I shall be discussing in a later part of this book.

108:

In ancient Rome – sorry about that but I guess I am too am ancient in both my ways and thinking
– Pliny the Elder (c. A.D. 23 – 79 must get these FACTS correct or otherwise Flowerbower will
be doing much farting on youtube we don’t want to continual seeing that mess on out screens do
we?); is claimed to have dedicated 37 volumes of Natural History to the emperor Titus.
Sadly I have to say that I have no idea what the contents of those volumes were – but I sure would
had love to had that set of volumes.
But I understand that in the last of these books, which appears to have dealing with gems and
precious stones; which I can easy imagine, he describes the properties of the fossil resin, amber.

109:

The ability of amber to attract dust was recognised and in fact the word electricity is derived from
elektron, the Greek for amber.
Let me go even further east another natural resin, lac, had already been used for at least a
thousands years before Pliny was born.
Again evidence going back so long ago shows that the S.E.G. Technology was already being
developed.
Lac is mentioned in early Vedic writings and also in the Kama Sutra of Vatsyayona.
To My knowledge, in 1596 John Huyglen Von Linschoeten undertook a scientific mission to India
at the instance of the King of Portugal.

110:

In his report he describes the process of covering objects with shellac, now known as Indian
turnery and still practised to my knowledge.
“Thence they dresse their besteds withal, that is to say, in turning of the woode, they take a
peece of Lac of what colour they will, and as they turne it when it commeth to his fashion they
spread the Lac upon the whole peece of woode which presently, with the heat of the turning
(melteth the waxe) so that it entreth into the crestes and cleaveth unto it, about the thickness of
a mans naile: then they burnish it (over) with a broad straw or dry rushes so (cunningly) that
all the woode is covered withal, and it shineth like glasse, most pleasant to behold, and
28,

Continueth as long as the woode being well looked unto: in this sort they cover all kind of
household stuffe in India, as Bedsteddes, Chaires, stooles, ect.
This is a true sample of his report – clearly he was not an Englishman.
111:

I must admit that early records also indicate that cast mouldings were prepared from shellac by the
ancient Indians.
In Europe the use of sealing wax based on shellac can be traced back to the Middle Ages.
To my knowledge, the first patents for shellac mouldings were taken out in 1868.

112:

The introduction to western civilisation of another natural resin from the east to my understanding
took place in the middle of the 17th century.
Let me see if I can remember his name, it has to be a male – I got it; it was John Tradescant what
year was it  yes it was during his life time of 1608 – 1662 that is the best that I can do except that
he was an English traveller and gardener to my knowledge, who appears to have been given the
credit of introducing gutta percha.
Yet another step towards the S.E.G. concept – why?

113:

The material became of substantial importance as a cable insulation material and for general
moulding purposes during the 19 th century and to my knowledge that it is only since 1940 that this
material was replaced by synthetic materials in undersea cable insulation.

114:

To my understanding that prior to the eastern adventures of Linschoeten and Tradescant, the
sailors of Columbus had discovered the natives of Central America playing with lumps of natural
rubber.
These were obtained, like gutta percha, by coagulation from a latex; the first recorded reference to
natural rubber to my knowledge was in Valdes La historia natural y general de las Indias,
published I Seville (15351557).
In 1731 Ia Condamine, leading an expedition on behalf of the French government to study the
shape of the earth, sent back from the Amazon basin rubber coated cloth prepared by native tribes
and used in the manufacture of waterproof shoes and flexible bottles.

115:

The coagulated rubber was a highly elastic material and could be shaped by moulding or
extrusion.
In 1820: an Englishman, Thomas Hancock, discovered that if the rubber was highly sheared or
masticated, it became plastic and hence capable of flow.
This is now known to be due to severe reduction in molecular weight on mastication.
In 1839: an American, Charles Goodyear, found that rubber heated with sulphur retained its
elasticity over a wider range of temperature than the raw material and that it had greater resistance
to solvents.

116:

So you see thousands of people have played and in fact still paying a part in creating the S.E.G.
concept.
29.

Not only that: Thomas Hancock also subsequently found that the plastic masticated rubber could
be regenerated into an elastic material by heating with molten sulphur.
The rubbersulphur reaction was to my understanding termed vulcanisation by William
Brockendon, a friend of handcock.
Although the work oh Handcock was subsequent to, and to some extent a consequence of, that of
Goodyear, the former patented the discovery in 1843 in England whilst Goodyear’s first American
patent was taken out in 1844.
117:

In extensions of this work on vulcanisation, which normally involved only a few per cent of
sulphur, both Goodyear and Handcock found that if rubber was heated with larger quantities of
sulphur (about 50 parts per 100 parts of rubber) a hard product was obtained.
This subsequently became known variously as ebonite, vulcanite and hard rubber.
To my knowledge a patient for producing hard rubber was taken out by Nelson Goodyear in 1851.
Agree in their case it was worth taken a patent out; in my case the opposite is true.

118:

The discovery of ebonite is usually considered as a milestone in the history of the rubber industry.
Its importance in the history of plastics materials, of which it obviously is one, is to my
knowledge generally neglected.
Its significance lies in the fact that ebonite was the first thermosetting plastics material to be
prepared and also the first plastics material which involved a distinct chemical modification of a
natural material.
By 1860 there were a number of manufacturers in Britain, including Charles Macintosh who is
said to have started making ebonite in 1851.
And to my knowledge; there are reports of the material having been exhibited at the Great
Exhibition of 1851.

119:

I feel that this introduction has now reached a point to close at this time. It only remains for me to
say that this report has been released by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl – Superintendent of Documents UK.
Energy and transportation systems.
Updates to 1994.
30.

120:

Today; Dr. Robert Lipman drove me to town to obtain some parts needed here for this rewiring
work – due to the robbery on Monday August 25th 2003.

Thus an old pensioner is struggling to replace goods and damage done by this robbery – food
money intended – but being used to keep this work moving forward. Would you sacrifice your
food for a project that people are bent on stopping reaching the marketplace?
121:
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John Roy Robert Searl.
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One.

122:

Is a revision of the conventional sequence of topics in physics desirable in order to emphasize the
Searl Effect concepts of increasing importance, to show interrelations of fields or methods of
description, or generally to expedite a student’s progress to the goal of familiarity with modern
physics?

123:

Readers on swallowcommand.com will find that this book is conservative in its clear and careful
presentation of fundamental concepts and methods of classical physics.
At appropriate places throughout this book I shall give attention to contemporary developments in
physics.

124:

I do recognize and seek to extend the reader’s interest in the Searl Effect Technology which relies
upon the atom and nucleus which are interpreted by the theories of relativity and quantum
mechanics, to the extent that this picture can be developed within the realistic limitations imposed
by time and the reader’s mathematical preparation.

125:

To help my readers to attend the goal of a coherent understanding of classical and contemporary
physics upon the subject of the Searl Effect Technology, I have, I guess that you could state
revised somewhat the traditional compartments of physics and their sequence, as you have already
witness on reading this book.
I feel that interrelations are made apparent and fruitful by studying physics in these larger
diversions:
(1):
(2):
(3):
(4):

Physics of particles and aggregates of particles.
Physics of fields.
Wave physics.
Quantum physics.

That is a tall order – but you have witness that I have already started that program – we must
understand as time moves forward; so does our data base, but it also drags behind it, never in front
of it.
32.

126:

Now I shall continue with the serious stuff.

127:

CHEMICAL REACTIONS:
In all the processes which I have been describing so far, the atoms and the ions have not changed
partners, but of course there are circumstances in which the atoms do change combinations,
forming new molecules.

128:

This is illustrated in Figure 15.1.

Figure 15.1.
A process in which the rearrangement of the atomic partners occurs is what we call a chemical
reaction.
The other processes so far described are called physical processes, but there is no sharp distinction
between the two.
Let me assure you that nature does not care what we call it, she just keeps on doing it – guess you
are wondering what on earth does that figure represent – let me see if I can find you an answer to
that question.
Yes I have an answer for you – this figure is supposed to represent carbon C 6 burning in oxygen
O 8 – interesting?
In the case of oxygen, two oxygen atoms stick together very strongly.
Why do not three or even four stick together?
That is one of the very peculiar characteristics of such atomic processes – or more precisely I have
no idea as to why they do at this time, unless they are gay?
Atoms are very special: they like certain partners, like all animals including us do, certain
particular directions, and so on.
129:

It is the job of physics to analyze why each one wants what it wants.
At any rate; two oxygen atoms form, saturated and happy, a molecule.

130:

The Carbon atoms are supposed to be in a solid crystal – which could be graphite or diamond –
33.

NOTE one can burn a diamond in air.
131:

Now, for example, one of the oxygen O 8 molecules can come over to the carbon C 6, and each
atom can pick up a carbon C 6 atom and go flying off in a new combination – “carbonoxygen” –
which is a molecule of the gas called carbon monoxide.
It is given the chemical name CO.
It is very simple: the letters “CO” are practically a picture of that molecule.
But remember that carbon C 6 attracts oxygen O 8 much more than oxygen O 8 attracts oxygen O
8 or in fact carbon C 6 attracts carbon C 6.

132:

That is a very interesting statement; because that is one effect that applies to both the Searl Effect
generator and certainly does to the InverseGravityVehicle.

133:

Therefore in this process the oxygen O 8 may arrive with only a little energy, but the oxygen O 8
and carbon C 6 will snap together with a tremendous vengeance and commotion, and everything
near them will pick up the energy.

134:

Yet another interesting FACT that applies to both the Searl Effect Generator and the Inverse
gravityVehicle.

135:

A large amount of motion energy, kinetic energy, is thus generated; a vital FACT of both the Searl
Effect Generator and the InverseGravityVehicle.

136:

This of course is burning: I am getting heat from the combination of oxygen O 8 and carbon C6,
which is not good for your health.
The heat is ordinarily in the form of the molecular motion of the hot gas, but in certain
circumstances it can be so enormous that it generates light.
That is how one gets flames.

137:

Yes, I know what is going on in your mind – surely the S.E.G. and the IGV must run hot.

138:

Sorry to disappoint you but what I have stated since 1946 is absolutely true, both the S.E.G
and I.G.V. runs cold; that may well surprise you, but rest assure that this book will explain
every detail that is and will be related to the program under development.

139:

In addition, the carbon monoxide is not quite satisfied – a bit of a naughty boy – greedy.
It is possible for it to attach another oxygen O 8 atom, so that we might have a much more
complicated reaction in which the oxygen O 8 is combining with carbon C 6, while at the same
time there happens to be a collision with a carbon monoxide molecule.
That statement ought to make you wonder that if this is true, then could also this apply to planets
and even solar systems of collision occurring.

140:

One oxygen O 8 atom could attach itself to the CO and ultimately form a molecule, composed of
one carbon C 6 and two oxygen’s O 8, which is designated CO2 and called carbon dioxide.
34.

141:

Over the years many readers of my newsletters and books stated that they wanted to understand
this technology but not had the schooling in maths of science for it please helps us.
This book is being precisely done to meet that request and therefore I shall add some information
upon both Carbon and Oxygen first will be the two keys by which you can study them.

Key 1.

Key 2.

35.

I trust that this time these illustrations are large enough for those who complained that they
could not see them without powerful glasses in my newsletters of the time.
142:

If I burn the carbon with very little oxygen in a rapid reaction – for example, in an automobile
engine, where the explosion is so fast that there is not time for it to make carbon dioxide – a
considerable amount of carbon monoxide is formed.

143:

In many such rearrangements, a very large amount of energy is released, forming explosions,
flames, etc., depending on the reactions.
Chemists have studied these arrangements of the atoms, and found that every substance is some
type of arrangement of atoms, which includes you and me – that is why some of us are as thick as
a brick wall and as blind as a bat.

144:

I was never taught to write, spell or talk – I only do it because I have nothing else to do – which
shows that you don’t need to be taught – you only require a purpose to create the desire to do it.

145:

To illustrate this idea, let me consider another example, which by now you understand I love
creating these examples.
If I go into a field of small violets, I know what “that smell” is; more so if a dog has made a call
there.
In both cases it a kind of molecule, or arrangement of atoms, that has taken the liberty; that has
worked its way into our noses.
First of all, how did it work its way in?

146:

That is rather easy.
If the smell is some kind of molecule in the air, jiggling around and being knocked every which
way, an experience we have all had when we used the toilet, it might have accidentally worked its
way into the noise – never intentionally – that I understand is hard to believe when you have to sit
there and enjoy the pleasure and excitement of those airborne molecules.
Well lets be honest about it; certainly it has no particular desire to get into our noses – I am
assuming that is true.
It is merely one helpless part of a jostling crowd of molecules, and in its aimless wanderings this
particular chunk of matter happens to find itself in the nose, o well I guess that answer the
question as to why women have to wear brassiere at dance halls to prevent their nipples ending up
men’s noses.

147:

Now chemists can take special molecules like the odour of violets, and analyze them and tell us
the exact arrangement of the atoms in space.
I know that the carbon dioxide molecule is straight and symmetrical; OCO; that can be
determined easily, too, by physical methods.

148:

However, even for the vastly more complicated arrangements of atoms that there are in chemistry,
one can, by a long, remarkable process of detective work, find the arrangements of the atoms,
That is reality – not fantasy.
36.

149:

Figure 15.2 is a picture of the air in the neighbourhood of a violet:

Figure 15.2 odours of violets.

Again I find nitrogen and oxygen in the air, and water vapour.
150:

Why is there water vapour?
Because the violet is wet,
Like you, all plants transpire.

151:

However, I also see a “monster” composed of carbon C 6 atoms, hydrogen H 1 atoms, and oxygen
O 8 atoms, which have picked a certain particular pattern in which to be arranged.
It is a much more complicated arrangement than that of carbon dioxide; in fact, it is enormously
complicated arrangement.
One think that this is complicated then the Searl Effect generator is a thousand times more
complicated then this and when you speak of the InverseGravityVehicle that’s well over a
million times more complicated then this, so hold onto your pants.

152:

Unfortunately, I cannot picture all that is really known about chemically, because the precise
arrangement of all the atoms is actually known in three dimensions, while my picture is only two
dimensions.
The six carbons which form a ring do not form a flat ring, but a kind of “puckered” ring.
All of the angles and distances are known.
So a chemical formula is merely a picture of such a molecule.

153:

When the chemist writes such a thing on the blackboard, or I write in this book he / she or I am
trying to “draw” roughly speaking, in two dimensions.

154:

For example, I see a “ring” of six carbons, and a “chain” of carbons hanging on the end, with an
oxygen second from the end, three hydrogen’s tied to that carbon, two carbons and three
hydrogen’s sticking up here, etc.
If you are wondering what on earth this has to do with the S.E.G. – the answer is everything.
37.

155:

How does the chemist find what the arrangement is?
He / She mixes bottles full of stuff together, and if it turns red, it tells him / her that it consists of
one hydrogen and two carbons tied on here; if it turns blue, on the other hand, that is not the way
it is at all.
This is one of the most fantastic pieces of detective work outside of the S.E.G and I.G.V. that has
ever been done – organic chemistry.
To discover the arrangement of the atoms in these enormously complicated arrays the chemist
looks at what happens when he mixes two different substances together.
The physicist could never quite believe that the chemist knew what he / she was talking about
when he / she described the arrangement of the atoms.

156:

For about 20 years it has been possible, in some cases, to look at such molecules – not quite as
complicated as this one, but some which contain parts of it – by a physical method, and it has been
possible to locate every atom, not by looking at colours, but by measuring where they are.
And lo and behold, the chemists are almost always correct.

157:

It turns out, in fact, in the odour of violets there are three slightly different molecules, which differ
only in the arrangement of the hydrogen atoms.

158:

One problem of the chemist as I see it is to name a substance, so that we will know what it is.
Find a name for this shape!
Not only must the name tell the shape, but it must also tell that here is an oxygen atom, there a
hydrogen – exactly what and where each atom is.
So I can appreciate that the chemical names must be complex in order to be complete, which I had
done with the S.E.G. unfortunate the Japanese team felt that its name was far too long for people
to remember, thus it was changed to S.E.G. to make it simple for all to cope.

159:

If you see that the name of this thing in the complete form that will tell you that the structure of it
is 4(2, 2, 3, 6 tetramethyl5cyclohexanyl)3buten2one, and that tell me that this is the
arrangement.
I can also appreciate the difficulties that the chemists have, and also appreciate the reason for each
long name.
Like the S.E.G. Gyroflywheelhigh energy densitymechanicalmagnetic device.
Slightly different formula to that of actual chemistry: but an engineering one.

160:

It is not that they wish to be obscure, but they have an extremely difficult problem in trying to
describe the molecules in words!

161:

How do I know that there are atoms?
Agree that has been a question that has concerned me since 1946 when the term atoms started to
38

Appear in my life; more so after experiencing hands on work across the whole spectrum of live
and survival, some hiccups popped up which I have question in some of my books.
But for the time being I shall within this book accept atoms as a FACT of reality and continue
with this original document.
By one of the tricks mentioned earlier: I make the hypothesis; in reality that is how every device
starts its life regardless by whom; that there are atoms – and that was question number one I had
for both the S.E.G. And I.G.V. both hypothesis required components term atoms; otherwise the
concept would fail. And one after the other results come out the way I predict, as they ought to if
things are made of atoms.
162:

There is also somewhat more direct evidence, a good example of which is the following:
The atoms are so small that you cannot see them with a light microscope – in fact, not even with
an electron microscope.
With a light microscope you can only see things which are much bigger.

163:

Now if the atoms are always in motion, say in water, and I put a big ball of something in the
water, a ball much bigger than the atoms, the ball will jiggle around – much as in a push ball
game, where a great big ball is pushed around by a lot of people.
The people are pushing in various directions, and the ball moves around the field in an irregular
fashion.
So, in the same way, the “large ball” will move because of the inequalities of the collisions on one
side to the other, from one moment to the next.
Therefore, if I look at very tiny particles (colloids) in water through an excellent microscope, I see
a perpetual jiggling of the particles, which is the result of the bombardment of the atoms.

164:

This is called the Brownian motion.
I can see further evidence for atoms in the structure of crystals.
In many cases the structures deduced by xray analysis agree in their spatial “shapes” with the
forms actually exhibited by crystals as they occur in nature.
The angles between the various “faces” of a crystal agree, within seconds of arc, with angles
deduced on the assumption that a crystal is made of many “layers” of atoms.

165:

Everything is mad of atoms.
That is the key hypothesis.
The most important hypothesis in all of biology, for example, is that everything that animals do,
atoms do.

166:

In other words, there is nothing that living things do that cannot be understood from the point of
view that they are made of atoms acting according to the laws of physics.
39.

This was not known from the beginning: it took some experimenting and theorizing to suggest this
hypothesis, but now it is accepted, and it is the most useful theory for producing new ideas in the
field of biology.
167:

If a piece of steel or a piece of salt, consisting of atoms one nest to the other, can have such
interesting properties; if water – which is nothing but these little blobs, mile upon mile of the
same thing over the earth – can form waves and foam, and make rushing noises and strange
patterns as it runs over cement; if all of this, all the life of a stream of water, can be nothing but a
pile of atoms.

HOW MUCH MORE IS POSSIBLE?
THE SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR OR THE INVERSEGRAVITYVEHICLE OR BOTH.
168:

If instead of arranging the atoms in some definite pattern, again and again repeated, on and on, or
even forming little lumps of complexity like the odour of violets, I make an arrangement which is
always different from place to place, with different kinds of atoms arranged in many ways,
continually changing, not repeating, how much more marvellously is it possible that this thing
might behave?

169:

Is it possible that that “thing” walking back and forth in front of you, talking to you, is a great
glob of these atoms in a very complex arrangement, such that the sheer complexity of it staggers
the imagination as to what it can do?
When I say we are a pile of atoms, I do not mean we are merely a pile of atoms, because a pile of
atoms which is not repeated from one to the other might well have the possibilities which you see
before you in the mirror...

170:

Of course the S.E.G and the IGV are made of atoms and through this book I have present so far
idea elements for the collector; now I will show you some of my study on the emitter which is the
opposite end of the chain.
Again to help those with no understanding I will add the keys again here for them.

KEY 1
KEY 2.
These keys show you what the various values shown for the element under study are.
40.

41.

This is the equilibrium diagram of Copper Cu 29 and Erbium Er 68

This is the equilibrium diagram for Copper Cu 29 and Euroium Eu 63.

42.

So far within this book you have been seeing just what I must understand for this work to be
successful; what it is taking to create the concept from which the materials, tools, machinery and
test equipment must be selected for this project.
What you have witness so far is basically one grain of sand on a beach and this project needs the
whole beach.
By the way both Europium Eu 63 and Erbium Er 68 are Rare Earths elements, and before I forget
here is a chemist atom structure the substance pictured here is αirone,

Yes that is indeed something which I have to get use to as it is a part of the domain of reality in
which I have exists.
171:

This report has been released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl
Research and development clean energy and transportation systems
172:

The structure of the company world operations 2008.
That Searl International Space Research Consortium worldwide shall be the umbrella to all
companies enlisted in the work of manufacturing clean energy and act as a league of nations.
The holding company shall be the responsible of two companies:
1)
SEARL TECHNOLOGY Ltd for all earth bound requirements.
2)
SEARL SPACE EXPLORATION LTD for all space research and operations.
3)
D.I.S.C. INC controls operation on earth bound research New York, USA
43.

4)

Thailand is operational Land, air, Space

5)

New York. USA operational Land

6)

Israel Land on hold

7)

Pennsylvania, USA operational space

8)

Italy on hold land

9)

Australia not confirmed
Is developing work for Thailand

10)

England under development Land

11)

Japan not confirmed yet

This is the League of Nations under development our task is to try to save Planet earth from an
early death and to extend commercial business into deep space for exploration, knowledge and
materials. We are the TOMORROW’S PEOPLE determine to create a better world for our
children and their children sake; that they will have some tomorrows so they too can survive. A
world which is free of pollution made by man, clean water for all regardless, and forests for our
creatures which require them for their survival – we are united in the effort to halt the massive
destruction of our home Planet Earth – your help is needed – in this war of cleaning up our
environment.
44.

173:

California, USA active SEG Magnetics active
The S.E.G. centre is now a division which will be mobile to travel between countries to teach and
install the magnetic equipment for the mass production of the Searl Effect Technology.
It is set to depart from California on November 9th 2007, for Thailand Headquarters to construct
the magnetiser for the S.E.G. development.

We all wish him a pleasant flight, and our best wishes go with him in the development work that
he is about to take charge of – the whole world depends on his success – failure means that we
shall all be sharing the same resting place, far sooner then you had expected.
174:

S.I.S.R.C. is a dedicated organisation who aims are to research and develop new technology that
is absolutely clean and highly efficient on energy use. Which you are free to read and watch on
www.swallowcommand.com what been done and being achieved at this time. The reprints of all
documents of the past and soon new ones of the present will be available.
This is being present as a free education objective as so many of you, over the year have asked me
to teach them – they wish to learn about this technology and especial the squares.
As no doubt you can appreciate that through out this book I have tried to please all groups
regardless – a difficult task to achieve, as some of you exists in the world of fantasy and cannot
face reality sadly to state as this planet is in such a mess.
I have an obligation to my home the Planet Earth, as she is crying out for help, she is dying and so
few who really care about this massive problem are struggling like me to try to answer her call for
help – while the masses don’t care a damn about her illness – as long as they are ok jack – fuck
you is their attitude, sadly to say, but that is the reality I witness daily.

175:

For the success of S.I.S.R.C. objectives the reality domain must exists regardless – whether you
like it or not I shall expose everything that is related to my task and duty – the homo sapiens body
is the biggest problem for deep space exploration; this will be the hardest part of the research
developments to undertake, you just cannot have only one toilet costing millions to install on a
space craft – absolutely insane – that is just one problem upon a very large problem; where your
flight crew total 100 personnel. You just cannot go to Mars or beyond on a credit card and that is
also a FACT!
45.

Space is indeed an exciting and challenging project for the homo sapiens brain – the question is
the Homo sapiens brain is capable of solving such complex problems – my answer to that
statement is that I have every bit of faith that it is capable on solving all problems that will be
encounter, and I have do doubt that there will be many problems before man has won.
176:

This section being the last one for the year 2007, will be larger in content to show much more
details of what it is taking to present this technology to the world and into production. Which
clearly shows that the S.E.G; will never be produce from magnets from China for only $1,000,
which you were informed by an expert who had just returned from China – you sure know what I
am thinking about this expert.

177:

Here is an update note:
Today, Monday November 5th 2007, our man in Germany moved to Paris to take up employment,
and within days will be connected up with this work, and things will progress again in a forward
manner,

This means that France will shortly become active within this work
If not directly it will be indirectly.
178:

Update from Prof. Searl on Thursday 8th November 2007:

Yes still too costly at this time to buy, that is true – on my pension it makes my eyes water.
46.

Yes, soon I shall have to create large posters for lectures halls to give visitors the picture about the
technology we are developing. Progress across the whole domain is becoming available so we can
do everything in house and thereby cut cost.
Update from Pennsylvania – USA Manned Flight Division.
Many days of communication has taken place between us in reference to model the Inverse
GravityVehicle.
During these sessions our man in charge there has sent down some shots of what he has done to
show the type of work he has been involved with. Unfortunate so far to date I do not have a
portrait photo of him to create a document report upon his work.

To my mind what I am looking at seem to be struts and I guess we will find out in due time –
struts are the elements of the skeleton of the IGV which used to be called the Levity Disc.
Over the years of investigation I found that 64 strut systems was far the best system for finer
direction control functions.
Of course 128 struts would create an even finer control of direction but in a small model there
would be no space for goods.
Struts are a horizontal component within this concept while being braced by columns in the
vertical plane.
Two very strong structure concept. The struts: being slotted and the columns being slotted so that
the struts hold the columns in place which in turn brace the struts. And hold them in place; it is a
give and take event by sharing the responsibility of keeping each other in place. Creating a
mathematical joint is far the best as it acts as a locking point for each strut. The columns slots
must be on the outer edge and the struts on the inner edge, that’s the law of the squares.
47.

It is good to see the kind of work people actually create – because I am finding out that the
people are losing their ability to create by modelling products – But my organisation have found
one of those rare people that still remains on Planet Earth – I guess all the others have gone to
the Moon.
As a young boy I knitted Jumpers etc by hand which was either a cable type or a lace type: plain
products never interested me and won awards for knitting – but that sure is a long time ago when
hand knitting was the only way you could knit.
48.

Everybody who tries to create a product which they have no experience upon is indeed a person
worth having on a team.
In this particular case this gentleman knows a lot about my technology over maybe 25 years of
time. That sure is something for any one to beat in time knowledge.
I am hoping more data will arrive and I hope Thailand will have some and Glastonbury too that
can be added to this part of the book.
That gentleman is no other than:

Commander in chief of the Manned
Flight Division Pennsylvania – USA.

Russell Anderson a real model maker – award winner – I guess he will win another award for
this project that he is about to tackle, because this is one project that his heart and soul is in,
because it has been his dream all these years to become a part of this research and development
now he has that opportunity to prove his worth – I know that I shall not be disappointed.
49
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Headquarters – England.
Manned Flight.
Medical.
Inflenza.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.

You are shocked – wondering what on earth influenza has to do with space ship design.
Yes, I agree I am aware of a number of space ship inventors whose space ship can go to Mars in
half the time at half the cost of NASA.
Unfortunate my organization is not one of those groups; we do say that we can go to Mars in half
the time at half the cost of NASA – what NASA does is their business – what S.I.S.R.C. does is
my business.;

181:

What I would state to NASA is: by heavens it’s going to be a hell of a task to design an ideal
space craft that one can certify a complete safe flight to Mars and back.

182:

My sole interest is from the commercial domain – which means that a space craft must be
reasonable price that can meet all the requirements of any mission; without modifications being
involved for various missions.
Such a craft would have to support not only the flight crew required for 24 hours operations but
also the back up staffs whose task is the cleaning, cooking etc. To this the mission staff whose
task start once you land on the planet,

183:

Let us assume that the crew to manned Star ship Explorer to Mars has a crew of 24 (12 per shift)
and the mission staff equals 100 who are scientists, physicists, doctors, nurses and astronomers.
Each one could create a health problem on this mission, by the shear fact that so many will be
going on this flight any one of them who has just been infected with flu virus could and more
luckily pass through the test procedure without detection, as he or she will not yet be aware that
they have a cold being developed with in them.

184:

REALITY: missions of 5 to 10 years away from base cannot possible be certain that there will be
no health problems happening in that time interval and all missions well beyond that time interval
greater are the risks of health problems – that I must accept as a possibility – what I can do is to
recognise all possibilities of problems and design solutions within the craft for such events.
50.

185:

INFLUENZE:
Reality domain suggest that this bug could penetrate through our system and board a space
mission – even such an event represent only 0.01% possibility is enough to create a major
problem in heath of the crew.
A structure function base must be in place so all flight crews understand a procedure of functions
should such event take place on any mission.

186:

ANNUAL EPIDEMICS OR OUTBREAKS.
VIROLOGY EPIDEMIOLOGY.
FACTS:
Symptomatic infections occur in humans during winter
Virus droplets transmitted between humans
Clinical disease develops in 0.4% of population
INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC:
Virus spreads on a global scale
Epidemics occur around the world.
Ongoing mutations in virus genome
Changes in viral surface proteins
Virus evades preexisting host immunity
Further infections occur in following winter.

187:

Base on this first block of FACTS it appears that it does not like too much heat.
But all the time its redeveloping itself becoming stronger and stronger, to my mind that the time
will come when there will be nothing we can do except to fire the area, everything in it to reduce
the number of virus, but you never be able to rid them all – their mass production system would
not take long to replace their losses.
Just think on how they move from place to place – for there may be the solution – by attacking
their transportation system.
My knowledge base suggest that their transportation system is dust particles – if true then what is
the secret of dust particles motion involve: for somewhere there must be the answer of defence.
As the day gets hotter the environment becomes more and more positive: this function starts the
beginning of wind motions that will generated dust particles to become airborne; a beautiful
transport system for virus to hop a ride and I guess they do – bless them – sooner or later you will
51.

pass through that flight path and you wearing clothing will attract the bug and as your cloths
catches the dust particle and its rider.
Same functions apply in your home; we use so much electric energy that the room becomes more
and more positive add the heat of cooking and heating of the room to this, you have a perfect
paradise for all kinds of bugs, and you’re sweating creating warm damp clothing – virus couldn’t
have a better home to mass produce and they sure do.
188:

REALITY this is what its all about TRUTH – to be able to accept TRUTH for what it is – and
develop upon it the future of the planet as a whole – not parts as it is at this time of writing.
And this bug is for real that is no joke – based upon these FACTS which we observe – this bug
rely on a positive state being present for its transportation – then its time to switch that state to a
negative one – and that is one of the functions of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and more so
is the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV)

189:

There is no S.E.G.s available today: only because of man’s greed in wanting to own the
technology thereby he believes that he could control the world; which has created this state of
affairs.

190:

FACTS:
VIROLOGY, EPIDEMIOLOGY:
Influenza infects domestic birds, pigs and horses.
Virus spreads (occasionally) to humans through contact with infected birds or animals.
Nonhuman influenza virus establishes itself in human host.
Rare adaptation of virus.
Development of a ‘novel’ human influenza virus.
Novel virus transmitted between humans.
Rare widespread dissemination of this virus in humans on a global scale.
INFLUENZA PANDEMIC.

191:

To my mind for something so small to become a treat to all life forms. Must have some real
intelligence, to be able to reconstruct itself so easy – this rearranging the atoms to resist attacks
by chemicals on them – is without question amazing in such a small structure – that it can hide
from our internal radar system – thus avoid us dispatching an army to wipe them out.
I trust that this elementary statement will help you to understand what I mean – there is a big
problem from such a wee bugger that could change what would had been a perfect mission into an
unhappy one – to my mind that is a major concern for me.
All ventures carry risks – and without risks there are no rewards: deep space exploration will carry
vast amount of risks, but unless we are prepare to take those risks we shall never understand how
to solve them.
52.

192:

Therefore Star ship Explorer must have a fully equipped sick bay onboard, skill medical staff.
Thus I must work out what equipment must be available in that department because I must not
fail my team – as NASA did.

193:

What kind of concept do I have in mind for Searl International Space Research Consortium
Manned Flight operations?
My mental projection of this problem solution appears to operate in a pair of parallel lines.

194:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Management on Star ship Explorer:
Mission Flight staff
Vaccine that matches predicted winter virus strains is produced in spring / summer.
Vaccinate ‘at risk’ groups in autumn with the current recommended vaccine.
Epidemic / outbreak is identified by clinical and laboratory diagnosis of “index” cases.
If widespread epidemic looks likely
Vaccinate healthcare professionals and other essential service workers on space
missions with the current recommended vaccine.

8)

INDIVIDUAL:

9)
10)
11)

Vaccinate ‘at risk’ individuals in autumn.
Treat ‘at risk individuals with Zanamivi or oseltamivir, as appropriate.
Treat clinically ill individuals symptomatically (bed, rest, antipyretics, fluids).

That basically covers the flight side what about the star ports and ground operations sections?
Here is that parallel line of events.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

195:

PANDEMIC
MANAGEMENT.
Ground stations
Influenza virus activity worldwide is monitored to identify viruses with pandemic
potential.
Appropriate vaccine developed to match the ‘novel’ influenza virus (usually different
form to currently available vaccine)
Vaccine assessed in healthy, compromised humans.
Vaccinate appropriate population groups (e.g. healthcare professionals, other essential
ground service workers.)

8)

INDIVIDUAL:

9)
10)
11)

Vaccinate ‘at risk’ individuals in advance of pandemic.
Treat using Zanamivir or oseltamivir, as appropriate.
Treat clinically ill individuals symptomatically (bed, rest, antipyretics, fluids).

The task to create a concept for a realistic space craft to meet the requirements of a commercial
space exploration business – I have just given a small account of one problem alone for your
interests and what you feel such a craft should have available for a five to ten years mission or
even longer then that.
I shall continue this article in another part of this book later on, for it is critical that we do
53.

understand all the problems that has to be accounted for on such a flight, everything even men and
women problems has to be addressed to prove that I fully understand these problems and what I
feel may be a solution to them.
All these solutions must be designed into the craft operational functions regardless of what you
feel about it.
All deep space missions shall contain a flight team of equal numbers of both sexes for a successful
mission.
But our knowledge base upon deep space exploration upon either human body at this date is still
unknown; thus Star ship Explorer crew will have to solve problems as they meet them.
196:

This report has been released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl  Head of R&D.
Manned Flight Division – UK.
197:

Today, Friday November 9th 2007 at 0732 GMT the final communication took place between the
S.E.G. Centre, California, U.S.A. as it prepares to close its doors shortly; to move to its new
headquarters in Thailand.
The last pictures from California were received as shown here:

54.

55.

Prof. Searl says goodbye to his Engineer of the SEG Centre California, USA
upon his departure to his new headquarters in Thailand.
In his final report he quotes that he was getting worried if he would be able to complete the 8
segments for a complete roller set to take to Thailand to save time, but the old faithful did succeed
just two hours before we made contact.
At the end of a 24 hour flight he will start a new life as part of the owner of the company as a key
director of the technology that will be developed there.
198:

I too, should had been leaving for Thailand today, unfortunate the work load that should had been
completed here by now has not even started as my property still sits at Dr. Terry Moore home, so I
am unable to complete this work needed to be done; until this work is done I shall remain here.

199:

Strange the more I try to get this work done, the greater is the resistance to what I must undertake
– it does make you wonder if all this suffering I have to endue is really worth while. And the only
reason I am still enduring it is because of the efforts Morris has put behind it with Freddy now
really backing it up. If it was not for them I would just give up and call it a day. If it was not for
them it would just be insane to continue to suffer like this.

200:

Update Saturday November 10, 2007 at 0643 GMT, still no word has arrived from Thailand to
confirm Morris arrival there; I am still awaiting that information to come in.

201:

A email from Australia today, mainly address to Terry Moore still failed to supplied the details
which Chris was ask to supply – so Australia is still not confirmed as a member of the League of
Nations.
It appears that some people think that they can just take over – I can assure you those days have
gone there is a system which must be conformed to time has shown me that is the only way to go
– study Swallow command material and understand reality – there is no take over – its team work
or out, no more stopping of this development over greed and ownership, the sooner we understand
this basic requirement the sooner this technology will reach the market place.
56.

202:

This book requires no introduction and I have met the gentleman in person.
They have been many books out there upon this work; which unfortunate over time have been
destroyed by evil minds, or stolen.
203:

All my books will hopeful in the end be released again but this time as CDS, or DVDS.
Since 1968 so many people were going to help me to do just that now at 2007 I’m still waiting.
57.
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205:

This is to confirm that both Rev. George H. Nickolson and I have written independently to our
prime minister in the relation to future pollution problems which research and development at this
time should be undertaken; and to inform him that we are working on a power research and
development term the S.E.G. which could be the answer to rail and road transportation systems.

206:

The reply received stated that our communication had been passed to the transport section to deal
with.

207:

This report is the document wrote upon my study into the subject of urban and intercity rail
transport, in which the Searl effect generator appears to be the ideal power system for such
transportation systems.

208:

MAGNETIC LEVITATION AND ITS FUTURE PROSPECTS IN TRANSPORT.
SYNOPSIS:
From this chair as I see it; to meet the growing need to move everincreasing numbers of people
safely, efficiently and economically, a number of technically advanced, ground transport systems
are being developed in several countries throughout the world.
These would have the potential of providing a faster, more efficient and environmentally
acceptable transport service than is presently possible with existing conventional, wheel / rail
58.

Modes.
209:

I am fully aware of the several novel technologies, based on the principle of magnetic levitation
combined with linear motor propulsion., are being investigated for the purpose of highspeed,
intercity travel, interurban commuter services, airport links, etc; and I have no problem creating
such a mental picture of such operational functions in the world of reality.
I also appreciate the underlying principles and design details which I shall be presenting, together
with a brief description of the test programs being undertaken.
The biggest problem I see is this; unless the population stops breeding for a time interval of ten
years to allow the country to stabilize itself, no infrastructure in logic concept in the world can be
put in place to cope regardless on how good a concept is.
London is a shear mess of structure layout design – there is not really any design about its layout –
that is the critical problem for a transport system to be implemented which could meet the demand
of the masses; and the situation will grows even worst as time slips by.
If central London goes under sea water, as the possibilities rather suggest it will, I guess the
powers that are see no reason to worry about its transport infrastructures, leaving it to the public
sector to deal with the problem.

210:

Nevertheless, I shall attempt to put together what I know and understand what the position is at
this date.

211:

INTODUCTION:
The conventional train, relying as it does on the interfacial friction between steel wheels and rails
for both traction and guidance, suffers from a number of inherent disadvantages in competition
with other modes of transport, not least of which is track damage and consequent high
maintenance costs.

212:

In the more densely populated corridors of the advanced countries, there is an increasing need for
an alternative mass transport system, capable of moving large numbers of people efficiently and
economically at much faster speeds than at present possible with existing modes.

213:

Many now believe that an updated ground system for both interurban commuter and intercity
travel, providing a faster and more efficient service, is long overdue.
To that statement I agree that it is truly overdue and needs a better concept structure besides the
supporting infrastructure needed to implement such a change,

214:

Although very significant advances have been made to the wheel driven technologies, there
appears to be a limit to their maximum speed for a number of reasons, including high maintenance
costs, noise and vibration.

215:

I do well understand these problems, as I had model a massive rail outlay on a fully automation
rail to train talk operation, without the need of touching any function, it was fully automatic, and
no malfunctions either.
One again it proved that the day will come where trains will not require staff for operation or
control, they will be fully automatic.
59.

216:

Yes, this is the kind of concept which I am thinking about unfortunate I have
never been lucky to have a ride on this baby but I have on a couple of others
which will be quoted later in this document.
217:

In Japan, for example, the Shinkansen wheel / rail system has been enormously successful.
Operating at a cruising speed of 210 km / h, hundreds of millions of passengers have been carried
without any serious incidents.

218:

In France, too, a high speed, wheel driven train, the TGV (Train Grande Vitesse), has recently
been introduced between Paris and Lyon.
It has a new world speed record for trains of 380 km / h but for economic and other reasons its
normal operational speed is kept to a maximum of 270 km / h.

219:

Although both systems have purpose design tracks and exclusive rights of way, very much higher
speeds than this do not seem possible for the reasons stated.

220:

Here in Britain, on the other hand, because of its legacy of the extensive rail network, designed
and constructed during the Victorian era, the decision was taken by British Rail to exploit these
assets to their full potential, I. e. to build high performance, conventional trains to run on existing
tracks.
To this end, the Advanced Passenger Train (APT).was designed with tilting coaches in order that
the numerous curves can be negotiated at maximum speed without passenger discomfort.
It was during this early stage that I took a trip up to Derby to discuss the S.E.G. being the power
source for the APT. their reply was if I built a full size train they would set aside a length of track
as a test bed; if it did not interfere with the morden signal system they would back it.
Strange that was why I went there to get funds to do it – clearly I could not fund such work.
60.

That product failed so they ought to have backed this one instead.
However, some of the technical and mechanical problems which arose during the initial trials
have not as yet been completely resolved.
221:

A body of opinion that has been growing during the past decade now believes that many of the
inherent drawbacks of wheel / rail friction driven system can be largely overcome by non contact
magnetic suspension combined with linear motor propulsion, i. e. magnetic levitation and, to this
end, considerable R & D effort has been undertaken in a number of countries.
Although several major developments of the alterative Track Air Cushion Vehicle (TACV) were
also carried out in the USA, France, Germany and the UK, in particular, most of these were
abandoned in the early 70’s when the magnetic levitation or maglev technologies began to receive
increasing attention.

222:

Throughout the past decade a number of variants of maglev suspension combined with linear
motor (LM) propulsion systems have been investigated and some quite large scale test vehicles
have been constructed and successfully tested.
Depending on the particular requirement, a surprising variety of maglev / LM technologies have
been developed for transport systems, extending from relatively low speed urban and shuttle
services to high speed (400 – 500 km / h) intercity connection and city airports links.

223:

Where distances between major cities are relatively large, as in America, a maglev system would
appear to my mind to offer only a marginal advantage over shorthaul air travel and it is not
considered to be a viable alternative.

224:

In Europe and Japan, on the other hand, with shorter intercity distances and, particularly, in the
crowded this intercity corridors, the advantages of maglev over both conventional rail and short
haul air transport are potentially very significant.
That is why I have suggested that Searl International Space Research Consortium should study the
possible option to include rail within its land studies.
Consequently, in Japan and West Germany especially quite large investments have been made in
the development of these noncontact systems by both government and industry.

225:

In the US the investment has been more modest by comparison and has been primarily for the
development of relatively low speed systems.
Likewise, in the UK, a similar situation has more or less prevailed.

226:

Although it is generally believed that the greatest impact of maglev technology will be on the
improvement of highspeed transport between cities to supplement the existing rail services, there
are also convincing arguments for its application to the intermediate and lowspeed regimes, e. g.
interurban commuter services and city / airport links.
However, in view of the increasing improvements in wheel / rail dynamics, suspensions and drive
systems, the possible technical and other advantages of magnetically levitated vehicles operating
at the low end of the speed range can only be resolved when large scale maglev systems have been
fully tested, and this is a subject that my undertaking could meet, but shall have to wait until the
S.E.G. is in production before I can restart upon such a venture.
61.

In Mortimer I did hold day meetings where my train system was on show and won the hearts of
top people – and that is a FACT!
This document has been release to the general public by authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl. Head of R&D.
Energy and Transportation systems.
Superintendent of Documents UK.
227:

Today, Sunday, 11th November 2007, received my first MSN communication from my SEG
engineer from his new headquarters in Thailand; arrived safely been busy buying bed room
furniture – well that is a good sign that he is still kicking.

228:
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I am quite aware of the claims of the so called experts out there – who in their stupid wisdom
claim that I could not hard invented the S.E.T one thing is for certain that they did not invent it,
that is what upsets them – so I show you in this book how I did it based upon my knowledge.
62.

230:

These documents represents my first approach of my understanding to the physics of the atom and
the nucleus, and is based upon my dreams as a child, which nothing more than pure science which
I have become familiar with the ideas of atomic physics in the broadest sense.
I trust that this book will provide a helpful introduction to the S.E.T. system, in short this book has
been written mainly for students to encourage them not to have a close mind on the past
knowledge but an open one to accept tomorrows knowledge that will arrive as part of the reality in
which they will have to adjust too if they want to survive.

231:

I also hope that this book in the light of my experience and comments that I have heard from
people will correct errors and ambiguities which have come to light in the past 20 years.

232:

In the United Kingdom the Confederation of British Industry has successfully urged the
Government to adopt the metric system and the form adopted will almost certainly be S.I. units.
At a recent meeting of Government, industrial and university representatives convened by the
Royal Society and the Council of Engineering Institutions it was strongly recommended that S.I.
units be used in teaching and examinations and this seems to my mind likely to be widely
accepted from 1969 onwards.

233:

Clearly Searl International Space Research Consortium shall from January 1 st 1969 present all
future technical drawings in the metric system and will apply the S.I. units in all measurements
that will appear.
I do appreciate that some organisation are already using S.I. units at least in part.

234:

The quantitative aspects of atomic physics were greatly simplified by the use of m.k.s. units; the
change has not involved any modifications of the structure of this book.

235:

NOTE:
The change from oxygen 16 to carbon 12 as the internationally accepted unit of atomic mass has
been noted.

236:

KINETIC THEORY:
THE ATOM IN HISTORY:
To my understanding it was the Greeks who speculated whether or not matter could be divided in
definitely into smaller and smaller pieces.
Should this be possible, they argued, then matter is continuous, but if not then matter must consist
ultimately of very small entities now known as ‘atoms’.
As you may or may not know, this situation remained unresolved for many centuries as there was
no evidence to support either of these possibilities.
In fact, it was not until the beginning of the nineteenth century that the atom became a precise
concept based upon the laws of chemical combination and the kinetic theory of gasses.
At that moment in time the Searl Effect Generator and the InverseGravityVehicle birth was
assured to come into reality.
63.

237:

Early in the nineteenth century the quantitative study of chemistry revealed two general laws of
chemical combination, the Law of Constant Composition and the Law of Multiple Proportions.
These states, respectively, that a particular chemical compound always contains the same elements
combined in the same proportions; and that when one substance unites with another in more than
one proportion, these different proportions bear a simple ratio to one another.

238:

This is also true with the Searl Effect Generator; that the plate has to proportion equal functional
area to contain one roller set.

239:

To my memory bank, these were interpreted by Dalton in 1803 to mean that compounds consist of
molecules.
That was indeed a big step forward for mankind and the S.E.G.
These molecules are composed of atoms of various elements in definite proportions.

240:

There seems to be some doubt which came first, the theory or the experimental results, but there
can be no doubt that one inspired and stimulated the other.
Soon afterwards, in 1808, if my memory doesn’t deceive me, GayLussac showed experimentally
that simple ratios existed between the volumes of reacting gases.

241:

In 1811 Avogadro combined Dalton’s atomic theory with a Gay Lussac’s observations and
suggested that equal volumes of gasses in the same conditions of pressure and temperature contain
equal numbers of molecules.

242:

Clearly to my mind that from this it follows that, since 2.0 g of hydrogen H 1, at s.t.p. (00 C and
760 mm of mercury Hg 80 pressure) occupy 22.4 1. then 28 g oh nitrogen N 7 or 32 g of oxygen
O 8 also occupy 22.4 1.
In general: the mass of a gas which has a volume of 22.4 1 at s.t.p .is equal to its molecule weight.

243:

These simple ideas led to the foundation of the Atomic Theory of Matter which in turn explained
all chemical observations and theory during the next hundred years.
Later in the century, if my memory has not got mixed up a Russian I am certain that I am correct
named Mendeleev showed that if the elements were placed in order of atomic weight they
displayed a periodicity of behaviour.
`The atomic theory was quite unable to explain this, which was a clear indication that the atom
was not the simple indivisible unit initially conceived by Dalton.

244:

The full significance of the periodic tables was not apparent until the development of our ideas of
atomic structure in the present century, and that is why the Searl effect Generator has taken so
long to be conceived.

245:

As these ideas were taking shape in chemistry certain rather abstract ideas in physics were
beginning to emerge. That is correct.
In particular, experimental evidence began to accumulate which showed first that heat was a form
of energy, and later that light, electricity, magnetism and sound were also forms of energy.
64.

246:

Physics appeared to be reduced to a study of the interactions of these various forms of energy with
matter.
It also became clear that all natural processes energy is converted from one form into another and
is never created or destroyed.
This is the Law of the conservation of energy; apparent exceptions to the law have often been
found but these were almost invariably due to a failure to take all the factors of a situation into
consideration.

247:

Another conservation law, concerning momentum, applies to both linear and angular momentum,
and the study of atomic physics provides many elegant illustrations of this law.
This also applies to the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) and the InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V).

248:

Kinetic theory is based upon the two hypotheses:
That matter is composed of molecules and atoms, and that heat is a form of energy.
On the atomic scale heat is manifest as the kinetic energy of the molecules in their random
motion.

249:

To My understanding that as early as 12738, and well before the precise formulation of the atomic
theory by Dalton. Bernoulli calculated the pressure of a gas from the mechanical properties of
molecules striking a boundary.
The development of the atomic theory in chemistry was matched by a corresponding refinement
of the kinetic theory, especially by Clausius and Clerk Maxwell...
This is a good point to end this first part of this discussion; and I have only to say that this
document has been released to the general public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl – head of research studies.
Energy and transportation systems.
Superintendent of Documents – England.
250:

Clearly people do not understand the problems today of research and development which I have to
endue.
Monday 12th November 2007, I email CPC an order for 50 packs of MCOO706 jumper bars. To
my surprise their reply was that they are no longer available to which I have sent request if there is
a replacement product for them, or has product class MC00689 series been also suspended –
awaiting their reply – that is one major problem about being an inventor – products no longer
available!
65.

That is the world of reality – unfortunate I have to exist in regardless.
251:

As I have stated before that I never came into contact with mains electricity until at the age of 12.6
years at the Naval training school I came into contact with it – then it never meant much to me as
all it appeared to do was to make naked bums, penis and balls more defined then by candle or oil
light did.

252:

It was not until I started my apprenticeship as an electrical engineer that mains electricity became
a matter of real interest. And I guess I did just what anyone else would had done, find out how to
wire up light circuits.
And do you know what I found out that the law of the squares are correct; there are indeed two
prime states available, though today only one option is used to supply properties with.
1)
2)

253:

DC – Direct current – use to be in the U.K.
AC – Alternating current – now the main choice.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING CIRCUITS:
Yes I know you know that, but the question here is – did I know that in 1947?
The purpose of this book is to show what I did know and what I was doing on the learning curve
at that time – not what I will be doing in the future.
To my knowledge then was that the general plan of most electric lighting installations is shown in
Figure 151.

Figure 151. A very simple circuit – but there’s more than just a simple circuit it contains
functions which must meet certain criteria for safety.
Yes, I was no different then you; I had to learn and understand that what I learnt – not just accept
it as absolute – but experiment until I really understood what actually taking place within that
circuit.
254:

At D is a dynamo driven by a steam or gas engine or by water power,
The P. D. of the dynamo terminals is usually large (1,000 Volts at least) and that will also apply to
the Searl effect generator S.E.G.
The current from the dynamo passes along large copper Cu 29 conductors, or “mains”, to the
district where the current is wanted.
Here it passes through transformers (T) and its E.M.F. is reduced to 110 or 240 volts; which is
similar to the S.E.G.
66.

255:

If the current is an alternating one, then the induction transformer can be used: but if a direct
current is used, then the current from the dynamo is sent through a motor which is made to drive a
suitable dynamo giving current at the lower voltage desired.

256:

To my understanding, as a rule a town is divided into districts, each of which has a transformer,
though in some cases every house may have its own transformer, as will those with the S.E.G. as
their prime supply will have.

257:

The current from the transformer is then sent to the lamps or motors for which it is wanted.
These are indicated by L1, L2, L3, and it will be seen that they are all arranged in parallel, now I
need to understand all functions within this circuit; as you just cannot place just any 3 lamps
across the mains.
Now, since the resistance of the connecting wires is very small compared with that of a lamp, the
fall of potential in the mains may be neglected in comparison with that of the lamp, and hence the
points a, c, and e will have practically equal potentials.

258:

The same argument applies to the point’s b, d, and f.
Hence, the P. D. across the terminals of a lamp is the same in all parts of the circuit.

259:

If this P. D. is V = volts and the resistance of each lamp is r = ohms, then the current through the
lamp will be V/r amperes and the total current required in the circuit will be nV/r amperes,
supposing that there are n lamps and all are alike.

260:

To my mind it was clear that in such a circuit any lamp may be disconnected without
disconnecting other lamps.
Again to my mind the only effect of disconnecting a lamp would be to lessen the current taken
from the dynamo.

261:

Don’t forget here I am talking about 1946 / 1947, Now if a dynamo is driven by an engine of
constant horsepower the number of watts of electrical energy supplied by it will be constant.

262:

Hence, when the current is diminished the E.M.F. will increase.
If, therefore, the E.M.F. is to be maintained constant, it is necessary to watch a dynamo carefully
and to cut down the horsepower of the driving engine when the voltmeter shows signs of
increasing E.M.F.

263:

If I continue now with this document I shall be running into pages of maths, as this is the last part
for 2007, I would sooner cover parts of other documents to give an insight to my world I which I
belong – the world of reality. So I shall leave that part open for 2008 to present.
This document was released for the general public by the authority of:

67.

John Roy Robert Searl – Electrical Engineer apprentice.
Clean energy and transport studies.
Superintendent of Documents – England.
264:

You may wonder why I keep reproducing old newsletters – the answer is simple – experts claim I
did not invent the concept of the S.E.G. and I am proving that no one else did, so it must had been
me – and what I understood that worked with my dreams that lead me to the solution of the
concept.

265:

For the benefit of all, yes I am an old man far from being in the best of health, agree – but what
you do not appreciate is that I am still working at this technology at what ever money I can save
from my pension will allow me to do, and what shows here is that I cannot be eating much or
enjoying myself, otherwise it would be impossible to have recover so far just on pension money
and that is a fact!

266:

I will present here an update from myself just to show that I am still watching you watching me
watching you.

CANAL EXPANSION BEGINS WITH A BANG:
Yes the long awaited $5.25bn project to widen the Panama Canal finally got under way in early
September 2007 with a controlled explosion, and a few emotional speeches being a common
problem of the Homo sapiens.
267:

Expansion of the Panama Canal is under way and it is full steam ahead to complete the $5.25bn
project in time to celebrate the canal’s 100 th anniversary.
A project which has been more than 50 years in the making – the first project to widen the
waterway was interrupted by the outbreak of the Second World War.

268:

Expansion officially began with a bang and some emotional speeches on September 3 rd, days
68.

before the 30th anniversary of the signing of the CarterTorrijos treaties, which secured Panama’s
sovereignty over the canal.
269:

Almost 93 years ago, the dream of uniting the two oceans was converted into reality in the same
way that converted Panama into one of the principal arteries of world trade.

270:

We have a commitment not just to those that came before us and fought for a canal that was
entirely Panamanian, but also to the future, to administer the canal to create security for all ships
with the missions to secure the maximum development of our geographic position.

271:

Surely that is also true to us all, a commitment to planet Earth our home the only one we have, and
there might not be another one available if we continue to destroy this one, where do we go from
here?

272:

I could continue on this issue of the Panama Canal even include shots from the air of the area, but
I hope that the message that I have tried to get across to you: is that they have waited over 50
years to start their dream, and they have all the work force and cash to do it – reality I have been
pushed out of the running since 1968, and not had or am I getting funding – all my goods stolen
on Monday August 25th 2003 has to be replace from my small pension money – even so I have
done amazing well at a cost of going without what you take for granted as your rights.

273:

You cannot say that was an old report, it was as near as possible to the minute. But these old
reports are vital material as all my reports are, they give a true picture of a time that has been
forgotten, the facts that was and how things have changed over time.
The main objective of this book is to expose the world of reality that its not what most of you
think it is – its not dressing up going to large costly hotels for meals driving around is a fantastic
car with a load of credit cards in your wallet, or having a leg over with some great film star – its
about suffering – going without – so that your can try to make a better world for mankind
regardless and to give our children their tomorrows which you are busy taking away from them.
That is the different between my world and your world; I care about our children’s children that
they will have something to look forward to; which I must agree looks very bleak at this time.

274:

U.S.A. UPDATE MONDAY 12th November 2007:

Yes our man in charge of the Manned Flight Division in Pennsylvania and the map of the
actual area is shown below, we wish him every success in getting this section up and running I
am certain we shall be hearing shortly.
69.

I guess this section of the U.S.A. will become exciting place to be in due time
70.

NOTHING OF WORTH MAY BE ACHIEVED WITHOUT A PROPORTIONATE
LEVEL OF COMMITMENT.
Clearly our man in Pennsylvania understand and appreciate that statement, like myself have always
accepted that this technology does not grow on tress, and can only be created by man by hard
determine devotion labour.

Russell Anderson – Commanderinchief – Manned Flight Division.
Pennsylvania – U.S.A.
275:

Please note that all information that I released in my newsletters and books including this one has
been unclassified – but also take note that much is still classified information and can not be
release yet.

276:

Let me again recap upon the FACTS of this technology which I am trying to organise a company
structure on a worldwide bases to research and develop this concept to the marketplace.
INVERSEGRAVITYVEHICLE (IGV)
A new concert in space and air vehicle technique.
SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (SEG)
Full name was:
GyroFlywheelHigh Energy DensityMechanicalMagnetic DeviceTrain System.
EZEKIEL:
Classification of structural design, which is based upon a 64 strut system and can be of any diameter.
MARK NUMBERS:
The radius base length, thus Mark V means a radius of not less than 500 metres.
EZEKIEL CLASS VEHILECS:
Is a slender type disc; whose shell angle shall not be <6.50 or >8.5 0 but shall be of the value ΘÐ = 70
30’ 00” and the ΘÐ shall be at the periphery.
Whose shell angle does not terminate at the ¢ but ends spherical in nature. This appears to create
problems with artists who seem to think that it should be higher then the main shells.
71.

TOTAL X AXIS RADIUS

501 Metres.

TOTAL Y AXIS ½ ALTITUDE

63 meters

TOTAL FULL ALTITUDE

126 metres

PERIPHERY

is an acute absolute.

THE ANGLE Θ TOP / BOTTOM SHELLS OF X

Are equal.

C = HYPOTENUSE

Terminal side

B = BASE

Initial side = X value

A = ALTITUDE

Height = Y value.

ÐΘ = VECTOR = HYPOTENUSE = RADIUS VECTOR
ANGLE COUNTERCLOCKWISE = POSITIVE DIRECTION.

ÐΘ = INITIAL SIDE OF Θ IS THE POSITIVE X AXIS.
ABSCISSA = X VALUE.
ORDINATES = Y VALUES.
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278:

In this continue document upon the wiring requirements of Searl International Space Research
Consortium as agree too with the latest photos being inserted.

This is cabling without the proper means for such a project.
279:

With or without the proper tooling for the work – I shall still complete the undertaking as I see it.

280:

DIVERSITY:
MAXIMUM DEMAND:
73.

The maximum demand of the installation of Star Ship Explorer has to be worked out in Amps;
Likewise Searl International Space Research Consortium offices, laboratories and manufacturing
plants shall comply too.
281:

DIVERSITY:
When working out the maximum demand current for the installation of Star Ship Explorer or circuit,
diversity may be taken into account.

282:

In my world of reality many tables are created to speed up the process in the electrical domain,
therefore through these documents you will see what I need to consider before ordering products for
the undertaking.

283:

The regulations I set in motion for this project, is to obtain the best system layout possible, having
the highest safety control factor, neatness on the eye and easy to service.

284:

FINAL CIRCUITS:
The full load current of each piece of equipment connected to the circuit is taken, after allowing for
any appropriate diversity.
The total of all the individual loads on the circuit are then added together to obtain the total load on
the circuit.

285:

TYPICAL FINAL CIRCUIT LOADS:
Sockets exceeding 2A Rated current
2A sockets minimum of 0.5A
Tungsten lighting connected load with minimum allowance of
100 watts per lamp holder.
Household cooker10A plus 30% of the remaining cooker load
Plus 5A if a socket is in the cooker unit.
Equipment not exceeding
5VA (Clocks etc),Ignore.
Discharge lightingRated lamp watts x 1.8 divided by the
Voltage providing the circuit is power factor
corrected to 0.85 lagging.
All other stationary equipmentfullload currant.
INSERT:
This information applies to 1968 time interval. The inserted photos show the type of components
that will be used on Star ship explorer should such a project get started again. It will become
active here soon to demonstrate that such components can do the job on Star ship explorer with
no problems and create the safety factor that would be required to all functions of the craft.

286:

I will continue that document once more photos are available from the redevelopment work of
recovery from that robbery here that is progressing in relation to pension money being available, so
much equipment to recovery; cost mounting to cost original paid for those units of equipment that
was stolen. But determination and faith will win in the end, as more top skill people join in the effort
to help this recovery.
74.

This document has been released to the general public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl – head of R&D.
Manned Flight Division.
Superintendent of Documents – UK.
287:

The redevelopment of the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) is progressing well, in fact even that mock
up that you have seen on websites is doing far more then you have seen, and only investors and
officials have seen the results.
As in all research work intended to arrive upon the marketplace things are kept lock up until project
is about to be release to the market and then you hear about it.
That is also applying to this development undertaking – because of evil minds out there – protection
is vital until we are about to hit the marketplace.

288:

The Searl Effect generator (S, E, G) is far to advance now to stop, it will continue until we find the
cheapest way to mass produce them – and 2008 looks like the year where things will start to
accumulate around the world.

289:

The InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V) is a different kettle of fish due to its plan business operational
intentions and the massive size of the power horse that is required.
This like all flying crafts takes a long process of development and testing; unfortunate it’s only just
started discussions upon such a craft.

290:

But such technology calls for much knowledge base to start with; and I doubt that even NASA has
all the answers that are needed for Mars and beyond

291:

The structure: agree has to be a subject of massive study but can be solved today without such a long
time of research and development.
One of the main problems that I see is ones blood pressure, let alone what happens to our DNA on 5
to 25 years exploring space, there is no data relating to that issue.

292:

If you are over the age of 30 and cannot remember when you last had your blood pressure checked,
you could be one of the 7 – 10 million people in the UK who has high blood pressure.
Doctors usually use the term “hypertension” to describe this condition, which may cause no
symptoms at all for very many years, but could eventually lead to serious complications, including
heart disease and strokes.

293:

In this book, the word HYPERTENSION is used to mean a blood pressure level that has been found
on several separate occasions to be above normal and that needs treating to prevent complications
developing in the long term.
75.

294:

To try to present what I am stating here is a picture as a sample:
It is a common problem>
In the U.K. between 10 and 20 per cent
of the population suffer from
hypertension.
I must admit that I too was one of
them, who because of this work takes
all my time – therefore I failed to report
for medical treatment until the doctor
saw me in trouble and rushed me to
hospital
I am one person that the doctor can not
allow to die until this project is finished
and men are trained to carry on this
work.
That must be a good sign that things
are happening at this time which must
not stop and they are trying to make
certain it don’t stop.

295:

The older you are, the more likely you are to have developed it.
Whether you do so depends on a number of related factors, including heredity, your diet – and
especially the amount of salt; unfortunate that is something I have a taste for is salt in my food it
helps rotten food to go down – alcohol you consume – well again for me that’s very little per year if
any – then it is only Baileys or cider – taking my input over 5 year is about what most people take in
a month some in a week. And your ethnic background, whether you have diabetes or you are
overweight and whether you take regular exercise.
Well again I must confess that I take no exercise, as I don’t have sex – I am not overweight as I
don’t eat much and far as I know I do not have diabetes – I know I have been far too busy to keep
regularly urine testing – I know that I should – but no time available.

296:

Yes I agree if all that sounds alarming, there is good news too.
Hypertension can be easily diagnosed: your blood pressure can be measured quickly and painlessly
at your GP’s surgery or health centre.
When the reading is above normal, the check can be repeated three or four times if necessary to
establish that the first figure was not a chance finding.

297:

Even if you do have hypertension, you may one of the many people who do not need drug treatment
for some time (and possibility not ever) provided you make some straightforward lifestyle changes
that will not only lower your blood pressure but bring general health benefits too; yes I know what
you are saying that I preach but don’t do what I preach – its either this
76.

project or my health – my pension will not cover both needs.
298:

When treatment is required, there are a number of very effective drugs available, which are taken in
tablet form usually once or twice daily.
You have already read what medication and dose that I am taking; some give me a real headache and
at the other end sounds like a battle field with ackack fire and machine gun fire joining it the battle.

299:

As I understand it, most people find that they have no problems at all with the treatment, they are the
lucky ones, but if you experience sideeffects from a drug, there are other, equally effective
alternatives.
I am not certain that cases of involuntary trumpet sessions would be considered as a sideeffect
problem – but more of a musical effect problem.

300:

Most modern drugs tend to have very few sideeffects.
Research has shown that controlling hypertension with drug therapy can bring down the risk of a
stroke by 35 – 40 per cent, and the risk of coronary heart disease by 20 – 25 per cent.

301:

Yes I do agree that the most important message on hypertension is that, unless you have your blood
pressure checked, you may not know that you have hypertension until it has done you serious
damage – yes I know that mush of my present day problems was due to not taking time to check my
blood pressure; the reason why mainly was that for years it was under – that is low so I never
bothered about it and work become the normal concerns.
I agree even quite seriously raised blood pressure can be controlled once it is identified and,
provided that you keep taking the treatment prescribed and have regular checkups, your chances of
developing serious and potentially life threatening complications are dramatically reduced.

302:

It is wiser to give out information in small bites at a time; then attempt to give all in one massive
block.
Therefore, I shall end this discussion at this stage and just remind you what this section was about;
1):

Hypertension affects between seven and ten million people in the UK.

2):

Hypertension is often not diagnosed.

3):

The treatment of hypertension saves lives.

This document has been released to the general public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl  Head of Human Studies.
77.

Manned Flight Division.
Medical R&D.
303:

TALKING ABOUT HUMAN BEHAVOIUR – I AM FORCED TO FURTHER DISCUSS THAT
IMBERCILE WHOSE USES THAT INSANE NAME FLOWERBOWER.
Yes, I have already written one document upon this nut case for the world of psychiatrists and
mental care workers to study.
Due to his continue attack upon myself and work force I am forced to write a second document
for the world of psychiatrists and mental care workers to study.

304:

DOCSISRCMHCFB2
DATE: 17TH November 2007.
EDITION: Second.

Searl International Space Research consortium WorldWide.
London – England.
LOCATION
DIVISION
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305:

:
:
:
:
:

Headquarters – London – England.
Human studies – Mentalism – Mentality.
Manned Flight.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Head of research for manned flight.

In this document I shall discuss this idiot on youtube whose uses that insane title of
FLOWERBOWER.

FACTS AS KNOWN:
1):

When I authorised the first video release of my team research studies results on youtube –
immediately this idiot started his attack upon my team and my self.

2):

Due to the mass of public interest from that video clip I authorised some more clips to be
released mainly to expose Flowerbower had a big grudge either against the technology or my
self – that point appears to be completely clear to most viewers who seen those comments.

3):

This last one which uses newspaper articles as his attack which to intelligent people know
quite well that newspaper articles are there to sell newspapers to idiots; that is one reason
why I don’t buy newspapers they only say what they think will sale the paper, not the truth
78.

4):

The result of his outburst on youtube has brought many e mails to me that he should be
certified insane, they are no longer amused by his attacks, even Hollywood think that its time
to expose that person for good.

5):

Let us look at the reality that has happen might expose this evil mind:

Adolf Hitler was determining to rule the world and
take away your human rights.
In the end you got up and fought back and won your
rights as a human being.
How many died in this insane action it’s really hard to
say.
But that war ended and we all thought we were safe
from such imbeciles – but not on your life the years
will roll by but they will be another attempt only this
time it will be from a different angle.

07.05.1945:
306:

Germany signs unconditional surrender.

FLOWERBOWER
Is indeed an interesting case for psychiatrists and in fact all staff employed within the mental care
section of health?
Including Hollywood how such an evil person can remain and allowed to squirt diarrhoea over
youtube screen, and think that it’s amusing for viewers to see – clearly showing his / her intelligence
to be lower than a child of seven years of age.
Who can be so insane having read the information on www.swallowcommand.com still puts such
crap on youtube?
Hollywood and so many people e mails quote that he has a grudge against me and ought to be
certified as insane – so many people cannot be wrong.
Well you experts called psychiatrist what are your views as I must admit that all those mental
patients I cared for none meet this state of illness as being witness on youtube – not one.
Of course any one of those of the past that thought that they owned this technology by greed found
out that they never owned it after it was far too late to change their direction, and we accept that any
one of them on seeing what they have missed out on could be FLOWERBOWER.
Based on the fact that his ID is a London address – there had been another in Bombay, India, but I
feel that was another imbecile and not FLOWERBOWER.
It’s as if he / she are acting out a game as Jack the Ripper – not prostitutes – but a technology.
79.

Who could it be – it has to be some one who thought they own the technology had great promises
like you get the technology for us and you will have a big house of your chose, rent free – phone free
 car free – petrol free – the biggest TV – the top computer – top oscilloscope etc all free will be top
director of the company.
Impossible for such a person – you are wrong – there was one who made it clear to me what he was
going to get if he got this technology from me.
Let me introduce you to this imbecile:

He planned and executed the
robbery of my property after he fixed
me so the doctor would have to send
me to hospital.
He selected the day least people
would be around to see his evil work
being carried out – a bank holiday.
He had four criminals to help him to
carry out this five hour raid on my
home.
He carried out a Gestapo raid 5
adults raiding my home while I am
in hospital – no police present.
He got Keith Pearce to stand guard
in case the police turned up with a
request that he tell the police that his
brother goods are being moved to
safe place while he is in hospital.

Peter Eric Paul Searl claims that during the war he was in the SAS and he saved the lives of 20
comrades, when an explosive device was thrown into their bunker he picked it up and threw it back
at them; thus these 20 men owe him a favour if any one stands in his way they will deal with them.
That makes him the youngest boy ever on record that fought the Germans because upon this day that
the Germans surrender; he was just 10 years 7 months and 10 days old. He should be award the
Victoria Cross of solid shit in honour of his foolish wit.
I now called him Adolf Hitler the great – he will never ever be considered as a brother of mine under
any condition whatsoever, he is an absolute disgrace to the human race.
In those few years in which I struggled to help him, I got to know him as a compulsive liar, a con
man, Black mailer and burglar. On our last meeting; at two feet range he fired a hand pistol
discharging fire cartage into my face so as to blind me. upon which he attacked me.
Could he be FLOWERBOWER?
Yes he could be a number of statements on youtube is without doubt his class of education is low
80.

Yes he or she could be, a number of statements on Youtube are without doubt low in education and
intelligence – like a child of seven who puts a frog or some other creature in the teacher’s drawer
waiting for her to open it and scream so they can have a laugh over it. It’s amusing to the child who
undertook that act – this clearly appears to be the case on youtube he / she says that they are amused
– this does place that person in a serious mental state.
Peter has an extremely nasty temper when he cannot get his way – he has fooled top people even the
police have also been fooled by him – and social services have also bee fooled – but the biggest
idiots are Knights solicitors who accepted and supported their fraud statements and gave them
permission to robbed me knowing that it was my personal property which included my pension
money.
Yes they do have a reason to run this campaign as they thought they own the technology that I would
due to the robbery give them all the secrets – they had no mental capability to appreciate that when I
say never will they get the secret; that is precisely what I mean.
At last they have seen the light that they were idiots to have robbed me – but they will eventually
come to court and be charge that time is getting close once the first plate and rollers are
demonstrated then the court cases to get compensation from these idiots or hard labour will
commence.
Now that graphics of Flowerbower could Peter be responsible for that?
Yes he could, in association with these two men who are my personal experience of them – yes they
certainly could – so who are they?

Martin Colborne second in command
of the robbery of my property.
Richard Huntly, both are capable of
having done that graphics – both have
reasons to have done it.
Martin was identified as one of the five Gestapo’s who robbed my home, one was not identified
could it had been Richard Huntly; after all he was a compulsive lair and a great partner of
Martin, but the day is coming where the name of the fifth person will be revealed.
So they have a reason to fight to stop this work as they in their mental state believe they own it – but
what they don’t understand is: what they own is a bloody good birching in public on world television
as a warning to other criminals such acts will not be tolerated.
Peter also informed me that he had a bottle of nitrate acid which he stole from a firm he worked for
and intended to destroy the bungalow if the housing association wins his court case – but that
building still stands after he lost his case. So by his claims he still has a bottle of nitrite acid so
beware of his temper and those 20 SAS members who will deal with any one who gets in his way –
talking about men helping him, upon that night he attacked me I did see at least about 8 men waving
battens approaching to help him but police arrived before they reached me.
That is reality of what took place here £350,000 of my money in equipment and all my life’s work
stolen for greed – what good has it done them –NOTHING. But over 3 million people have died
81.

since that day; that most of whom could be living today if this technology had been in place. So
where Adolf Hitler failed Peter won, as he stole the human rights from every one that was living that
day of the robbery right up to this time, until this technology is on the marketplace then your human
rights of a better world will be restored to you.
307:

What about if Peter and company are not responsible as Flowerbower?
Agree, yes would Peter actual sign an e mail as Dr D meaning this man:

Yes this man was on the TV show Daytime Live at
Pebble Mill Studios where Alan interviewed me,
and Alan announced him as a Physicist employed
by Manchester University. His task was to down
everything I stated – unfortunate it did not go that
way – but in that interview he stated that if he saw
one of these devices working he would eat his words
in public and if possible get some shares in the
company.
Could such a person risk his job to wage a war upon myself and all those now working to develop
this concept and get it to the marketplace so all can have a better state of living?
308:

I agree it sounds most unlikely – except for one e mail in reference to a statement I made in part 14
of this book “that I should remove the details of the university from it in case they sue me –
interesting why should they sue me – he made that statement on Daytime live – not me – I just
repeated his words as fact.
In that e mail he stated: so you have found me, and signed it Dr. D. a mistake he made. Does this
confirm that he is the imbecile running this campaign against me and those who are working upon
this technology – if so; what reasons does he have to commit himself to such slander in an open
public place by using news paper articles which are just done to sell the paper contents not
absolutely true – ignorance shows clearly here as any intelligent person understands that newspapers
only write what they want and often add crap to excite readers, strange it actually works in the art of
selling newspapers.
Future problems will occur for that imbecile that is certain as the world gets sick of his crap to
discredit me – strange it is bringing me more support then less, simply because good people do not
like this kind of nut case.

308:

During that interview he was informing Alan and all those house wives present about technology of
his world not my world – his world is rather ancient – I did not interfere with his statements as he
put it over quite well for those who had no knowledge of such things and you saw me smiling which
is true as he was giving out a load of crap.
Yes he was funny – well off the beam – but interesting for all who
had no physic knowledge – so I let him roll on – he did a great
job even Alan was surprised that I was not interfering with his
statements and noticed I was smiling – thus Alan played on him.
82.

Well done Alan you were great – keep up the good work on gardening which you are doing – and
that extra work on touring the UK history; maybe we shall meet again don’t know when, don’t know
where, but we shall meet again some sunny day: there is no doubt upon that issue.
309:

Why should a person employ by a university run a vendetta against this technology?
I understand this issue, the problem here is would Peter sign an e mail in this person name –
Somehow I cannot seems to accept – agree he is quite stupid enough to do so.
If Dr. D is in fact Flowerbower then he has disgrace Manchester University and should therefore be
sacked. Therefore the following name staff of Manchester University will be addressed to look into
our complaints upon Dr. D. as I have stated in another section that I cannot find Dr. D name listed as
a member of staff, so we wait and see what these names here quoted have to say.
Prof. John Durell:
Anna Ford BSc:
Sir Terry Leahy BSc:
Prof. John D. Perkins BSc etc.:

Head of school of physics and Astronomy.
CoChancellor.
CoChancellor.
Engineering and Physical Science.

I should guess that between them they will uncover where Dr. D department is and what he is, and if
true investigate if he is responsible for this crap on youtube and its proven that he is to sack him on
the spot for bring shame on an institution causing loss of public respect.
310:

If it is proven to be him, then I expect his reason for this onslaught was his own imagine being
degraded by the success of this research work, and he cannot back track upon his statements that he
made on TV.
It would not surprise me if the University cannot find such a person there – but the following
statements are TRUE.
This person called flowerbower have hardly any knowledge on magnetism, nor does he / she
understand much about electricity either, which he / she display in his / her statements. He / she has
read data on swallowcommand.com yet still talk crap showing that he / she is not a physicist as
claimed to be. Ignorance appears to stand out clear like a missing hand on a person.

311:

Of course feel free to write those name above for yourself to find out if they know this person in
Manchester University, these people receiving letters upon this person will generate an investigation
as to who he or she is – if such a person does exist there, if not it will no doubt become a police
investigation as to who this criminal is. WHO KNOWS!
This document has been release to the general public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl – Human behaviour studies.
Mental Health: – Manned Flight Division.
312:

Through this book the truth shall be declared absolute.
83.

Unfortunate imbeciles are a great problem to inventors they have always been the case; just a few
days ago some imbecile sent an email to me saying that I have been awarded one million dollars.
I sent reply back that I do not beg for money, over the years many idiots have stated they had
millions to invest in this work – after years past I am still waiting to see this money. I continued in
that reply that if there was such funds available then donate it to the work and your company if wish
could be part of this development and later takes shares if need be.
Yes, I got a reply back: actually as I expected proving yet again imbeciles must expose them selves
from which they obtain some kind of enjoyment to satisfy their mental state.
What enjoyment they really need is a public birching which would make them sing for their mother,
not their supper.
313:

Yes, you square lovers think that I have forgotten you, have no fear Johnny will not forget you if it is
possible to present another square in a part, I will do so – so let me see what one to do.

1
63
62
4
59
5
58
8

56
10
11
53
14
52
15
49

17
47
19
45
44
22
42
24

40
26
38
28
29
35
31
33

32
34
30
36
37
27
39
25

41
23
43
21
20
46
18
48

16
50
51
13
54
12
55
9

57
7
6
60
3
61
2
64

Square 8, Group 2 class constructed by 64 squares within 4 shells. Mode worked: space frame

30
38
46
5
13
21
22

39
47
6
14
15
23
31

48
7
8
16
24
32
40

1
9
17
25
33
41
49

10
18
26
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42
43
2

19
27
35
36
44
3
11

28
29
37
45
4
12
20

Square 7, Group 1 class constructed by 49 squares within 4 shells. Mode worked: space frame.
314:

That is two more squares to study – lot of facts I have not included here are shown in these samples.
There is one subject which only a few every saw that I wrote in 1968, based upon my findings of the
then called levity Disc studies.
I had prepared it for commercial airlines operations of passengers and my thanks go to the Travel
agent in Dudley that supplied me with the world’s airport codes for me to use in this report, so I
could give precise details of flight operations as a passenger service operation.
These time factors remain the same as over the years these airports have not moved too far away
from where they were in 1968.
84.

Time of departure from Gatwick – London – UK.
Time.
Airport
Destination.
Distance

2000
LGW
Lusaka
4921
2005
LGW
Mahe Island
6065
2010
LGW
Malaga Spain
1032
2015
LGW
Malta
1295
2020
LGW
Manila
1697
2025
LGW
Maracaibo
4845
2030
LGW
Marrakech
1417
2035
LGW
Mauritius
6074
2040
LGW
Melbourne
10515
2045
LGW
Mexico
5542
2050
LGW
Miami
4425
2055
LGW
Milwaukee
4004
2100
LGW
Minni st Paul
4015
2105
LGW
Mombasa
4489
2110
LGW
Monastir
1207
2115
LGW
Monrovia
3254
2120
LGW
Montego Bay
4696
2125
LGW
Montreal
3252
2130
LGW
Moscow
1565
2135
LGW
Muscat
3627
2140
LGW
Nairobi
4239
2145
LGW
Naples Italy
1002
2150
LGW
Nashville
4193
2155
LGW
Nassau
4342
2200
LGW
New Orleans
4626
2205
LGW
New York
3456
2210
LGW
Oklahoma City
4647
2215
LGW
Oran ALG
1085
2220
LGW
Orlando
4381
2225
LGW
Osaka
8204
2230
LGW
Papeete
9565
2235
LGW
Paphos
1990
2240
LGW
Perth
9012
2245
LGW
Philadelphia
3544
2250
LGW
Pittsburgh
3742
2255
LGW
Port Harcourt
3239
2300
LGW
Port of Spain
4411
2305
LGW
Raleigh Durham
3878
2310
LGW
Recife
4594
2315
LGW
Reykjavik
1186
2320
LGW
Rhodes
1735
2325
LGW
Rio De Janeiro
5748
2330
LGW
Riyadh
3074
2335
LGW
St Louis USA
4200
2340
LGW
St Lucia
4216
2345
LGW
Salt Lake City
4918
2350
LGW
Sanaa
3485
2355
LGW
Santonio USA
4987
You see that I am setting departures time at five minutes apart instead of 92 seconds for aircraft.
85.

This is to allow incoming flights to slot in at Gatwick – London – UK.
315:

Damn it I have forgotten all the ID codes of these airports can only remember UK ones and odd ones
around the world as I have not used them for so long.
The ID reference means I could run out a 24 hour chart arrivals departures from any airport
reference point as I had original set them out; unfortunate they were burnt in the fire at Mortimer as
they dispose of my property while I was away from home.

316:

On the next page I see if I can create such a chart to show what I mean, unfortunate the A4 size
paper is about ¼ of the size sheets that I actually used back there in Mortimer for this data.

317:

Just get a view of what to expect the flight deck power system controls will look like in a real craft.

Yes, you are right, I have restarting the flight control power system again here in this house; the
first photos have been enclosed; if I get time to do more wiring in time to enclose in this part 15, I
will; just to show that I am still capable of the work which I claimed to have done over the years.
But replacing this equipment calls for many parts like these shown beneath here:

86.

Yes, this is the rework I have to undertake due to the robbery that took place here – you have
seen nothing yet what is involved all costing more money today then the goods which were stolen
cost. These photos were taken on the 18th November 2007 sorry about the glare due to highly
polished Chrome plate covers. These 5 switch boxes minus the switches and indicators cost over
£1,000.00 plus VAT at 17.50 percent. Had to be saved from my pension money; thus the reality
you are looking at is my food money that should had been – not a gift from some human being
somewhere in the world.
318:

Clearly you can witness that this imbecile with that queer name FLOWERBOWER is insane as you
are saying holds true, he has no idea what on earth he is talking about, someone who loves shit and
simply lives on it  just like EXPeter Searl loves.

319:

For the moment I shall leave these imbeciles and, let them enjoy the shit they are swimming in, and
continue with the FACTS involved – that is why you connected to swallowcommand to witness the
TRUTH not bullshit – and boy the TRUTH is what you get, but more important is the FACT that
those who request information as they want to understand the reality; who were never lucky to had
the chance to learn such things at school, can now learn the FACTS.
87.

320:

I shall now attempt to present flight time table as from Amsterdam – Europe arrivals / departures of
the IGV. Arrivals = green / departures = red.
Time Destination Time Destination Time Destination Time Destination.
======================================================================
0000 LIM SE
0155
0350
0545
0000
0155
0350 CMB SE
0545
0005
0200
0355
0550
0005
0200
0355 HOU SE
0550
0010
0205
0400 LF1 EX
0555 LLW SE
0010
0205
0400
0555
0015
0210
0405
0600 YUL SE
0015
0210
0405 BOM SE
0600
0020
0215
0410
0605 PTY SE
0020
0215
0410 MOI EX
0605
0025
0220
0415
0610
0025
0220
0415 BKK SE
0610
0030
0225
0420
0615 LAX SE
0030
0225 MVD SE
0420 SAI EX
0615
0035
0230
0425
0620
0035
0230 TPE SE
0425 MNL SX
0620
0040
0235
0430 RII EX
0625 HKG SE
0040
0235 HKG SE
0430
0625
0045
0240
0435
0630 TPE SE
0045
0240 MEL SE
0435 SIN SE
0630
0050
0245
0440
0635 MVD SE
0050
0245 LAX SE
0440 GYE SE
0635
0055
0250
0445
0640 SAO SE
0055
0250 LLW SE
0445 JNB SE
0640
0100
0255
0450
0645
0100
0255 MAI EX
0450 MLE SE
0645
0105
0300
0455
0650 NYC SE
0105
0300 SAO SE
0455 TLH SE
0650
0110
0305
0500 DX1 EX
0655 BOM SE
0110
0305 PTY SE
0500
0655
0115
0310
0505 PHC SE
0700
0115
0310 SEL SE
0505
0700 YUL SE
0120
0315
0510
0705 HOU SE
0120
0315 TYO SE
0510 YYI EX
0705
0125
0320
0515
0710 CMB SE
0125
0320 SCL SX
0515
0710
0130
0325
0520
0715 MEX SE
0130
0325 BUE SE
0520
0715
0135
0330
0525
0720
0135
0330 LIM SE
0525
0720
0140
0335
0530
0725 PHC SE
0140
0335 JKT SE
0530
0725
0145
0340
0535
0730 BUE SE
0145
0340 JRB EX
0335
0730
0150
0345
0540
0735 JKT SE
0150
0345 MEX SE
0540
0735
This is part of a page of work out of 1967, as it is impossible to scan such large pages on A4
88.

Scanner, the work was never completed as you can see as over 20 pages of work vanished, so I
called it a day, at least there are over 50 pages still here that was done in 1968.

Here is a copy of the original page of IGV flight times Amsterdam – Netherlands as I redone a
part of above. That’s 1968.

89.

Yes that is a copy of one of the 50 pages on the law of the squares done my hand in 1947. Those
who make statements that what I say is crap must be extremely ill mentally.
Ball pens I had to buy them by the gross I used them up so fast; but then they only cost 3d each and
it was of black, red, blue, green colours; in thick and also thin line types, in fact I still have many left
from those days but they do not work these days – maybe I will photo some time those remaining
ones for the record.
Those robbers never took them ball pens; guess they tried them and found they never wrote so left
them for me, bless them and hope their balls ache until death do they part.
321:

I shall end this discussion at this point, and confirm that this information was realised to the general
public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl – Superintendent of Documents – UK.
Energy and Transportation systems research and development.
322:

In relation to the IGV and in fact future laboratories shall continue as I had selected in 1968; that
rack mounted and DIN RAIL equipment shall be used for this technology – to this end you have
seen that it has been the case here.

323:

In the world of reality technology changes and it can become very difficult to keep pace with
changes – let me present a fact as an example:
!):

ASIC design starts have fallen from 11,000 in 1997 to fewer than 4,000 in 2005.

2):

FPGA design starts are currently running at 90,000 a year and rising.

3):

Not every application needs to push power, performance and capacity to the limit; ASICs in
these applications can use older processes technologies resulting in lower cost

4):

FPGAA are now cheap and fast and are providing a new route to mass customisation.

5):

Unlike the EDA tools for an ASIC or full custom chip, FPGA design tools are low cost, as
supplying the tool chain is seen as part of the product by the vendor.

6):

The total logic in 2005’s 4000 ASIC design starts is greater than the logic in the 11,000
design ten years ago, with a significant proportion of designs encompassing functions that
would once have been spread across three or four chips.

7):

One view is ASICS are transitioning from a few islands of IP in a sea of RTL, to lots of very
large IP blocks stitch together with RTL.

8):

The platform approach has also risen as a lower cost option than ASICs
90.

9):

324:

One reason for choosing an ASIC is security: hard earned knowledge is intrinsically safer in
ASCI.

This is just a sample of my problems by the time we are ready to go to the marketplace replacements
of components will not be available a big problem.
For Star Ship Explorer which will have to start missions at least 5 years long and missions of 20
years will follow must carry mass of units as no unit will be able to be obtained once you depart on
that mission.
Modular design in equipment is vital, to be easy to replace malfunction units. – Once mission
commence you are on your own – if you’re got your sums wrong then your mission is domed right
from the start.
Eventually mission of 50 years or longer will bound to follow it – equipment must continue to
function regardless – but then man must also survive such missions – but “how” is still a mystery –
lot of ideas have appeared – so far none has been proven positive as suitable for such a venture into
deep space.
What about if I happen to be right that there are no suitable planets in out solar system to transfer top
skill people to, neither in our galaxy.
Where do we go if I am right that at this present rate of destruction of this planet all life will be gone
just under 1000 years time?
Where do we start searching – that should had started 1,000 years ago – and still we are sitting
around playing games as if nothing is wrong – when the whole world is wrong and has been for
years.

325:

No matter what care you take bugs of various types will get onboard Star ship Explorer one way or
another – and therefore the hospital or for a better word sickbay must be a major problem which
must be addressed.

326:
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:
:
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:

Headquarters – London – England.
Manned Flight Division.
Infection.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.

Star Ship Explorer; if it now gets the OK to proceed into design stage and modelling stage for study
and evaluation as a suitable space carrier, then it is time to look at a very serious problem which is
INFECTION!
This issue is vital, as this craft will certainly be used to go to Mars as the first testing of its systems –
its mission interval to be of value would have to be not less then 5 years.
To meet the needs of such a mission the criteria demand would require staff from all walks of
science, plus the crew and service staff.
One or more of them might just pass through with a virus in tow without being aware of it.
The question is what are the risks to the rest of the mission staff?

328:

Will the cabin be highly negative enough to reduce the risk from such virus and what should we do
to deal with such problems?

329:

All crew and staff members on space missions are responsible to themselves and all others in the
team for the need to reduce the harm caused by infection are indisputable on every level.
At one level are professional’s mission team staff, every nurse, midwife and specialist, crew and
maintenance staff must operate under a code of professional conduct.
The standards that comprise these make it clear that we have a professional duty to protect not only
any unfortunate patient(s) but the whole operational team on the mission from the harm caused by
infection and we have a clear obligation to ensure our practice does not contribute to this.

330:

Our over riding duty is to protect and care for all mission flight team, because each member of the
mission is like a tooth of a gear, if one tooth fails then the mission could end up a failure.
If we undertake an intervention that causes an avoidable infection, we breach our code of conduct of
Swallow Command.
Searl International Space Research Consortium code of Professional Conduct requires that, as a
registered crew member or mission staff, you must: Protect all mission members and yourself and
support the health of individual members of the flight team who unfortunate become a patient(s);
and you have a duty of care to your patient(s).

331:

There will be in Swallow Command a plethora of guidance, tools and advice available to ensure
practitioners and crew on Star Ship Explorer know what to do.
You have a responsibility beyond that of earth bound staff to deliver care based on current evidence
and best practice; you must keep your knowledge and skills up to date; and to practice competently
you must possess the knowledge, skills and abilities required for lawful, safe and effective practice.
Such long missions means that health problems can materialise and you are out of reach by
communications with Earth for back up – you will be completely on your own.
92.

332:

I am quite aware of the facts having worked on wards as part of the medical staff that much of what
is advocated to reduce infection is considered basic care  I myself; look upon it as common sense
procedure clearly staff are often embarrassed to ask whether they are practising correctly or to ask
others to check their practice.
Compliance with codes of guidance therefore remains varied.

333:

On deep space missions, this would present a problem for flight sisters, matrons and director of
nursing need to recognise that this anxiety exists and take steps to make it ok to ask.
I can understand this problem of failing to ask; its all about feeling that you are expected to know
what to do and how to do it.
It is that bit of paper that states that you have passed the required training for that employment to
which you have applied, that makes you feel that you are an expert and therefore know everything
about that subject.

334:

Today, nursing is absolutely different to my days on the wards and that is a fact – gone for good are
a number of procedures that I used to have to undertake.
In my days you were the nurse they were the patient – today it appears that the patient is now in
control and you are a slave.
In my days you were proud of your ward – and the patients were proud of you – they understood that
you were in charge for their well being and recovery.

335:

I am quite aware that time marches on and is in constant change – that many of us do not appreciate
how they are changing in attitude and reactions – more the pity – for if they did understand this
planet would not be in such a mess and so ill as it now is.

336:

I also appreciate that preregistration training over recent years has not placed sufficient focus on
assessing competence to undertake procedures such as aseptic technique, wound care and catheter
care.
As individual mission flight team, we have a duty to reflect on practice, review guidelines for
procedures and take action if required.

337:

As leaders, Swallow Command must ensure that all mission flight team members are competent to
perform clinical procedures.
Skills workshops and assessment processes must be set up in Searl International Space research
Consortium to encourage training in the art of reducing infections.

338:

The problem is that there is an ongoing media scrutiny around infection, something which Swallow
Command does not wish to encourage in its operations and it remains a major concern to patients
and the public if this happens.

339:

The environment, cleanliness and infection are inextricably linked in public and media discussions.
While Swallow Command individual clinical practice will help to reduce any infection that survivals
the negative state of the craft internal condition, we must also look at other aspects of
93.

The mission flight crew practice if we are to increase confidence the deep space missions are clean
and safe.
340:

Swallow Command code dictates that all flight personal shall act in such a way that justifies the trust
and confidence of the investors has in us; take personal responsible for ensuring we promote and
protect the interests and dignity of Swallow Command, and work with other departments of the
company to promote healthcare environments that are conductive to safe practice.

341:

This means we need to check our environment and everyone in the company has to play their part to
ensure that the IGVs are clean and tidy, this also apply to all our company buildings.
Clear accountability for cleaning equipment, particularly commodes and beds, needs to be agreed
and leaders need to be sure this happens.
Practitioners on board the IGVs have a duty to raise concerns about the infection risks that they
themselves cannot remedy and be prepared to offer ideas on rectifying theses.

342:

Space exploration will become a vital and busy place and patients with complex care needs will pass
through Swallow Command doors for treatment in space to speed their recovery – but I doubt that I
shall be around to witness that great day that will come, but only that it will come for its written in
the books of nature that man shall achieve whatever his aims are whenever a group join together in
that effort – so it shall be granted.
The parts which will appear at a later date shall outline what is needed for Swallow Command to
achieve sustainable reductions in HCAls.
It shall be based on the four main themes of policy, practice, people and performance.

343:

The articles shall also go beyond the acute setting and articulate the role and contribution that can be
made from Searl International Space Research Consortium world wide healthcare providers and
commissioners that will be joining this adventure in time and space.
This document has been released to the general public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl – Human Studies.
Manned Flight Division.
344:

This development cost money – real money – lots of it; because we need equipment to replace that
which was stolen, we need machinery and a very costly magnetiser system and skill staff.
To this add cost of workshop, living quarters, electric, telephone car, petrol – finding any part of this
requirement may not solve my problems here – still need goods to replace those stolen, living and
workplace at this time money comes from my food allowances, thus progress is slow, but not
stopped, as those robbers thought they would stop me – progress is moving faster then it has ever
moved since 1968, and that sure is a FACT!
94.

345:

Today, Tuesday 20 th November 2007 at 1356 GMT Bangkok:
Receive MSN contact from my SEG engineer – burning candle at both ends. Attended Metalex
Expo. Then transfer photos:

Morris attended these industrial shows allow him to see the latest’s equipment available and the
equipment we now have in place working gives an insight into the reality which is involved there.
A great team now exists in Thailand.
95.

He also sent some details of the progress and equipment now in operation at the HQ Thailand:

96.

97.

346:

From my end, its slow work, it is a problem just trying to find the right components; it is a living
nightmare for sure!

98.

Equipment is vital in
research and development
undertakings.
Here I am showing the kind
of study which I am doing
my thinking upon which
equipment is most
important first for the
present undertaken which
are progressing.
Equipment cost real money
and that is not a joke
Even wiring up the rack
and controls here is almost
impossible – no space to
place components
searching for.
With all the things which I
have to do each day – then
all the time wasted trying to
find things is bloody hell
when you are in a hurry.
Though I prefer rack
mounted equipment where
ever possible.
DIN RAIL is acceptable.
Model series 2600 front panel.
347:

By the way I forgot to suggest an address for those named at Manchester university;
Write name address to Manchester University main office, Manchester, Lancashire. England. Any
replies you get please pass on to me to include in the next part to be written – Thank you.
There is so much to write about – and no time to do so – that too is a great problem.

348:

THURSDAY 22ND November 2007, update:
Due to the fact much of this R&D program is still classified information, I will show you only the
latest photos from Thailand. At this stage, we cannot discuss details except that the magnetiser will
be a ½ Mega Watt device and is not the kind of device one should have in their homes or your
bathroom unless you are really seeking a wonderful experience of a live time, guess it sure would re
energise your energy level, or flatten it. Of course you do not need one of these you can buy all the
magnets of $1000 from China for the SEG.
99.

So we are told by an expert who had just come back from China, he should know he is an expert
now!

100.

There are eight of these power panels in banks and the cost of materials alone is well over $30,000;
you can see costs is a major factor, but it is just one factor of the SEG magnetiser, since it must be
designed and engineered correctly.
101.

102.

103.

This information has been released by:

The world today requires inventors and supporters more than at any time before. That is just one
reason why this book is presently free here for all. It is a true story as it was, as it is now and as I
hoped it will become in reality, but alas I keep having to hit back people who just go out of their way
to block the progress one way or another – why – strange as they loose out as well.
349:

It is a story that started with the birth of a boy in a workhouse that through no fault of his was moved
from one place to another, with handicap caused by some accident within his first few of his life
struggled through those early years that gave birth to two type of dreams yet they were related to
each other.
One related to a power device and the other to space – the first dream carried an ancient mathematics
system not been used for over 5,000 years; strange he got such dreams.
104.

350:

Strange too is the fact that he moved from job to job, yet each one was important to the whole of the
work he would be involved with.
Each step he won in translating those dreams into reality, others plan to steal his results; after the
fourth major robbery, and it looked like the end of the road for his technology – from across the seas
came a pledge to help him to recover; and this was that man;

John Thomas and Fernando Morris they had been working together for some time before that
robbery that took place here on Monday 25th August 2003, upon hearing the news of the robbery
Morris rush in to help me from that date he was determined that somehow he would produce the first
plate and roller set.
He did more then that his devotion to win gave me courage to suffer longer and try to save pocket
money to rebuy again for the firth time expensive professional equipment.
He even went further and created the mock up model that was not intended to move or create power,
but it did – and that was the opening of the door that took place during 2007, making it one of the
most exciting years for all who join in to help.
Here is what he did for me:

105.

106.

Which ended by me authorising it to be released on youtube.com and it did what I
expected it to do – today that mock up is doing much more than www.youtube.com
has ever shown and now big backers have seen it at work there.
351:

This is my world of reality:

107.

352:

I have not yet move to Thailand at this date Thursday November 22nd 2007 at 2238 GMT is due to
the fact that some of my property obtained since the robbery here on the 25th August 2003 brought
out of my food money is still being held at Dr Terry Moore home that is holding up my progress.
Where Dr. Robert Lipman returned all my goods the next day that I arrived back from Thailand,
both parties had taken in goods to protect them while I was in Thailand; due to the fact at that time
there was a problem that the place might again get unwanted visitors, and they did not want me to
lose such costly equipment.
All the goods at Dr. Terry Moore’s home have been photographed and a full list of all goods missing
from here will be released in part 16 of this book during 2008.

353:

Update Thursday November 22nd 2007, GLASTONBURY:
The Lady of the Light has done it again with her second video clip on youtube.com in such a short
time – these can also be seen on swallowcommand.com

From that little girl to the lady who work so determined to help this work created the
video clips from her records upon my work – a lady who was much younger when I
first met her – was upon an evening after my lecture in Glastonbury and naturally
with a long car ride before me to get home I needed to wee but to my surprise the
public toilet was locked so I was just about to drive off for a suitable tree by which I
could enjoy an act of nature.
I was surprise to witness this young lady sitting in the passenger seat yapping away
about this big crystal she had created, while I am worrying about flooding the car.
In the end in a mighty big temper she banged the dashboard and said you have not
heard a word I have stated and was leaving the car; I quickly grab her arm and
pulled her back in the car and said that I heard everything but I am dying for a piss
– to my surprise she replied then you better come to my place which she directed me
to.
While I perform the task she went and got that crystal – and boy she had not been joking the poor
bugger could hardly walk with it. She made me some sandwiches and a bottle of soft drink to see
me on my way, Yes indeed a true human being!
108.

354:

Update continues:
It is with sad news that John Thomas of D.I.S.C. INC, Rochester, New York underwent an operation
on one of his lungs. They had to remove a lobe to check what kind of material it was and the good
news is that he is still kicking, so whatever you do don’t look down in front of him to check if I am
telling the truth – or you will discover that I am telling the truth.

355:

It only leaves me to say that this is the end for 2007 and I hope that you have enjoyed seeing my life
as it was, as it is and how I hope it will proceed.

FROM ALL OF US TO ALL
OF YOU:
WE WISH YOU ALL A
HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND
MAY THE NEW YEAR 2008
BRING ALL YOUR DREAMS
TO REALITY.
May your health be good and
strong throughout the year,
and your worries few.
And may the power be with you
through out the year.

Give the power to the people

109.

.

110.

I, Prof. John Roy Robert Searl hereby thank each and everyone who has given their
time, money and effort to help to develop this technology, many who I cannot show
their photo here due to space needed, but you have seen most of them through out
this book. I wish them the very best in life and may the power always be with them.

.
111.

INVENTIONS.
2008
PART 16.
In the beginning there was nothing – but an empty space to our understanding – then slowly over time
bits of rubbish linked up – until this planet was formed.
Slowly over time more rubbish took on life forms, until lot of rubbish eventually formed us – and in turn
we are dumping a lot of rubbish which unfortunate will kill this planet; thus us included.
It is to this rubbish problem that I am working to solve; to stop the spread of creating the wrong world;
into the right world for all mankind regardless and all creatures great and small except bacteria and virus
which I wish this world to make it unpleasant for their existence; the cost to all of us would be a massive
savings in health problems, lost of time at work.
I know that in the UK the Government are asking councils to do what they can, to clean up the health
situation that now exist, but to my eyes they are only just touching the skin of the problem they have no
technical knowledge by which they can design the perfect solutions for their area.
But what I can do to try to solve the energy and transport systems problems; even if my words fall upon
deaf and dumb people ears, which have no interests in the public real health and security domain – I still
must try regardless of the situation.
To meet my intellectual and property plus copyrights; I must inform the public about everything that has
happen and the date in which that took place; backed up with photos where it is still possible to do so.
This is to protect this technology from those who have robbed me over the years from ownership of my
technology.
Documents shown here are still operational, and any updates that come to light upon any document
shown will be updated. This is my world – the world of reality – a world in which we are but a naked ape.
This book gives you insight on what I know and what I understand and how I am applying that
knowledge to create a better world for all mankind regardless. It covers about all technical and scientific
domains now existing with our extra findings added.
So many of you want help to understand this world of mine – to which I have no objection at all – united
in the effort to put right what we have put wrong over time is no quick result – its taken time to bugger up
this planet; it will take time to put it right if we hurry up and make that effort.
Before I continue this book, let me wish everyone of you a year of happiness; good health and a year to
remember. I do appreciate that many will die this year from cause that should never had happen because
you are replaceable; as the cost to the governments to put into place the safety net, is far too high.
If we all work together; there is a chance of cutting down this lost of life and property?
But it will be hard work now to win – but your effort would certainly help in that achievement, one man
cannot do it alone – no one can – its team work.
1.

The statement on swallow command.com reference to return of my property relates to goods which were
stored at Terry’s home: not any relationship of goods stolen by Peter, Martin, Ken, Luis plus another
person; these goods of mine are still stolen.
Another point I wish to make known is that hundreds of e mails show that there is something wrong with
today’s education system – people do not understand what a mockup is. WHY?
There are three states:
1.
2.
3.

Mockup = means illustration of a product it does not move it’s stationary.
Model, is a perfect copy of the original product but at a smaller scale.
Product the actual product for sale or use.

The mock up of the SEG is to show its construction in a simple form but in this case is unusual that it
functions when it was not intended to do so and, is a winner to attract investment and skill labour.
We have not so far modelled the S.E.G. But by use of graphics we are able to give a reasonable indication
of its functions.
I do appreciate that one could mistake the mockup as a model; but it is not so – it’s just an illustration of
one plate and 12 rollers would look like in the real S.E.G.
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1:

One of the critical factors of the Searl Technology is without doubt the economics involved.

2:

Every company experiences this problem regardless of whom which requires much study to get
your sums right.
2.

3:

THE EXPENDITURE METHOD.
The expenditure account totals the spending of consumers, firms, the government and foreigners
on domestically produced Searl Effect Generators (S.E.G) and services during the year.

4:

As seen from earlier parts of this report, imports are excluded and the value of the physical
increase in stocks and work in progress is added (since this represents new production).

5:

Similarly, transfer payments by the government are excluded from ‘general government final
consumption’.

6:

DOMESTIC EXPENDITURE, UK 1980.
(£ million)

Consumer’s expenditure
135,403
General government final consumption.
48,337
Gross domestic fixed capital formation.
40,050
Value of physical increase in stocks and work in progress.
3,596

Total domestic expenditure at market prices.
220,194
Exports of goods and services
63,198

Total final expenditure
283,392
Less imports of goods and services
57,832

Gross domestic product at market prices
225,560
Less taxes on expenditure
37,287
Plus subsidies
5,215

Gross domestic product at factor cost
193,488

Sample of running a company the accounts which has to be done.

7:

The figures are collected from a variety of sources, such as the:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

National food survey.
H. M. Customs and Excise.
Inquiries by the Department of Trade and Industry.
Family expenditure.
Inland Revenue.

Indeed, the number of sources increases the likelihood of double counting or omissions.
8:

There are also problems related to timing of expenditure, particularly where longterm capital
projects are involved.

9:

As far as possible, transactions are recorded at the time when the expenditure is incurred, and at
the market price actually paid.

3.

10:

Because of indirect taxes, market prices may be higher than the factor cost of production (and
hence the value of factor incomes created). So that expenditure taxes must be deducted for
consistency with the other measures (and by the same argument, subsidies must be added).

11:

This factor cost adjustment is shown in the table above.

12:

THE INCOME METHOD:
This measure account for the incomes (before tax) of all individuals and firms in the economy
during a year, plus the trading surplus of the public sector

13:

GNP BY CATEGORY OF INCOME, U.K. 1980. (Up date version)
(£ million)


Income from employment
Income from self employment
Gross trading profits of companies
Gross trading surplus of public corporations
Gross trading of general government enterprises
Rent
Imputed charge for consumption of nontrading capital

137,083
18,394
24,979
6,015
170
13,231
2,138

Total domestic income
202,010
Less Stock appreciation
6,477

Gross domestic product (Income based)
193,533
Residual error
 2,045

Gross domestic product (expenditurebased)
193,488

Table 3.
U.K National Income sample updated from 1968.
14:

One or two points in this Income Table require clarification:
STOCK APPRECIATION:
Changes in the value of stocks (as opposed to increases in the physical volume of stocks) do not
represent new productive activity and are therefore deducted for consistency with the other
measures.

TRANSFER PAYMENTS:
As all incomes are ‘gross’ (i.e. before tax); transfer payments must be excluded to avoid double
counting, which I have covered in this article.
15:

Much of the information in the income account is derived from Inland Revenue Tax statistics
together with the accounts of central and local government and public corporations.
As I have already mentioned, certain economic activities are likely to be unrecorded, giving rise to
what is known as the ‘hidden’ or ‘black’ economy see the next part 17 for details.
4.

16:

THE PRODUCT (OR OUTPUT) METHOD:
This method accounts for the annual valueadded of different industries in the production of goods
and services.
Searl International Space Research Consortium are not yet in the production side of the Searl
Effect generator (S.E.G) as it is involved in the direct research and development for a mass
production system at this stage.
But to understand all the requirements of operation of such a company is a must. That is why I am
showing what it will take to run such a company.

17:

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY INDUSTRY. U.K. (Update 1980):
(£ million)

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
4,296
Petroleum and natural gas
7,649
Other mining and quarrying
3,222
Manufacturing
48,060
Construction
13,025
Gas, electricity and water
5,803
Transport
10,084
Communication
5,326
Distributive trades
19,328
Insurance, banking, finance and business services
18,288
Ownership of dwellings
11,996
Professional and scientific services
25,467
Miscellaneous services
18,734
Public administration and defence
13,987

Total
205,265
Adjustment for financial services
9,732
Residual error
2,045

Gross domestic product at factor cost
193,488

Table 4.
U.K. Domestic product: update 1980. (Replace 1968 data)

18:

The ‘adjustment for financial services’ represents net interest receipts, which is excluded to avoid
double counting.
Similarly, I have noted that only the value added to production by each industry is counted, which
avoids double counting of the output of other industries or the inclusion of imported components
(which are not a part of domestic output).

19:

Other problems include estimating the value of payments in kind and the value of output of
workers with no tangible product (e.g. teachers).
The provision of my self work which so far to date never been paid for – promises and promises
but in reality nothing and that is a FACT.
5.

20:

Another point while I am on this subject:
The provision of factor services for which no income is paid (e.g. doityourself work,
housewives) is excluded from the accounts.

21:

The main sources of information for these statistics are the annual census of production and
surveys by individual government departments.
This document has been released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Searl International Space Research Consortium.
Tomorrow’s Energy and Transportation Systems.
Research and development Department.
22:

The Searl Effect Technology covers Energy and Transportation systems, not only that it covers
manufacturing engineering, instrumentation manufacturing, test equipment, tools and materials
and it covers all sciences and technology known to man with a major increase of knowledge gain
from research studies.
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Three.

CREW TO BE CARRIED.
To my understanding; it will be sufficient if the minimum crew for public and space exploration
transportation for each InverseGravityVehicle (IGV).
NOTE:
That the minimum crew for public transport or space missions will not necessarily be the same as
the minimum crew specified in the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV) certificate of airworthiness.

24:

Except where the flight crew is limited to one or two pilots, brief instructions should be included
as to the order and circumstances in which command is to be assumed by members of the crew.

25:

Detailed instructions should be included in the manual as to the circumstances in which copilots
may be permitted to fly the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV).

26:

The Air Navigation Order specifies areas of the world through which the InverseGravityVehicle
engaged on a flight for the purpose of public transport or a mission in space shall carry a flight
navigator as a member of the crew or, alternatively, navigation equipment specifically approved
for the purpose by the Authority.
If Searl International Space Research Consortium wishing to dispense with the carriage of a
7.

Separate flight navigator in favour of the alternative requirement should apply to the Flight
Operations Inspectorate for details of the conditions to be met.
27:

DUTIES OF CREW AND OTHER OPERATING STAFF:
In this context, the term ‘operating staff’, as distinct from the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV)
crew, should be taken to mean staff having specific duties, in relation to particular missions,
which fall within the general premission and inflight responsibility of the InverseGravity
Vehicle (IGV) commander.
The manual should therefore define, where appropriate, the duties and responsibilities of people
employed as:

28:

1:

Flight dispatch officers.

2:

Flight watch officers.

3:

Mission planning assistants who prepare navigational flight plans and mission briefs, and
compute mission requirements, RTOWs and aerodrome operating minima;

4:

Rostering and scheduling staff;

5:

Traffic officers or ‘loadmasters’ responsible for calculating maximum payloads and / or
food – tools – equipment, or for supervising the loading of InverseGravityVehicle (IG
V) and completing load / trim sheets.

It is important in this connection that operating staff should be made fully aware of the overriding
responsibility and the ultimate authority of the InverseGravityVehicle commander.
Manuals should state specifically that if a commander considers it necessary, in order to secure the
safety of a particular mission, He / she is authorised to apply greater safety margins (eg
aerodrome operating minima, food / water / toilet products / medical reserves and terrain
clearance standards) than those prescribed by Searl International Space Research Consortium for
normal operations.

29:

In defining the duties of members of the crew, Searl International Space Research Consortium
should include instructions on:
The briefing of work force or passengers on emergency procedures and equipment (including,
where appropriate, space jackets and automatic dropout oxygen equipment), and at no time is
smoking allowed and on the use of personal radios, tape recorders, etc in flight or missions.

30:

NOTICE:
NO MEMBERS OF THE MISSION CREWS AND STAFF ARE ALLOWED TO SMOKE AT
ANY TIME. SMOKERS ARE NOT ACCEPTED FOR FLIGHT MISSIONS AT ANY TIME.
FOR HEALTH REASONS OF THE STAFF.

31:

The responsibility, in the absence of competent ground engineering staff, for supervising
refuelling of water and ensuring that filter caps, refuelling valves, freight hold doors, etc are
secure.
8.

32:

6:

The responsibility, in the absence of competent traffic staff, for supervising the loading of
the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV):

7:

The duties of special personnel such as car marshallers and animal attendants.

Special consideration should be given to instructions on the arrangement of flight / mission deck
duties between the members of the flight / mission crew, and the procedures for double checking
altimeter settings, and the selection and identification of radio aids.
The risk of confusion or a serious oversight can be eliminated only if suitable routine procedures
are laid down and meticulously observed both in training and in the course of normal operations.
Operators are therefore required to specify such procedures in detail, with particular reference to
the division of duties during liftoff and in the execution of an instrument approach procedure and
overshoot in IMC, and to give them special emphasis to all training and periodical tests.
The procedure for instrument approach in IMC in multicrew InverseGravityVehicles (IGV)
should relieve the commander of as much of the workload as possible, and through a proper
division of duties and monitoring functions throughout the descent, provide adequate safeguards
against error or omission.
The difficulty of transition from instrument in poor visibility should be taken fully into account,
together with the need for a clear and systematic procedure for initiating overshoot if there is any
doubt about the advisability of continuing the approach by visual reference to the ground.

33:

LIMITS ON FLIGHT / MISSION, DUTY AND REST PERIODS:
There are detailed statutory provisions in this connection and Searl International Space Research
Consortium must be familiar with the relevant part of the Air Navigation Order, and with the
Requirements published by the Authority (CAP 371).

34:

In accordance with the statutory provisions, ‘Searl International Space Research Consortium’
schemes for the prevention of fatigue of all crew must be approved by the Authority and
incorporated in the operations manuals – which was confirmed in 1968 as four hours on and eight
hours off as a basic setting of operations for mission crews.
Any amendment to the operation manual in this connection must be approved by the Authority in
advance.
Applications for approval of schemes, and for amendments or variations, should be addressed to
the Flight Operations Inspectorate or General Aviation Branch as appropriate.

35:

Searl International Space Research Consortium should state in their scheme the minimum times
allocated to preflight / mission preparation and immediate postflight / mission activity.

36:

If instructions, separate form the main operations manual, are issued for the guidance of rostering,
planning or scheduling staff, they must be compatible with the provision of the scheme and a copy
must be lodged with the Authority.

37:

Provision is made in the Requirements (CAP 371) for InverseGravityVehicles commanders to
exercise their discretion to extend the flying / mission duty period beyond the maximum that may
normally be scheduled, and to reduce a rest period.
9.

Copies of reports by commanders on the exercise of discretion, whether or not required to be
submitted to the Authority, must be retained by Searl National Space Research Consortium for six
months.
Reports should be in the standard form appended to (CAP 371).
38:

Instructions for crews as to their personal responsibilities for the avoidance of fatigue should
include clear guidance on abstention from alcoholic drinks for a suitable period prior to flight.
The minimum acceptable period by law will be eight hours.
Searl International Space Research Consortium will not accept any crew member who can not
show a urine sample clear of alcoholic drinks trace within twelve hours before departure time.

39:

InverseGravityVehicles crews should also be advised of the precautions to be taken if they are
undergoing medication.
Searl International Space Research Consortium will release information circulars issued from time
to time on the subject will form a useful basis for instructions in manuals.
Searl International Space Research Consortium encountering any special difficulty in framing
their instructions may call on the Authority’s Medical Centre for advice.

40:

Responsibility within Searl International Space Research Consortium for issuing instructions and
making decision on questions of flight / mission duty and rest periods, and for processing
discretion reports, should be clearly defined and assigned to a member of the executive staff.
The name of the person concerned, or the title of the office that he holds, should be included in the
operational manual.
That person was John Roy Robert Searl Superintendent of Documents UK

41:

Searl International Space Research Consortium is required to maintain and provide readily
interpreted records for each crew member.
It follows that there must be suitable arrangements for collecting the information necessary to
compile the records.
Accurate records are essential to person’s responsibility for the rostering of crews.

42:

Since 1968 I have not been able to keep records those I had got were removed from my control by
those wishing to stop my work.

43:

Today, January 2008, this work has been restarted and these past legal papers still are operating
today, therefore I am releasing them again as they were with the exception photos or graphics
relating too or technical drawings related to it are added which I could not do then as I had no
means to so.

44:

In part 15; I started to show the flight departure times as from Gatwick and Amsterdam airports, I
shall now continue that report of 1967 added to this section of this report, based upon the 24 hour
system As from Auckland Airport. New Zealand
10.

Time Destination Time Destination Time Destination Time Destination.
======================================================================
0000
0155
0350
0545
0000
0155
0350
0545
0005
0200
0355
0550
0005
0200
0355
0550
0010
0205
0400
0555
0010
0205
0400
0555
0015
0210
0405
0600
0015
0210
0405
0600 AKL EX
0020
0215
0410 LHR SE
0605
0020
0215
0410
0605
0025
0220
0415
0610
0025
0220
0415
0610
0030
0225
0420
0615
0030
0225
0420
0615 NYC SE
0035
0230
0425
0620
0035
0230
0425 DEN SE
0620
0040
0235
0430
0625
0040
0235
0430
0625 BOM SE
0045
0240
0435
0630
0045
0240
0435
0630
0050
0245
0440
0635
0050
0245
0440
0635
0055
0250
0445
0640
0055
0250
0445
0640
0100
0255
0450
0645
0100
0255
0450
0645
0105
0300
0455
0650
0105
0300
0455
0650 HKG SE
0110
0305
0500
0655
0110
0305
0500
0655
0115
0310
0505
0700
0115
0310
0505
0700
0120
0315
0510
0705
0120
0315
0510 LHR SE
0705
0125
0320
0515
0710
0125
0320
0515
0710
0130
0325
0520
0715
0130
0325
0520 SIN SE
0715
0135
0330
0525
0720
0135
0330
0525
0720
0140
0335
0530
0725
0140
0335
0530 BUE SE
0725
0145
0340
0535
0730
0145
0340
0335
0730
0150
0345
0540
0735
0150
0345
0540
0735
This is part of a page of work out of 1967, as it is impossible to scan such large pages on A4
Green is for arrivals and Red is for departures. SE = Super Express which calls at a number of
airports on its circular route and EX = is a nonstop direct flight to destination. Auckland Airport.
New Zealand
11.

Time Destination Time Destination Time Destination Time Destination.
======================================================================
0740
0935
1130
1325
0740
0935
1130
1325
0745
0940
1135
1330
0745
0940
1135
1330
0750
0945
1140
1335
0750
0945
1140
1335
0755
0950
1145
1340
0755
0950
1145
1340
0800 DEN SE
0955
1150
1345
0800
0955
1150
1345
0805
1000
1155
1350
0805
1000
1155
1350 HKG SE
0810
1005
1200 HKG SE
1355
0810
1005
1200
1355
0815
1010
1205
1400 DEN SE
0815
1010
1205
1400
0820
1015
1210 LHR SE
1405
0820
1015
1210
1405
0825
1020
1215
1410
0825
1020
1215 NYC SE
1410
0830 SIN SE
1025
1220
1415
0830
1025
1220
1415
0835
1030
1225
1420
0835
1030 BUE SE
1225 BOM SE
1420
0840
1035
1230
1425
0840
1035
1230
1425
0845
1040 BOM SE
1235
1430
0845
1040
1235
1430
0850
1045
1240
1435
0850
1045
1240
1435
0855
1050
1245
1440 LGW EX
0855
1050
1245
1440
0900 BUE SE
1055
1250
1445
0900
1055
1250 SIN SE
1445
0905
1100
1255
1450
0905
1100
1255
1450
0910
1105
1300
1455
0910
1105
1300
1455 LGW EX
0915
1110
1305
1500 BUE SE
0915
1110
1305
1500
0920
1115 NYC SE
1310
1505
0920
1115
1310 LHR SE
1505
0925
1120
1315
1510
0925 DEN SE
1120
1315
1510
0930
1125
1320
1515
0930
1125
1320
1515
This is part of a page of work out of 1967, as it is impossible to scan such large pages on A4. And
my hand writing might be difficult to read. Green = arrivals: Red = departures: SE = Super
express which operates a chain of airports in a circular operation. EX = none stop express
between just 2 airports. This is Auckland airport. New Zealand.
12.

Time Destination Time Destination Time Destination Time Destination.
======================================================================
1520
1715 NYC SE
1910
2105
1520
1715
1910
2105
1525
1720
1915
2110 LHR SE
1525
1720
1915
2110
1530 SIN SE
1725
1920
2115
1530
1725 BOM SE
1920
2115
1535
1730
1925
2120
1535
1730 BUE SE
1925
2120
1540
1735
1930
2125
1540
1735
1930
2125
1545
1740
1935
2130
1545
1740
1935
2130
1550
1745
1940
2135
1550
1745
1940
2135
1555
1750
1945
2140 BOM SE
1555
1750 HKG SE
1945
2140
1600
1755
1950
2145
1600
1755
1950
2145
1605
1800
1955
2150
1605
1800
1955
2150
1610
1805
2000 AKL EX
2155
1610
1805
2000
2155
1615
1810
2005
2200 BUE SE
1615
1810
2005
2200
1620
1815
2010 LHR SE
2205
1620
1815 NYC SE
2010
2205
1625
1820
2015
2210 HKG SE
1625 DEN SE
1820
2015
2210
1630
1825
2020
2215
1630
1825
2020
2215
1635
1830
2025
2220
1635
1830
2025
2220
1640 BOM SE
1835
2030
2225
1640
1835
2030
2225
1645
1840
2035
2230
1645
1840
2035
2230
1650
1845
2040
2235
1650
1845
2040
2235
1655
1850
2045 BOM SE
2240
1655
1850 SIN SE
2045
2240
1700 HKG SE
1855 NYC SE
2050
2245
1700
1855
2050
2245
1705
1900
2055
2250
1705
1900
2055
2250
1710
1905
2100 DEN SE
2255
1710
1905
2100
2255
This is part of a page of work out of 1967, as it is impossible to scan such large pages on A4. As you can
appreciate that these data is incomplete due to my first wife and family burnt so much of my work outs in
the effort to stop this work – but some day I can fill these figures in on this site without having to redo
them – it will not be yet far too busy recovering from the last robbery which took place here.
13.

Time Destination Time Destination Time Destination Time Destination.
======================================================================
2300 SIN SE
2305
2310
2315 NYC SE
2300
2305
2310
2315

2320
2325
2330
2335
2320
2325
2330
2335

2340
2345
2350
2355
2340
2345
2350
2355
This completes the Auckland Airport operation flight times for IGV operation there
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This document has been released to the general public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of R&D
Searl International Space Research Consortium
Manned Flight Division.
Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
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47:

INTRODUCTION:
I have to admit that I am truly amazed and please that so many young men and women at school
around the world; have sent emails to me for help on what should they study in physics, which I
have sent reply back to each.
In fact, this book being released in parts at a time show you what I knew and understood and used
in this undertaking termed the Searl Effect.
I am aware that so called expects lay claim that I could not had invented this technology – but
failed absolutely to name who did invent it.

48:

This book shows that for an invention to come into reality triggers have to fall in place in the
correct order – not one invention to date was created by any other means – No, there were no
aliens or men in black that gave that secret on how to do it to them.

49:

In every one of us the past, present and future inventions are in your brain, but until the correct
triggers appear in the correct order the new inventions can not materialise.

50:

I shall now inform you on how I looked at reality so long ago now; by releasing again that
document that some of you have a copy of in my books that were released in the past.

51:

Therefore in this part 16, I shall try to examine the most fundamental ideas that Homo sapiens
have about physics – the nature of things as we see them at the present time.
I shall not discuss the history of how I know that all these ideas are true, in this part of the book;
you will learn these details in due time.

52:

The things with which I concern my self in science appear in myriad forms, and with a multitude
of attributes.
For example:
If I stand on the shore and look at the sea, I see water, the waves breaking, and the foam, the
sloshing motion of the water, the sound, the air, the Winds and the clouds, the sun and the blue
sky, and light; there is sand and there are rocks of various hardness and permanence, colour and
texture.

53:

There are animals and seaweed, hunger and disease, and to the observer on the beach; there may
be happiness and thought.

54:

Any other spot in nature has a similar variety of things and influences.
It is always as complicated as that, no matter where it is.

55:

Being a structure which lives in the world of reality it should be clear to anyone that my curiosity
demands that I ask questions, that I try to put things together and try to understand this multitude
of aspects as perhaps resulting from the action of a relatively small number of elemental things
and forces acting in an infinite variety of combinations.

56:

Strange as you read that you had no idea that I am explaining how I discovered the S.E.G. as both
concepts are similar in function.
15.

57:

Another example:
Is the sand other than the rocks?
That is, is the sand perhaps nothing but a great number of tiny stones?
Is the moon a great rock?
If I understand rocks, would I also understand the sand and the moon?
Is the wind a sloshing of the air analogous to the sloshing motion of the water in the sea?
What is common to different kinds of sound?
How many different colours are there?
And so on.

58:

In this way I try gradually to analyse all things, to put together things which at first sight look
different, like that mockup on the websites, with the hope that I may be able to reduce the number
of different things and thereby understand them better.

59:

To my understanding, a few hundred years ago, a method was devised to find partial answers to
each question.
1:

Observation.

2:

Reason.

3:

Experiment

Make up what I call the scientific method.
60:

I shall have to limit my self to a bare description of my basic view of what is sometimes called
fundamental physics or fundamental ideas which has arisen from the application of the scientific
method.

61:

What do I mean by “understanding” something?
I can imagine that this complicated array of moving things which constitutes “the world” is
something like a great chess game being played by the gods, how many times that I have made
that statement; that from where I sit and observe the more I observe the more the picture looks like
the Greek myth of gods playing a game are, and we are the observers of the game
How often that I have stated: were those myths really reality and not fantasy, it leaves a big
question in my mind as I study Homo sapiens actions as to what is reality and what is fantasy.

62:

I do not know what the rules of the game; but I do understand by the law of the squares that all
living things have two prime tasks to conform too:
1:
2:

To degrade energy.
To reproduce its species.
16.

If you fail to conform you are trashed, as simple as that; the gods have no emotion whatsoever.
All that I am allowed to do is to watch the playing.
Of course, if I watch long enough, I may eventually catch on to a few of the rules to which I have
been lucky to spot; and thus the Searl Effect Technology was conceived in the world of fantasy
and given birth in the world of reality.
63:

The rules of the game are what I mean by fundamental physics,

64:

Even if I did know every rule, however, I might not be able to understand why a particular move
is made in the game, merely because it is too complicated and my mind is limited.
This is a major point which I have quoted in this book a number of times; that knowing and
understanding are two different domains – you might know that object is a woman – but you
cannot understand why she is a woman unless you actually study that object.
In fact, today I sometimes find it hard to accept that it’s a woman; because she just an image of
fantasy of dress being presented to your senses – not a woman but clothes; and you will never
know what that real woman in reality is like. That is what modern education does to you – blind
you to reality.

65:

If you play chess you must know that it is easy to learn all the rules, and yet it is often very hard to
select the best move or to understand why a player moves as he does.

66:

So it is in nature, only much more so; but I may be able at least to find all the rules through the
Law of the Squares.

67:

I must admit that actually, I do not have all the rules now – no one does amen!
Every once in a while something like castling is going on that I still do not understand.

68:

Aside from not knowing all the rules, what I really can explain in terms of those rules is very
limited, because almost all situations are so enormously complicated that I cannot follow the plays
of the game using the rules, much less tell what is going to happen next.

69:

I must, therefore, limit my self to the more basic question of the rules of the game.
If I know the rules, I consider that I ‘understand’ the world.

70:

How can I tell whether the rules which I “guess” at are really right if I cannot analyze the game
very well?
There are, to my understanding, roughly speaking, three ways:
First, there may be situations where nature has arranged, or I arrange nature, to be simple and to
have so few parts that I can predict exactly what will happen, and thus I can check how my rules
work.
In one corner of the board there may be only a few chess pieces at work, and that I can figure out
exactly.
17.

A second good way to check rules is in terms of less specific rules derived from them.
For example:
The rule on the move of a bishop on a chessboard is that it moves only on the diagonal.
One can deduce, no matter how many moves may be made, that a certain bishop will always be on
a red square.
71:

So, without being able to follow the details, I can always check my idea about the bishop’s motion
by finding out whether it is always on a red square.
Of course it will be, for a long time, until all of a sudden I find that it is on a black square.
What happened of course is that in the meantime it was captured, another pawn crossed for
queening and it turned into a bishop on a black square.

72:

That is the way it is in physics.
For a long time I will have a rule that works excellently in an over all way, even when I cannot
follow the details, and then some time I may discover a new rule.

73:

From the point of view of basic physics, the most interesting phenomena are of course in the new
places, the places where the rules do not work – not the places where they do work!
That is the way in which I discover new rules.

74:

The third way to tell whether my ideas are right is relatively crude but probably the most powerful
of them all.
That is, by rough approximation.
While I may not be able to tell why John moves this particular piece, perhaps I can roughly
understand that he is gathering his pieces around the king to protect it, more or less, since that is
the sensible thing to do in the circumstances.
In the same way, I can often understand nature, more or less, without being able to see what every
little piece is doing, in terms of my understanding of the game.

75:

At first the phenomena of nature were roughly divided into classes, like heat, electricity,

mechanics , magnetism, properties of substances, chemical phenomena, light or
optics, Xrays, nuclear physics, gravitation, meson phenomena, etc.
76:

However, the aim is to see complete nature as different aspects of one set of phenomena.
That is the problem in basic theoretical physics, today – to find the laws behind experiment, to
amalgamate these classes.

77:

Historically, I have always been able to amalgamate them, but as time goes on new things are
found.
18.

78:

I was amalgamating very well, when all of sudden xrays were found.
Then I amalgamated some more, and mesons were found.
Therefore, at any stage of the game, it always looks rather messy.
A great deal is amalgamated, but there are always many wires or threads hanging out in all
directions.
That is the situation today, to my understanding, which I shall try to describe through out this
book,

79:

Some historic examples of amalgamation are the following.
First, take heat and mechanics.
When atoms are in motion, the more motion, the more heat the system contains, and so heat and
all temperature effects can be represented by the laws of mechanics.

80:

Another tremendous amalgamation was the discovery of the relation between electricity,
magnetism, and light, which were found to be different aspects of the same thing, which I call
today the electromagnetic field.

81:

Another amalgamation is the unification of chemical phenomena, the various properties, and the
behaviour of atomic particles, which is in the quantum mechanics of chemistry.

82:

The question is, of course, is it going to be possible to amalgamate everything, and merely
discover that this would represent different aspects of one thing?
I must agree that nobody knows that answer.
All I know is that as I go along, I find that I can amalgamate pieces, and then I find some pieces
that do not fit, and I keep trying to put the jigsaw puzzle together.
Whether there are a finite number of pieces, and whether there is even a border to the puzzle, is of
course unknown.
It will never be known until I finish the picture, if ever.
What I wish to do here in this book is to see to what extent this amalgamation process has gone
on, and what the situation is at present, in understanding basic phenomena in terms of the
smallest set of principles,
To express it in a simple manner, what are things made of and how few elements are there?

83:

If I compare all these definitions of science which I have used within this book with Alfred North
Whitehead’s definition of philosophy, “the endeavour to frame a coherent, logical, necessary
system of general ideas in terms of which every element of my experience can be interpreted.”

84:

The comparison suggests that in dealing with its appropriately limited areas of human experience;
science has a goal similar to the goal of philosophy, namely, understanding.
19.

85:

I agree that a study of science is an important part of a general education.
Scientists have been successful, as I have stated so many times “because first of all they have been
very clever in choosing questions to answers which can be answered by the methods of science,
and not choosing questions which science cannot answer; such as the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) or the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV), even though these may be the more important
questions.”

86:

Now you have an insight to my interest and as to what concerned me in those early years and in
fact still concerns me as to the reality of life and you are my biggest concern and problem in the
development of a commercial deep space operation.
It is not the structure of the IGV that is the problem for space work – it’s the crew and staff
which will have to be involved that is the prime factor of success.

87:

This document has been released to the public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Lecturer / author / head of R&D.
Tomorrow’s energy and transportation systems.
88:

Today, Tuesday January 15 th 2008 at 1920 GMT, I received from John Thomas, Rochester, New
York, USA an email stating that the wife of Bill Sherwood; Rhoda Sherwood had died peacefully
in her sleep.
I am saddened to hear this news as I knew Bill and Rhoda well; through the help they gave me in
support and their time to this technology in the 60s.
To Bill: I wish you all the very best to the future and, through your loss I hope you will find
happiness and may your health remain good throughout the year, and may the power be with you
always.
Prof. Searl.
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Today, Wednesday January 16th 2008 update received:
LAMP LAW POSES SKIN DANGERS:
The United Kingdom Government plans to ban traditional light bulbs in favour of energy saving
bulbs by the end of 2011,
I must admit that the government has already supplied me with 2 x 20 watt Philips bulbs; one of
which I replace the bedroom light with, which is claimed to be equal to 100W.
My verdict is that it is impossible to read a book or write in that light, some times on switch on
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my pocket LED torch is brighter. The parcel also contain 2 x 8 watt Philips bulbs, which is equal
to 40 watts; which I replaced the one in the kitchen, though its a poor quality, being rather a small
space just about cope and it does increase the possibility of chopping off your finger.
In fact, when I took this place on I did in fact fitted all power saving lamps throughout – there are
2 lamp fittings in the living room and the lamp in the first fitting packed up in 2 days the other did
survive 3 years then it was hardly used. There are certainly not cheap to buy from a pension –
bloody costly.
In fact over a period of 5 years they have all been replaced by standard incandescent bulbs which
are far cheaper to buy. Now the government are planning to get rid of the incandescent bulb, but
in my opinion they should not do so because it could put 350,000 people with light sensitive skin
at risk of severe and painful skin reaction as energy saving bulbs produce a more intense light than
incandescent ones can seriously exacerbate skin conditions such as eczema. I myself must admit
that I have not encountered such skin problems yet by using energy saving bulbs.
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Today, Monday January 14 th, 2008 at 1407 hours GMT received parcel from Morris in Thailand
of the following goods.

I had spent two weeks phoning and
emailing companies in the UK and
the USA for these components for
the wiring work which I have
started undertaking here.
In the end I gave up and informed
Morris about the problem, in which
he did a search in Thailand and
came up with these which I
received, as shown here.
Which of course: will make my
work much easier to undertake.
In this book I sure will show you
the facts of reality regardless of
whether you like to see and hear
the truth or not; does not concern
me at all.
My task is to rebuild from the
damage done in the last robbery
that took place here, and I shall
show you what it actually took to
do.
Proof that what I stated here is precise – I was unable to find anywhere in the UK where I could
obtain them – nor in the USA – the two USA companies I ordered them from just ignored my
order on a stupid statement that my password was not correct – what crap I have to put up with.
The business world is pushing online sale – yet cannot get their act right over customers IDPW.
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These ring connectors which I had in stock were far too large for the connections of the Euro plug

So thanks to Thailand my work here will be much easier to the start which I have made on the
work.
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Today, Monday January 14 th 2008 at 1407 GMT, I received a parcel from Steven Simkins of
Anchorage, Canada,
Let me confirm that over the years he has help John Thomas of Rochester, New York, USA; with
equipment and not forgetting the help he gave to Morris, of California, USA; then add to this the
help which he has given to THIS OLD MAN OF London, England.
This success is based entirely on team work to which I am just the leader of the gang; the concept
of the future that is meant to be; clearly on youtube there are experts who have no idea what
TEAM WORK means and you know who I mean.
It is people like Steven Simkins who assist a team in bringing from the domain of fantasy;
products that will become the part of the domain of reality today or tomorrow, but they will arrive
and become part of everyday existence, which add to our knowledge base; which will change the
rules of the game of nature.
Everyday, without your knowledge you have played a part in changing the rules of nature in some
small way, in time that small input will amount to a large output that can be studied in detail by
scientists the world over, like I am watching you, watching me, watching you.
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Here is the proof of that parcel guess you can see that its Teflon powder in the jar and 5 samples
for some research I shall be carrying out here.
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It is in my opinion that space; as a business: has the largest domain to employ people, and upon
that issue I have been and have now restarting to evaluate the best option for commercially based
operation projects.
For such an undertaking, I need to look at every single idea which can be assembling in units to
create the required functions for the mission required.
Through this book you will see first hand the study work that has to go into such a project, much
of which you may not feel to be of value – but then who can state what value is and what is not
until you have investigated every possible point of such an idea.
Fact 1: No aliens are coming to tell or show you how to do it.
Fact 2:No men in black will be coming to tell or show you how to do it
If its going to be done, then we must do it and, the sooner we start that task at examine ideas the
better
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Thus the hard work to find the best solution for the pending project will be tough, as already the
firms who handle the parts I used in the past have changed their market concept on what
components they will market.
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The components which you see in the photos in this book are components recovered from the past
and being reused, why the company stop producing them I have no idea, maybe I was the only
customer for such components, and that long break from late 1968 until late 2007 no demand for
such goods they switched to mobile phones and monitors etc.
Don’t worry I do have a replacement products for the new project.

The principle of operation is just the same as the system which I am wiring now; agree man
progress in technology and science is amazing, through out my life I have been bless to witness
such changes, not all for the better interest of the planet as it appears that man is bent on
destroying the planet then to save it.
At this moment in time I am not aware of the cost which will be involved in this choice of
components.
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This is just one of the old system components that were used in the past, having just a few left
which are already wire up and operating in this new set up.
I have now replaced the two PCs monitors with a pair of the same model monitors for neatness of
appearance. Larger screen as well so I can read the mail and what I am written to screen creating
less eye strain.
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Besides showing you the problems on component buying, I have to study every concept in energy
use and systems under development as to how that could be employed in the new products such as
the IGV.
I shall now look at the problem of taming power at 65nm and below.
The move to the 65 nm process node provides the benefits associated with smaller process
geometries;
1:
2:
3:

Lower cost.
Higher performance.
Greater logic capacity.

However, along with these benefits, to my understanding; is the 65 nm process brings with it new
challenges related to power consumption, which comprises static and dynamic power.
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To design something like an IGV you must fully understand the direction in which way science
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and technology is heading, that is vital.
As semiconductors have moved to smaller geometries and system speeds amplified, increases in
dynamic power have been manageable because device core voltages drop with each downward
shrink at each process node.
Combining this with smaller parasitic capacitances (associated with the smaller transistors) and
shorter, less capacitive interconnects between logic, reduces the rate of increase in dynamic
power.
Conversely, static power is growing exponentially due to increasing transistor leakage.
These are issues which I have to evaluate in decision making upon selection of components, as an
example: you go into the chemist shop for a condom the shop assistance has no idea what you
hope to obtain from the function of such a device, for there are many different types whose
functions create different effects upon the passive partner, therefore, you must be precise on what
your functions requirements are first before buying.
Likewise for me the selection of components is many, and I must select those whose functions are
beneficial to the overall function of the IGV.
The cross over point where static power overtakes dynamic power is at the 65 nm process node to
my understanding.
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STATIC POWER CHALLENGES:
To my understanding that there is a well known rule of semiconductor physics is when transistor
length decreases, leakage current increases.
I agree that appears to make sense to my mind, sure agrees with the law of the squares.
Smaller physical distances make a current more prone to leakage, which I can appreciate, the
problem that is involved.
As I see it, both sourcetodrain leakage and gate leakage are inversely proportional to channel
length and gate oxide thickness, respectively, and show dramatic increases in leakage.
And that is precisely what the law of the squares state; therefore, I have no problem with
accepting that claim.
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SOURCETODRAIN LEAKAGE:
Also known as sub threshold (ISUB), Sourcetodrain leakage is the dominant form of leakage, by
my understanding, even when the transistor gate is off, seeing diagram on the next page.
As transistors are reduced in size, it becomes increasingly difficult to prevent the current from
flowing; therefore smaller 65 nm transistors will exhibit more sourcetodrain leakage than larger
transistors, providing all other parameters are equal.
Sourcetodrain leakage also increases exponentially with increasing temperature (eg. Changing
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Junction temperature from 25 0 to 850C increases sourcetodrain leakage by a factor of 5x, which
the law of the squares suggests.
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Another manufacturing challenge is the thickness of the gate oxide.
Thinner oxide allows the transistor to be switched on and off faster,
But increases the leakage.
The leakage is also influenced by the threshold voltage of the transistor; the voltage at which the
channel conducts current between the gate and the source.
Small high speed transistors require a lower threshold voltage, which is influenced by oxide
thickness and doping.
Maintaining the speed at which the transistor can be turned on and off via gate control increases
the leakage as the transistor channel cannot be turned off completely.
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GATE LEAKAGE:
Although not as dominant as sub threshold leakage, gate leakage remains a very important
consideration as it flows from gate to substrate.
A thinner gate oxide layer at 65 nm increases the gate leakage, but it only increases marginally
with increase temperature.
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DYNAMIC POWER CHALLENGES:
Dynamic power is the additional power consumed by signals toggling and capacitive loads
charging and discharging in a device.
The following equation shows the main variables affecting dynamic power:
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1:
2:
3:

Capacitance charging:
Supply voltage:
Clock frequency.

Dynamic power decreases as result of process shrinks that reduce capacitance and voltage in
accordance with Moore’s Law. So you cannot blame me for that law.
The challenge is implementing more circuits with each process shrink while increasing the
maximum clock frequency.
As the capacity of FPGAs continues to double and the maximum clock frequency steadily
increases, the power reduction declines for an equivalent circuit from process node to process
node.
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POWER REDUCTION STRATEGIES:
I appreciate that without adequate static and dynamic power reduction strategies, FPGA power
consumption can easily reach a point that mitigates any advantages obtained by moving to smaller
process nodes.
To date there are several strategies for tackling these challenges:
1:

LOW POWER PROCESS TECHNOLOGY:
Most To my knowledge; most semiconductor foundries offer a specific technology
optimised for low power applications (eg. TSMC’s 65 nm low power (LP) technology)
targeted at application in the portable and consumer market.
This process has been fine tuned for performance and leakage through the use of multiple
threshold voltages, multiple I/O voltage transistors, and variable gate length transistors.
Low power devices use a thicker gate oxide than general purpose (G) devices to decrease
standby leakage exponentially while only trading off some performance.
Also used is a tightly integrated process and design technology method that provides low
power libraries, Intellectual property, and a design reference flow.
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2:

SILICON PROCESS OPTIMISATION:
The semiconductor industry is to my understanding; constantly battling the evolving
challenges of small process dimensions through huge investments in:
1:
2:
3:
4:

Equipment,
Process Technologies.
Design tools.
Circuit Techniques.

Which is precisely what we have and are still doing in Thailand, and will have to do the same in
Israel and Italy and in fact any other part of the world that wish to manufacture the Searl Effect
Technology.
Increased power consumption due to the transistor leakage that occurs at smaller process
geometries is an industry wide challenge.
As I understand it; that a large number of widely used technologies at the 65 nm process
node and at previous nodes are being used to maintain or increase performance while
managing power consumption due to transistor leakage.

COPPER ROUTING:
By using an all copper Cu 29 metallisation, which replaced Aluminium Al 13, for onchip
routing provides reduced electrical and power resistance and thereby increases
performance.

LOWK DIELECTRIC:
A dielectric provides isolation between metal layers, enabling multiple routing layers.
Moving to a lowk dielectric reduces the interrouting layer capacitance, which I
understand significantly increases performance and reduces power.

MULTITHRESHOLD TRANSISTORS:
The voltage threshold of a transistor affects the performance and leakage power of the
transistor.
Using low threshold voltages that produce highspeed transistors where performance is
required and high threshold voltages that produce slower low leakage transistors where
performance is not required may not provide the optimal solution.
Using multithreshold transistors provides a cost effective balance of performance vs.
power consumption, when using highperformance transistors (low threshold) only where
necessary, and using low power transistors (high threshold) everywhere else.

VARIABLE GATELENGTH:
The gate length of a transistor affects its speed and sub threshold leakage.
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Using longer gate lengths reduces leakage current in circuits where performance is not
required,
Where performance is critical, using short gate lengths maximises performance.
3:

POWER ANALYSIS AND OPTIMISATION TECHNOLOGY:
Tools that automatically select the required performance for each piece of logic as well as
minimising power through poweraware placement, routing, and clocking are highly
advantageous.
Software automatic power optimisation should be transparent to the designer but provide
optimal use of architecture details to minimise power.
The goal of this feature is to reduce power without user intervention while having minimal
impact on design performance.

THE POWER / PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGE:
By using a combination of power management methods, from process innovations to
design software power optimisation, designers can obtain maximu7m benefits of the 65
nm process and get the performance they need with the lowest possible power
consumption.
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This article has not been presented as a document as it is just a one off discussion of just 0.005 of
a grain of sand in the whole of the Searl International Space Research Consortium objectives.
Nevertheless it has been released upon the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of R&D.
Tomorrow’s energy and transportation systems.
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Designing a space vehicle for real deep space work needs much knowledge across the whole
spectrum of life, and that is not joking – its reality.
The Law of the Squares state that in all nature there are always 2 primary states and they are
opposite to each other.
Does this actually hold true with our universe?
1: There is light matter.
2: There is dark matter.
And from somewhere; some kind person sent me this photo of black matter  I cannot confirm it’s
absolutely true, but if it is then it support the law of the squares as being correct. I hope that it’s
true.
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It is amazing what the Homo sapiens can achieve.
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As you know by now a molecule product is employed in the manufacture of the Searl Effect
Generator (SEG); which has been termed as a gate control of the generator.
As stated earlier that it can be any class of plastic, so this document is to show what I knew back
there in time so long ago; and I appreciate that new materials have been developed along my time
period of life, which due to lack of hard cash have not been able to keep up to date with the
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progress which has been achieved over the years, with in this domain. Where I have been lucky to
get information upon new materials since the original date of this document; these will be
automatically included in this release.
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PARKESINE AND CELLULOID:
To my knowledge, while Hancock and Goodyear were developing the basic processes of rubber
technology, other important discoveries were taking place in Europe.
Remember every person listed in this book played a part in the development of the Searl Effect
Technology without them such technology could not exist.
Following earlier work by Pelouze, Schönbein was able to establish conditions for controlled
nitration of cellulose.
The product soon became of interest as an explosive and in the manufacture of collodion, a
solution in an alcohol – ether mixture.
To my understanding, that in 1850s the English inventor Alexander Parks ‘observed after much
research, labour and investigation that the solid residue left on the evaporation of the solvent of
photographic collodion produced a hard horny elastic and waterproof substance’.
Then in 1856 he patented the process of waterproofing woven fabrics by the use of such solutions.
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As I recall it; that in 1862 the Great International Exhibition was held in London, which
unfortunate I was not able to attend that event; but I do understand that it was visited by six
million people, which is hard to believe, but that was true.
I am lead to believe that at this exhibition a bronze medal was awarded to Parkes for his exhibit
Parkesine.
This was obtained by first preparing a suitable cellulose nitrate and dissolving it in a minimum of
solvent.
The mixture was then put on a heated roller machine, from which some of the solvent was then
removed.
As I understand it, that while still in the plastic state the material was then shaped by ‘dies or
pressure’.
Then in 1866 the Parkesine Co. Ltd was formed but to my knowledge it failed in 1868 WHY?
This appears in part due to the fact that in trying to reduce production costs products inferior to
those exhibited in 1862 were being sold to the public.
You think that is crap – you are wrong; even in my working period in industrial, I witness Roll
Royce did the same on car door hinges. Yes there are other companies that I can name from
experience who done the same thing and it will still go on today; and the reason for this is the fact
that the unions have made wages far too high; thus overheads have gone up: which is no different
to that of cancer which grows with time until the company dies from its growth; which has already
shut down many companies and many more will join them soon.
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Although the Parkesine Company suffered an economic failure, credit must go to Parkes as the
first man to attempt the commercial exploitation of a chemically modified polymer as a
thermoplastics material.
Just one year after the failure of the Parkesine Company a collaborator of Parkes, by the name of
Daniel Spill, formed the Xylonite Company to process materials similar to Parkesine.
Once again economic failure resulted and the Company was wound up in December 1874.
Undaunted, Spill moved to a new site, established the Daniel Spill Company and working in a
modest way continues production of Xylonite and Ivoride.
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I have selected Daniel as an example of myself, one who refused to give up no matter how
hopeless it appears to be. There are many more just like me, so I am not alone. And throughout
time others will be born who will be the same like me; never stopping from wanting to know the
truth and to apply that knowledge gain to improve this planet for all creatures great and small.
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I am aware that in America developments were also taking place in the use of cellulose nitrate.
In 1865 John Wesley Hyatt who, like Parkes and Spill, had no formal scientific training, but
possessed that all important requirement of a plastics technologist – inventive ingenuity – became
engrossed in devising a method for producing billiard balls from materials other than ivory.
Originally using mixtures of cloth, ivory dust and shellac, and in1869 he patented the use of
collodion for coating billiard balls.
The inflammability of collodion was quickly recognised.
In the history of plastics, Kaufman tells how Hyatt received a letter from a Colorado billiard
saloon proprietor commenting that occasionally the violent contact of the balls would produce a
mild explosion like a percussion gun cap.
This in itself he did not mind but each time this happened “instantly every man in the room
pulled a gun”. Which is a reflex reaction function of the Homo sapiens brain of people who
carries guns around.
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Products made up to this time both in England and the United States suffered from the high
shrinkage due to the evaporation of the solvent.
Then in 1870 J. W. Hyatt and his brother took out US Patent 105338 for a process of producing a
hornlike material using cellulose nitrate and camphor.
I accept that Parkes and Spill had mentioned camphor in their work it was left to the Hyatt
brothers to appreciate the unique value of camphor as a plasticiser for cellulose nitrate.
Then in 1872 the term celluliod was first used to describe the product, which quickly became a
commercial success.
The validity of Hyatt’s patents was challenged by Spill and a number of court actions took place
between 1877 and 1884.
In the final action it was found that Spill had no claim on the Hyatt brothers, the judge opining
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that the true inventor of the process was in fact Alexander Parkes since he had mentioned the use
of both camphor and alcohol in his patents.
There was thus no restriction on the use of these processes and any company, including the Hyatts
Celluloid Manufacturing Company, were free to use them.
As a result of this decision the Celluloid Manufacturing Company prospered, as always in such
cases, changed its name to the American Celluloid and Chemical Corporation and eventually
became absorbed by the Celanese Corporation.
I hope my new team can appreciate what I am stating here, don’t show or tell people how that
magnetiser works – otherwise others will make them and you will be on the dole system.
On closing this section of this document; it is interesting to note that during this period L. P.
Merriam and Spill collaborated in their work, and this led to the formation in 1877 of the British
Xylonite Company.
Although absorbed by the Distillers organisation in 1961, and subsequently subjected to further
industrial takeovers, this company remains an important force in the British plastics industry.
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This document has been released to the general public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of R&D.
Tomorrow’s energy and transportation systems.
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Since I return to take control of this technology Europe has issued a number of rules which have
to conform to in across Europe, which have, and will continue to shut down companies.
I have to be certain that all my work meet these new laws or better them, which in one case here I
discover that their safety laws failed to do just that; so I do not trust them.
Therefore I shall set my laws of operational requirements to certify safety at all times regardless of
these fools of Europe demands. One of their rules almost cost me my life. Agree the manufacture
had passed the product safe in accordance with Europe demands – unknown to them; one of the
units purchased had actually in reality failed to be safe.
Due to my hands on experience over time, I removed each plug to identify which unit was faulty,
and removing it and took it apart found that the problem was the DPDT switch whose positive
side was struck in the on position, this made all 10 outputs live when switched off yet no LED
warning of this fact was indicated, as far as all LED indication was that all units were dead; where
in reality the whole 50 power lines were very much active, to my personal body experience results
confirmed. The company replace the unit, they admitted that they were not aware of such a
problem in the rules of testing, but would indeed now check for this condition in future. The
problem was that I trusted Europe brass that they knew what they were doing – clearly they don’t.
34.
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In this section instead of continuing with the drugs which I have to take to keep going, I will
discuss a serious problem of the Homo sapiens called Compulsive disorder.
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Compulsive behaviour takes different levels in different people:
1:

From a low level that harms no other person, or themselves.

2:

From a medium level that harms no one except themselves.

3:

From a high level that do harm others, but not themselves directly but indirectly.

Those whose pictures are shown above fall into the category of level 3.
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Let me give my understanding upon category 1, the low level of compulsive behaviour.

WHAT IS COMPULSIVE BEHAVIOUR?
Compulsive behaviour consists of actions which are carried out for apparently irrational reasons
or for personal gain based upon irrational acts of greed.
At the low level for example:
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Repeatedly washing one’s hands or having to touch things like the penis, vagina or anus in a
particular manner a certain number of times; and then to do it all over again if an action is not
performed perfectly the time before; are to my mind indications that there is a problem
It appears to my mind that attempts to prevent or avoid the compulsive ‘ritual’ often results in
considerable anxiety or worry that something awful may happen if the act is not actually
performed; that is my observation impression upon what I have witnessed.
Minor ‘compulsions’ such as rechecking one’s work or making doubly sure that the door is
locked can be useful, since we all make mistakes.
However, if the checking or repetition becomes excessive, it can be a serious handicap that may
interfere with the sufferer’s ability to live a normal life, or to work efficiently.
Compulsive behaviour may also be accompanied by unwanted or unpleasant thoughts.
Obsessional ideas may force themselves into the sufferer’s mind despite all manner of attempts to
keep them out.
Before some of you start shouting that’s unfair statement; let me state that I do appreciate the fact
that one in ten of you are generally sufferer’s from a physical problem which requires medial
treatment, such as piles, worms, water bug, bacteria and virus problems, though it forces you to
react in a manner of a compulsive behaviour.
I do know what the feeling is like from actual experience of a water bug problem also piles
problem, and I am not joking either. Though I appear to have overcome the pile problem by an
unorthodox method which I used, the water bug problem required the use of medication.
Unfortunate I have spent 12 hours searching for just one photo of myself in Australia suffering
from a water bug attack – I have given up now searching for it; maybe later on I might resume the
search for it, if I do find it, I will add it to this part later.
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SYMPTONS:
1:

A strong need or compulsion to carry out purposes or senseless actions, usually
repeatedly.

2:

Unwelcome, unpleasant, or upsetting thought that prey on the mind, or urges to carry
out undesirable actions, like stealing an old mans property.

3:

Difficulty in carrying out normal responsibilities like being honest and truthful due to
the repetition of unnecessary or irrational acts

WHAT CAUSES COMPULSIVE BEHAVIOUR?
To my accepted knowledge there appear that there is no single cause of compulsive behaviour or
obsessional thoughts.
Inheritance may play a part in the condition, but not to any great extent.
Childhood experiences have been considered as a factor; but again, the evidence is not clearcut.
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And I agree that from actual experience I have witness a mother brainwashing 6 young children to
steal from their father; while he was asleep or away at work, and that is a FACT!
There is no doubt; that is one way a child becomes a compulsive burglar. Peter stealing tools etc
from his place of employment and from the benefits groups helped him to obtain the skill to steal
from this place £350,000 plus of equipment containing my pension money and licence money,
without any legal problems. He span the solicitor around his knob like a spinning top
Who gladly gave them the rights to put me into hospital then stole my personal equipment in the
effort to steal the technology and stop my work – that is a FACT!
Those shown in the block above, except the fifth person: were involved in the robbery one is still
not known, as there are a number of suspects.
In some cases, depression is sometimes associated with compulsive behaviour, and psychological
or stressful events may also be relevant.
That was not the case is this robbery, it was greed; they were going to own the Searl Technology
at any cost regardless of their action results. Others have also done the same in the past under
exactly the same thinking to steal and own it.
They acutely believe that they would control the world, that they would have the power to do so,
to become the richest company in the world. Fools or imbeciles, the choice of phase are yours.
What is common to most compulsions is the anxiety and upset experienced by the sufferer, who
may feel ashamed or weak for having such thoughts or urges in the first place.
Don’t you believe that; in this case of robbery, it made them strong and certainly not ashamed of
their aims; knowing that their plan action would stop me and they would own it, yes I agree that
Peter the mastermind of the robbery was suffering from self imposed anxiety; that I had just
signed the technology over to the Germans; where in reality only a draft proposal was presented to
the Germans to consider partnership in the development of the technology.
Peter had been brainwash that if he stole the technology he would get a big house of his choice,
Top computers, oscilloscopes etc, car of his choice, all bills paid rent free in the offer. That was
how easy it was to brainwash him with nothing more than crap.
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HOW IS COMPULSIVE BEHAVIOUR DIAGNOSED AND TREATED?
Well in the case of this criminal act they should be taken to a public square, stripped and strapped
to a post and administrate 25 strokes of the birch upon their bare buttocks and televised around the
world that their action will not be tolerated.
THIS MEDICATION SHOULD CONTINUE EACH DAY UNTIL THE TOTAL STOLEN
GOODS HAD BEEN RETURNED IN PERFECT ORDER.
Follow by 20 years of real hard labour, before being released. That would certainly cure their
compulsive behaviour, and I would be proud to undertake the administration of the medication
free at no charge to the public. So that may happen to become reality before I die.
In other situations a detailed history, put together from questions asked by the doctor, will usually
uncover the unwanted thoughts or actions that are causing misery to the sufferer.
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I do accept the fact that sufferers are often depressed as a reaction to their compulsive symptoms.
They may also report temporary relief from anxiety after performing their unwanted actions or
rituals, although in some cases the anxiety may be increased, which I can understand.
The treatment of compulsive or obsessional behaviour depends on the nature and severity of the
disorder.
This may include simple reassurance that the sufferer is not going mad, or is a bad person because
of a compulsion that is proving distressing.
Psychotherapy either on an individual or group basis, preferably of a supportive and practical type
rather than of an intensive or probing nature.
I accept that in some cases drug treatment may offer temporary relief, particularly where
depression is also present.
Behaviour therapy: which is designed to alter or change the pattern of compulsive behaviour and
gradually reduce the level of associated anxiety.
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HOW CAN I AVOID COMPULSIVE BEHAVIOUR AND UNWANTED
THOUGHTS?
(A)
(B)
(C)
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Try to live as balanced a life as possible:
Avoid circumstances which causes unnecessary or serious stress:
If you are worries, seek help sooner rather than later from qualified medical or
psychological practitioners.

WHAT CAN I DO MYSELF?
Compulsive behaviour and unwanted thoughts or urges are not easy to control, that issue I accept.
Avoidance of stress or of situations which provoke anxiety may reduce the occurrence of
compulsions.
Engaging in absorbing or enjoyable pastimes, may also help.
Keeping busy like me you have no time for compulsive behaviour, both mentally and physically,
is certainly worth while.
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WHEN SHOULD I SEE MY DOCTOR?
My advice is seeking medical help if the compulsion or obsession is causing more than a moderate
amount of concern, or if its frequency is increasing.
Such problems can prove difficult to treat, especially if they have existed for a long time and have
become ingrained.
That is why I recommend the pubic birching for those five burglars; as their compulsive obsession
is well and truly ingrained and needs serve medication to trash it of them; clearly their criminal
behaviour does not cause them any concern at all because the law supports them and protects them
38.
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WHAT WILL THE DOCTOR DO?
The doctor will decide if the problem is serious or not, and then instigate a programme of
treatment which may range from a simple chat, to a referral to an appropriate specialist.
Admitting that such a problem exists: which many people are ashamed or reluctant to do; is an
important first step towards recovery
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THE COURSE OF COMPULSIVE DISORDERS:
To my accepted knowledge, a good many cases improve, although this can take up to a year.
Long term compulsive disorder may vary in their intensity, even though there can be periods of
partial or even complete reduction of symptoms.
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IS COMPULSIVE BEHAVIOUR DANGEROUS?
To my understanding, despite the disruption of daily routines and interference with the enjoyment
of life, there is normally very little chance of compulsive disorders causing any actual danger to
the sufferer.
That is indeed true, they put me into hospital first; before they robbed me, so I was out of the way,
thus making certain they never got hurt in the robbery process. If that hospital had released me on
the Saturday as I requested they would not been able to rob me without suffering badly in the
process – that is a fact and they knew that – that is why they drug my drink so I would be out of
the way for their evil action to take place without any problems.
Otherwise the main danger is the threat to one’s peace of mind and the distress associated with
such problems, but for those robbers it will not be their minds but their arses that will be in danger
of pain. That I can promise them.
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I am sorry to say that this part of the report has been brief, but hopefully enough details to present
a reasonable picture of the problem as other issues need to be tackled here.
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MEDICAL UPDATES:
Today, Wednesday 23rd January 2,008.
Achieving productivity by maximising efficiency; and resource utilisation to deliver improved
patient outcomes that with in Searl International Space Research Consortium organisation and its
deep space mission operations.
At this time it’s in a resourceconstrained program so now is the time to do things smarter.
With pressure on for me to meet a solution to deliver a better value for money and optimise
patient outcomes, driving efficiency and achieving productivity are now critical issues for me to
undertake.
To meet these challenges it is vital for me to focus on operational efficiency on the Inverse
GravityVehicle (IGV) and thinking smarter about the way processes and procedures are carried
out.
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For deep space missions pathways need to be redesigned to reduce waste and variance, and
essential workforce time must be freedup for direct patient care by ensuring that the right people
are in the right place, at the right time, which is vital in deep space missions.
It is not a simple task as I have to consider many points for a mission that is 100% perfect from
the health point of the mission, such as:
1:

Applying a business minded approach to theatre productivity in a deep space operation.

2:

Applying lean methodology to theatre management to minimise waste and delays.

3:

Delivering more for less by doing the right things better.

4:

Applying lean tools and principles in the sick bay on board of the IGV’s to maximise
productivity and minimise waste.

There are many other points’ needs to be careful in selection and within the operation of the
Mission: some of which will commence in this part of the book.
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The Law of the Squares states that there are always two prime states and they are opposite to each
other in this universe.
How true that law is;
1:
2:

There is the domain of reality:
There is the domain of fantasy.

For a commercial space business, there are no other choices except the domain of reality: which is
a must – no room for fantasy, as I witness all the time around me.
I do not see Homo sapiens; just walking cloths of fantasy – clearly brainwashed to conform to
someone’s ideas – unacceptable in the domain of space operations.
It’s easier to design a structure for a house, ship or conventional aircraft then a deep space mission
craft.
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Agree that I am not in favour of rocket technology for commercial space business, due to its cost
of operations and the risks and the insurance that is involved; to my mind, are far too high. Which
no doubt you already understand my feelings.
To those problems: I am studying and researching a solution which does not contain either that
high risk factor or anything equal to that cost of operation factor.
And it’s insanity to say that unless you can come up with an alterative solution; to which I feel I
can:

INVERSEGAVITYVEHICLE (IGV) CONCEPT.
41.

This is the basic thinking of the thing termed an IGV, in reference to the picture above it –
created by things termed Homo sapiens.
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Reality:
Everything in this universe including the universe itself, are purely THINGS. It was clear that
things could not go on communicating with other things without some structure for all things to
understand; this was clearly a major problem for Sir Isaac Newton came across while he studied
many papers written by scientists which called an effect thing by different terms, and thanks to
Newton he put paid to that crap by giving it one name which was GRAVITY, and that one word
allowed us all to know what the hell these experts were talking about. Well done Sir Isaac Newton
All the names Homo sapiens have given to all things; which we have been able to identify, are by
arbitration only; God had nothing to do with it; so do not blame him for the errors of our ways.
Sometimes I wonder where the hell some of these terms came from? Were they on drugs?
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The future that is meant to be – given time so shall it be – first the thought, then
the dream from these we manifest the future of flight by the IGV the cleaner
and safer way of flight. The future is yours so make it happen!

One man cannot save the world – it taken masses over time to bugger it up and it will take the
power of the masses to unbugger it.
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For the above dream can become reality – first we have to live and accept reality – so what is
reality?

Domain of fantasy: where cloths actually walk about instead of you.
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For space operation the domain of reality is vital, otherwise such programs will fail.
This structure termed by arbitration as a Homo sapiens, commonly term a man and its opposite
prime state has been termed a woman all by arbitration – not by me – but accepted by me.
Now, it is a fact that within the domain of reality these two prime states are the greatest problem
in a space mission requirements, and I am not alone upon that issue, so is NASA and Russia and
every other country who are attempting to get into the space domain business.
Just popping into space and back is not much of a problem, but going to the Moon or Mars to
explore its past is quite a different kettle of fish, and the deeper you go into space greater are the
problems. This is based upon the number of Homo sapiens that are employed upon that mission.
Again the problem increases with mix staff gender; why use a mix gender crew if that increases
problems?
One has to balance the needs of deep space penetration missions; the two brains function different,
and this fact is vital for success on long term missions, which are months or years long.
I have no choice but to accept the domain of reality for success of any space mission which is
operating on the IGV concept.
The key to success strangely relies on a good sick bay function system that will meet absolutely
all needs of any unsuspected problems like broken bones, or disease or due to ageing process.
All available equipment to assist the medical staff on mission is a must, so let me take a look at
what I know and understand that is the vital issue ‘UNDERSTAND’
Space mission is indeed a brave new world, and for me I have been lucky to experience first hand
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Both as an employee on the wards, and the lab, and also as the patient, so I speak from first hand
experience.

This is indeed my world of reality – and if space as a business is to be, then we have no choice
but to accept the reality. You have already witness my heart and the first operation done on it,
unfortunate one of the operation DVD opens the other two don’t open and unfortunate I have
no idea how I can place that one which opens into this part of the book, so you can see the truth
of what I state.
All these measurements are vital upon long term missions, which I accept as to the reality of
successful missions.
We have to accept the reality that people are living longer and are surviving previously life
threatening illnesses and this is due in no small part to advances in medical science, to that fact I
accept.
New medical technologies can bring benefits to patients, carers and clinicians alike and can
improve the quality of life for patients through more effective and efficient treatments.
As a result the populations in Western Europe, the US and Japan are ageing and estimates suggest
that by 2025 the number of people in these countries over the age of 65 will exceed 200 million.
At this time that counts me in as one of them now, but by then I will not be around and by that
time long forgotten; also like so many others will be. Out of millions dead only a very few are still
remember and only by a few of the living, sadly to state. I do appreciate that they have gone and
we must carry on living, as part of them.
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In reality, poor diet and an increasingly sedentary lifestyle are other problems that need to be
addressed leading, as they have, to an increase in patients with chronic, long term conditions. I can
understand why you think this could not happen to flight crews on deep space missions; for there
is nothing within the laws of nature that suggest that it cannot happen.
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As a result there will be an increase in the range of medical services that will be required to
manage these conditions and to support independent living; is that independent living really the
correct way of thinking for the caring of the age. In my mind creating villages for group living so
that the age will always be associating with others of their kind; thereby each assist others to
obtain a better life style, then otherwise they could obtain.
It is from my observation here upon planet Earth that I base my structure concept for the flight
crew and flight staff on any deep space mission regardless where and how long the planned
mission is designed for.
I do appreciate that new medical technologies will be available by the time Star Ship Explorer is
ready to take her maiden voyage to planet Mars, and such technologies will be installed in its sick
bay, not only there but at all sick bays in house on Swallow Command bases to enable the elderly
staff, or disabled, people to be cared for in their homes as well as in hospitals or residential care
homes.
I also appreciate a fact that while new medical technologies can bring many benefits: enabling
patients to stay in their own homes, and on flight stay at their post of operations, by making
remote diagnosis and treatment possible, reduce treatment times and enable doctors to treat
patients more effectively, there are limits which I appreciate to the use of this technology.
It is expensive, especially if it is not implemented effectively or correctly.
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I do understand the growing patient demand for personalised treatments are leading to huge
pressure costs on healthcare service providers and installing technology outside hospitals can also
prove problematic.
I accept as fact, that patients may find it difficult to us the technology and may find it disturbing in
that they appear to have less direct contact with practitioners.
That kind of response I can well understand, but what we must understand is that those who fly
the InverseGravityVehicles will be educated members who actually live in the domain of reality,
and will accept the reality of the needs for the latest’s medical technology that will be available at
that time period: to be in house on flight missions.
I also accept the fact that healthcare providers are also illequipped to cope with the trend towards
more pervasive monitoring of patients that will be necessary to manage long term conditions that
is no different to that which will be planned for deep space mission of long periods on duty away
from planet Earth. At this time health services here have mainly been designed to cope with
managing acute illness.
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Note: Who can possible predict that a five to twenty five year mission in deep space would not
produce any serious illness on mission program, as to certify each crew and flight member
absolute clear of all dangerous diseases before embarking on that mission; to my mind that is in
question, just say we are able to achieve that status here on Earth; could any member of such
flight would not become ill from working on that planet surface: that possibility is 5050 because
at this stage we do not yet know all the facts involved at the target reference point.
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Some day in the future we shall know the facts; until then we can only assume, unfortunate it is so
often the case that our assumptions are incorrect.
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NETWORKED SENSOR APPLICATION:
To my accepted understanding; based entirely according to research from Parks Associates by
2012 over 3.5 million senior citizens in the US alone will be using networked sensor applications
in their homes to both monitor and improve their health.
Upon that statement I based as fact such system could be used throughout the sections of the IG
V for precisely the same reason, better health control.
I have a duty to all staff that everything will be done to protect them and their well being and that
play an important factor in any mission success.
In their recent report ‘Senor Technology for Home health Application’ they anticipate innovation
in sensor technologies that will make it easier to manufacture lighter, smarter and more reliable
devices that will enable the growing adoption of homebased medical applications.
Based upon public claims that the UK is a world leader and centre of excellence of new medical
technologies, and if this is true, then it’s about the only technology that remains British, most
others have gone from the UK.
Yet, while comprising of nearly 5,000 companies with a combined turnover in excess of £4 billion
a year, the UK is an international laggard in terms of the implementation of innovative medical
products. This claim I can truly understand that the cost of the health service has ran wild as I
have predicted it would over the years; and there is not the funds available to meet such cost
which is involved.
Of course such manufacturers will make excuses that the problem lies, to some extent, with the
structure of the NHS itself. The medical market in the UK is complicated, to that I must agree is
true, but do not forget that the whole of the UK health service cost has jumped, and lot less people
are working to fund that cost. Manufactures greed does not help the NHS budget.
I understand that we have a centrally run and managed NHS which to my knowledge; that it
comprises of 700 Trusts, which much of the decision making is devolved.
I can well understand the problems of hospitals; having spent some of my working life time in
them; that hospitals will tend to make their own decisions about which IT systems or technologies
they want to use, to my hands on experience that is not quite true, as their budget sets the choice
of what can be afforded, and they have to make do with that result. If only manufacturers were not
so greedy on profit making they might find that they get more sells without knocking the NHS to
try to force them to buy that which they cannot afford to buy.
From the manufacture point of view their angle on the NHS is that there are inconsistencies in
applying and purchasing policies which can have a real impact on the development of new
technology. I have to state here that my time of late in hospitals as a patient; I have indeed witness
a massive change in hospitals; upon medical measuring equipment that is now in use, not only in
the UK, but in Thailand also. Therefore, to my mind at least the manufacturers claims made here
are out of order in reality, rather more in the domain of fantasy.
It is catch 22; what came first the egg or the hen – likewise what come's first goods or money?
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I agree, quite a few firms trust me for payment, and will supply the goods, but then its only from a
few pounds to £5,000 today, quite clearly much of such equipment cost far more then that, so its
out of the question to be able to buy just like that based upon companies marketing sell pressure.
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CHANGING DEMANDS:
All things are on the change and this also applies to science and technology as well and the fact is
that the majority of medical products have some kind of semiconductor in them and that content is
rising rapidly as more and more new products come onto the market.
As to my understanding, the company termed Toumaz Technology is to my mind is an interesting
example of a company that is looking to make the most of those changing demands.
My understanding is that Toumaz is a spin out company from Imperial College in London, which
I know well, as I have spent time talking about this technology there a few years back, and I
understand that it was the brainchild of Professor Chris Toumazou and Keith Errey (chairman and
Chief Operating Officer respectively) it was founded to exploit the developments taking place at
Imperial in terms of ultralow power silicon chip technology. I am sorry to state that I do not
know either of these men personal, nor really understand what their position was at that college,
but I have never claimed to know everything, no one can.
That company to my knowledge focus on ultra low power techniques, combined with signal
processing and wireless systems, led to the creation of the company’s proprietary Advanced
Mixed Signal (AMx) technology and it decided to focus on what it describes as the ‘human
space’ as it saw a host of product opportunities in terms of healthcare and lifestyle management.
Which I have no problem in accepting that as fact, and accept the view such medical products will
certainly be required for space exploration.
They did claim that they were ahead of the market when they started in 2000, but we are now
seeing serious interest from medical manufacturers in our products.
Wireless is happening and people are using wireless devices in every day life, which are small,
and unobtrusive wireless devices are widespread, that I have noticed; even if I am not at this
present time using such devices.
They claim that using the company’s AMx technology they have developed a new wireless sensor
interface platform, which I understand is termed Sensium and is capable of delivering a new wave
of lifestylecompatible, personalised care applications.
It is claimed that it has the potential to meet and transform the treatment and management of
chronic disease, and it’s my duty to check and study such claims in the effort of selecting the best
options for the Searl Technology program.
The Sensium TZ1030 is an ultra low power wireless sensor interface platform for a wide range of
applications in healthcare, sports and lifestyle management.
My knowledge upon this device is that it has a RF transceiver, digital block with 8051 processor
and a reconfigurable sensor interface. On chip programme and data memory will enable the local
processing of signals.
The Sensium has to my understanding been designed to work with a range of bodyworn physical
and biochemical sensors and is capable of supporting a new generation of lowcost, disposable
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Healthcare solutions.
Lets take an example the SensiumT enabled digital plaster is no larger then a nicotine patch but is
able to provide realtime, proactive Healthcare monitoring and 24/7 diagnostic and intervention
capability.
With appropriate external sensors Sensium could provide ultra low power monitoring of
temperature, ECG, physical activity, blood glucose and oxygen levels.
I am aware that Parks Associates research expresses some reservations about this type of
technology.
In addition to the technological challengers there is also the problem of winning over customers
trust as well as the confidence of multiple industry sectors, regardless whether that is the NHS in
the UK or insurance companies in the US.
This technology does involved adopting a difficult business model. No one to my knowledge has
worked out how to pay for these new types of technologies.
I expect that in the US the process is fairly straightforward. The question is if there are cost
benefits the insurance companies will move to adopt it – or in reality: would they?
Over there it is all about providing an additional service, so proving the technology at the clinical
level will ultimately help the drive it out into the community so many would think – unfortunate
my experience on the Searl Technology suggest that will not be the case, it will be a hard effort to
get that ball to roll as there are already products on the market in actual use.
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ENDTOENDMONITORING:
The Sensium chip though is only one part of an endtoend system. I understand that they are
currently partnering with Oracle to demonstrate a complete end toend wireless monitoring
system.
Clinicians need to be able to trust data and will want to be able to remotely interrogate devices.
Some GPS have proved very supportive of the technology. They want to be able to monitor
patients over an extended period of time in order to make more effective diagnoses, which of
cause I have personal been tested twice on a 24 hours monitoring portable system to obtain a
better picture of my heart function based upon the medication that I was taking.
From my understanding Toumaz’s work with Oracle is aiming to reduce cost, improve the quality
of life of patients and enable better treatment outcome. That is a major requirement to my way of
thinking for Searl International Space Research Consortium staff and especially its space
missions.
Their aim is to develop an endtoend monitoring system that can link real time information taken
from the patient to an electronic record, using Oracle’s information system, the Healthcare
Transaction Base (HTB). This I feel is an urgent requirement for the Star Ship Explorer project.
HTB has been designed to create a comprehensive patient record which will enable information to
be shared across institutions and across geographies that includes flight staff and crews of space
missions.
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To my mind: key data could be consolidated and care more efficiently provided which is badly
needed as from my seat here it appears that healthcare around the world already overstretched and
there is a growing consensus of opinion that the forecasted demands are going to be beyond the
resources that are available.
Early diagnosis and prevention are just elements of a rapidly changing healthcare environment,
from paperless and digitalized hospitals to vendors offering endtoend solutions that not only
provide diagnostic equipment but also data storage servers and software, the medical equipment
market is changing dramatically; and I always knew that day would come where many changes
would be made why I was still alive.
All these trends have one common goal; increase healthcare productivity which will mean more
patients can be treated using faster diagnostic tools.
Fact or fiction or just hope over experience, only time will tell, if my thinking is within the
domain of reality.
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BROWNIAN MOTION:
Evidence in support of the existence of molecules comes from observations of Brownian motion,
named after Brown who first observed it in1827.

Apparatus to show Brownian motion of smoke particles.
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This may be demonstrated by introducing cigarette smoke into a small hollow glass cube of about
ten millimetre side, as shown in figure above placed on the stage of a microscope and illuminated
by a strong horizontal beam of light from one side.
When viewed under high magnification, small bright specks of the smoke particles may be seen.
These are observed to be continuously agitated in a random fashion.
The explanation as I understand it is that with a heavy body the impacts of individual gas
molecules on the surface are relatively too small to displace the body appreciably.
Moreover the surface area is so large that the impulses delivered by the numerous molecules
balance out.
When, however, the size of the body is reduced, the impacts of the molecules all around it are less
likely to be balanced and the lighter particle responds more readily to the resultant forces acting
upon it.
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Brownian motion in a liquid can be shown by mixing very dilute solutions of lead acetate and
potassium carbonate in a rectangular tank of glass or Perspex.
When the tank is illuminated by light from an arc lantern and viewed at right angles to the
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Direction of illumination, each crystal platelet shows up as a bright speck when it comes into the
position of reflection.
The twinkling of these bright specks indicates that the crystals are being continuously agitated in
much the same way as the smoke particles.
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As I have always stated that when you teach physics, science, technology or electrical / electronics
it is wiser to present that subject in small doses so the student can easy digest it. Therefore upon
that statement I shall end this bite of reality, and proceed upon the next issue related to my
knowledge.
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I can appreciate the fact that reading this book you might think that I am a miserable old bugger,
with no humour; if that is the case I have to inform you that I am actually opposite in function, can
give a joke and take a joke – love cartoons that deals with facts of reality like this one:

Who ever sent this to me please accept my sincere thanks.
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Today Sunday January 27th 2008 at 1000 GMT received this update from Thailand.

The SEG Project venture in Thailand

Fernando Morris, Project Eng.

Freddie Vukson, Project manager and investor.

John Searl, inventor of the SEG, now at the age of 75.
I have over the course of the last 3 years, gained John Searl’s personal trust and
confidence with the agreement to proceed with this project. His experience and
consultations will be a contributing factor that is not available to any other party,
company or group.
Freddie Vukson is now our main contributor by providing a base of operation in Thailand.
This involves the heavy machinery, building space and funds for the materials that has
amounted to over $800,000 invested over the last six months.
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We enjoy privileges and security with contacts to the government of
Thailand, even to the King’s palace and ministers. This country has
now an ideal condition for us to startup with a company that
expected to have world implications.

The meeting we had with Fred and Joe, this January of 2008.
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The running SEG mockup built to demonstrate some of the core principles of the
SEG technology for visitors and conference lectures.
My personal cost over the last 10 years amounts to about $80,000, results most
notably in the development of the magnetizer, the unique magnetization process
and the machining techniques of the SEG precision hardware.

Here we see that first handmade manufacturing model, completed is the first large
magnetic ring and 8 segment roller components of which there must be two other sets to
complete the SEG. This level of progress results could only be so after 10 years of
experience and continual efforts
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The SEG expected to produce about 90 Watts per pound of its own generator weight. The
current handmade manufacturing model will be 72286 grams, amounting to about 15
Kilowatt of electrical power. This technology presents itself as a global solution for the
world’s energy requirements of environmentally safe source of energy. The source of
energy is the most abundant, but not recognized by industry yet. This, the SEG effectively
converts in to useful energy and this source is ambient temperatures of the environment
which results only in the reduction of local temperatures as electrical power is drawn out
of the generator.

The SEG is composed of four distinct materials in the same order sequence layering from
the inside to outside for both stator rings and rotors or rollers.
Neodymium – rareearth metal used as a Collector of free electrons on an open system
and functions as a base or reservoir of free elections. Teflon or Nylon 66 – said to
function as a Gate or regulator of electron pairs migration to the next layer. Permanent
Magnetic material – functions as an accelerator of the electrons due to the changing or
undulation magnetic fields of the revolving and orbiting rollers around the stator ring.
Copper – functions as an Emitter of high velocity electrons sourced from the Neodymium
layer and it develops the eddy currents that set up a magnetic bearing between stator and
rollers.
The magnet layer will require a magnetizing process unique to SEG only and not available
with any other group or company. Construction of the 500Kw SEG magnetizer expected
completion is a month or two. We should make it clear here, there are no experts on the
SEG; only those with years of experience working on this technology can claim to be so.
At the root of the technology is the SEG ability to take the electrons quantum kinetics of
Brownian motion in to coherent motion, thus the formation of cooper paired electron
currents. The SEG high level of electromagnetic sophistication routinely leaves academic
types in fear, doubt or uncertainties. This is a problem, but that matter expected to be
resolved by way of this business venture.
New Space Technology, a Thailand company formed to research and develop an SEG
suitable of manufacturing. The cost of this venture has always been estimated at 3
million and about a third of it been spent already. One million more needed to continue
for the duration of 2008 and the estimated 20 million later for a manufacturing plant; we
are open for partnership or investments at this time.
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The plant proposal will relies on the automations of several CNC lathes machines working
in tandem with highly precise measuring equipment. We can estimate the production of
5000 SEGs annually retailed at $15000 with the materials cost at about $6000 dependant
how well materials can be sourced.
The units are ideally suite as a decentralized energy needs of homes, electrical cars, and
rural areas outside the grid or within supplying surplus energy to the grid. It also has
health benefits that makes useful for hospitals as it negatively ionizes the air effectively,
removing airborne dust, killing Bactria and virus as well.
We do have a customer base ready to buy, distribute and install these units, not only for
Thailand, but also to buy the rights to manufacture them in Israel, Australia, UK, Italy and
the USA.
This of course is just a brief outline, so we welcome questions and invite to visit our
location here.
Best Regards,
Fernando Morris, Cell: 660843218212
Freddie Vukson, Cell: 66892156551
Office: +6629046618,
214/7 MOO 4
T. RUNGSIT A.
PRATUMTHANI, THANYABURI 12120
THAILAND

Fernando Morris – S.I.S.R.C. – MAGNETIC DIVISION.
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INTRODUCTION:
Underlying the whole science of physics and chemistry where my growing interest lies; where my
excitement upon the laws of the squares are racing ahead of me, to witness that there appears to be
three fundamental conceptions – note I stated conceptions and not FACT. There is a difference
between the statement conception and that of Fact.
(a):
(b):
(c):
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Mass.
Length.
Time.

As I see it that in the domain of reality these cannot be defined, and you the reader must depend
on his / her own intuition and education for these conceptions.
From them may be derived other notions, such as area and volume; the size of an area may be
obtained by multiplying together the lengths of its sides, hence area = length x length or being a
toffee nose person you could just write (length)2; so also volume = (length)3.
Velocity is another simple derived notion and is distance travelled per unit time or length divided
by time.
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Force and work are other derive notions; of their exact connection with mass, length and time
which I shall treat later: but for the present I may state to my mind that force can move matter and
is measured by the motion produced and the amount of matter set in motion
Obviously such derived notions can only be measured in terms of the conceptions from which
they are derived, and it is therefore necessary before going further to consider the methods used
for measuring length, time and mass.
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Measurement of length:
The legal unit of length in Great Britain and Ireland is the yard.
This is defined as the distance between certain marks on a bronze bar kept at the Office of the
Board of Trade in London.
Update note: I strangely had my first digs in London at 30 Crawley Road, at Turnpike Lane in
1946. Including my first job – they were my good days – but kept clear of girls; a bad mistake.
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It is subdivided thus:

The unit of length chiefly employed in scientific work is the centimetre; this is the onehundredth
of a metre which was originally defined as the onetenmillionth part of the minimum earth
quadrant (Long. 1050 34’E).
Practically the metre is the length at 00C a platinum Pt 78 bar kept at Paris, France and known
as the “Metre des Archives.” Yes you have guessed correctly there is a duplicate standard metre in
London.

The tenth part of a centimetre is called a millimetre and the above figure shows a portion of a
scale giving centimetres and millimetres on one edge and inches and tenths of an inch on the
other.
To be able to manufacture the S.E.G. or the IGV you need to understand how to measure things,
without that ability you never make them. Without question, measurements have frequently to be
made with much greater accuracy than to the nearest millimetre or tenth of an inch, and
instruments for this purpose will be described presently; but it is frequently useful to be able to
estimate tenths of the smallest divisions on a scale by eye, and the reader should practice doing
this.
Some examples of this kind of estimation are shown in the figure above for guidance.
It is helpful to remember that in estimating decimals there are five imaginary spaces on each side
of the middle point of the division in which the estimation is being made.

Figure 162.
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Thus if ac (figure 2) were to be estimated as a fraction of ab, I might first guess at the middle point
of ab and then estimate that c was two of the five spaces beyond it, so that ac is seventenths of ab.
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PRINCIPLE OF THE VERNIER:
This process of estimation is performed mechanically by a contrivance called the vernier, which
consists of a second scale whose edge slides along the graduated edge of the main scale on which
a reading is to be made.
I just spent time searching for my vernier of 1950; unfortunate the place is like a car scrape yard
cannot afford any more time searching for it, will have to include it in a later report, in the mean
time I shall continue with this report.
Suppose that the edge of the vernier is divided into ten equal divisions and is equal in length to
nine of the divisions on the scale as is shown in the dotted position of the vernier in figure 163
below, then each division on the vernier = 9/10 of a division on the scale.
For convenience, suppose the divisions on the scale are millimetres, then each vernier division =
9/10 mm.

FIGURE 163.
Now suppose the vernier moved to the position shown, and let it be required to read the distance
from zero of the scale to the zero division (marked a) on the vernier.
From the scale we see that a lies between 16 and 17 mm.
Find the division on the vernier which most nearly coincides with a division on the scale – this is
the sixth division, marked g.
Then since gf = 9/10 GF, ∴ f is onetenth of a millimetre to the right of F.
Similarly e is twotenths of a millimetre to the right of E, and so on.
Thus a is sixtenths of a millimetre to the right of A, and the required distance is 16.6 mm.
In the same way it will be seen that if the division marked 3 on the vernier had coincided with a
division on the main scale the distance Aa would had been threetenths of a millimetre, and
similarly for other coincidences, so that the method of reading between the divisions of a scale by
a vernier is obvious.
It is clear that the vernier may be divided into any number of equal parts so long as the number of
parts on vernier scale is one more (or less) than the number of parts which it covers on the scale.
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Thus figure 16.4 shows a vernier for reading angles.

Figure 16.4
The scale is divided into half degrees, and the thirty divisions on the vernier cover twentynine
halfdegrees.
Hence the difference between a division on the vernier and a division on the scale is 1/30 of half a
degree that is 1 minute of angle.
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THE VERNIER CALLIIPERS:
Shown in figure 16.5; enable measurements of length to be made to onehundredth of a
centimetre.

Figure 16.5.
ACD is a steel rule on which is engraved a scale of centimetres and millimetres, BEF carries a
vernier scale on the bevelled edge of the opening EF, and can slide along CD.
When the jaws AB are in contact, the zero mark on the vernier coincides with the zero of the
scale, so that the distance between A and B is always the same as the distance from the zero of the
scale to the zero mark on the vernier.
The object to be measured is clamped between the jaws A and B, and its length can be read off by
the scale and vernier.
On the lower edge is shown a scale of inches and sixteenths of an inch with a vernier reading to
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eighths of the smaller divisions.
In Figure 16.5 the length of the cylinder which is being measured is seen to be 2 cms. 5 mm. and
fivetenths of a millimetre or 2.55 cms, or 1 in. 0 sixteenths of an inch and threeeighths of one
sixteenth of an inch, or 1 3/128 ins.

This is another version which been used as a rough measurement of length, and is suitable for raw
work or rough cut.
So the inventors of these measuring tools have also played a part in the Searl Technology
regardless if they are dead or alive.
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THE MICROMETER SCREW GAUGE:
Shown in figure 16.6; enables me to measure accurately to onehundredth of a millimetre, or
approximately by estimation to onethousandth of a millimetre.

The movable jaw B attached to a screw, whose threads are exactly ½ mm
apart; the screw passes through the fixed cylinder DE and in turned by
the head CD.
On DE is engraved a scale showing millimetres and halfmillimetres
which is uncovered as the jaws open, and the edge DD’, of the movable
head CD is divided in fifty equal parts.
Unfortunate I cannot get at my unit which I have used and still will
be using when I can find it here, that is why a photo of it is not
shown here, just that old drawing done so long ago for this
document.
Figure 16.6.
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When the jaws are closed the zero mark on DD’ should be on the scale on DE.
Every complete revolution of the screw head then causes a separation of half a millimetre between
the jaws, and a turn through one of the divisions of DD’ causes a separation of one fiftieth of ½
mm. or .001 of a millimetre.
Hence the distance between the jaws in any position is found by first reading to the nearest half
millimetre on the scale DE and then adding so many hundredths of a millimetre from scale on
DD’.
Thus in the position shown in figure 16.6 I read first 5.5 mm. on DE, and then observe that the
thirtyfourth division on DD’ is on the scale line, so that the distance between the jaws is 5.5 +
˚34 mm. i.e., 5˚84 mm.

I hope this enlarged version of that old, very old drawing is much easier to read the value.

For those who have sent e mails to me asking if I could make text larger so they can read it as they
want to learn about this subject. Bear in mind that these drawings are extremely old now and
could not be photographed then as I did not have the means to do so. Sometime I will find that
devise and take a photo of it and add it in a document being redone for this book.
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